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Not seeing is believing.
What you never thought possible now is. A clean, sophisticated ceiling plane with virtually
no visible grid. Our Vector"·' ceilings feature a unique, patented edge detail that is installed
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A critical moment

Editorial
By Robert Ivy, FAIA

F

or the first time in decades'. architecture'. a 12-letter word formerly

blanket coverage. Chicago, formerly the only major city to boast two archi-

consigned to cult status, is drawing big crowds and blazing-hot

tectural critics, just lost Lee Bey, a respected writer for the Sun-Times. New

attention in the public arena. On a recent Sunday afternoon, people

York, a city with four dailies, has one critic. For a topic so central to our lives,

poured into the Guggenheim Museum, spiraling down the ramp and smiling

the critical writing seems too scarce, the ideas scattered too thinly.

all the way, the kids poking their fingers into the models when the guards

When it succeeds, criticism informs debate and educates, clarifies the

weren't looking and nodding reverently at the screens-the words "Gehry,

issues and states a position, allowing us to make informed decisions, to be wiser

Gehry, Frank Gehry," whispered like a prayer to a rock star. Across town, it was

consumers and more ardent and rational proponents for worthwhile efforts.

Mies, the chaste Modern master, dominating MOMA and the Whitney in an

Our cities need informed clients. What will become the character of the land

unprecedented bilateral Sturm of cultural Drang. All told, a smashing triple-

above the Boston artery? Should New York build the downtown Guggenheim

header for architecture, and grist for weeks of critical speculation. But these

as proposed, and how will it change downtown? What effect will budget and

curatorial efforts will be less meaningfu l without critical examination in the

material challenges have on Rem Koolhaas' Seattle library? Can development

consumer press-particularly the newspapers. Fo r as accessible as Gehry may

in San Diego's low-scale neighborhoods escape the inexorable financial pres-

be to the public, a pungent critic can help set his work in a framework of late-

sures that push for greater bulk? An informed public can send ripples through

20th-century culture, examine its suitedness to cities and the places it inhabits,

our civilization, since architecture has such an immediate effect on public

analyze its components, seek out analogies in literature or history or science or

life. While a tiny percentage of people forms architecture's clientele, a larger

poetry, compare and contrast the work to what we see around us. A good critic

number controls zoning laws, affects development pressure and real-estate

can deepen our love and sharpen our wits, while ferreting out the imperfections

value, and more still, building systems and construction methods. All

and raising questions that we, and he, might answer.

respond to human desire, and what we want is a function of what we know.

We may not get all the answers we would like, since the state of

It may seem wishful thinking, but this young country could bene-

architectural criticism teeters painfully between extremes. The problem con-

fit from the cultural milieu in which every person's taxi driver or university

cerns its emphasis and placement. A recent survey by Columbia University's

president could articulate a position about architecture. Too much of our

National Arts Journalism program unearthed surprising facts about the sta-

wealth and power has been wasted on mediocrity in the public realm, with a

tus of that maligned craft: Only 15 individuals enjoy full- time status at the

continual stream of banal buildings and a waste of the land itself We need

45 daily newspapers that claim to have an architecture critic. Others are

guides, instructors, editors, and writers to take us by the hand and lead us

part-time or cover the real-estate or lifestyle beat.

forward past the Inferno to Paradiso. The destination is a more courageous,

According to the critics, however, all have to fight for space with

articulate, and informed public, and the guide, better criticism.

editors more prone to give ink and inches to Survivor than to Mies. Even
though Herbert Muschamp's column decrying the World War II Memorial
gained front-page status in the New York Times, more often the architecture
story is buried deep in the Arts section. Think what's missing in your own
hometowns: Houston has no regular critic, nor does USA Today, with its
07.01 Architectural Record
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Letters
(/)

Of babies and bathwater

his views and assessment. I would

Department of Public Wo rks

sity of the conflict, and the true pride

z

I read wit h interest the news about

like to nominate buildings that are not

felt by every soldier who fought for

.....
LU

Eisenman's Wexner Center [News,

functioning after a 10-year life span

Architecture, Engineering and
Environmental Services Division

::!:

JUNE 2001, page 38] needing a $10

for inclusion with those buildings

Milwaukee

Chaim Koppelman, a veteran of the

0::::

million renovation/retrofit after only 10

deserving of our critical attention.

<t
CL.

years. I was appalled that a building

This sort of "architecture" gives archi-

Immoral memoria l

design is "a travesty, more like a

LU

termed a "landmark building" should

tects and architecture a bad name. It

America deserves an honest , beauti-

monument to the Nazi Wehrmacht"

be in such a state, not only of disre-

is astounding that clients are willing

ful World War II Memorial [News, JUNE

than to American freedom fighters.

pair, but also evidently of markedly

to pay millions of dollars for some-

2001, page 30]. The Friedrich St.

The memorial should educate people

poor design and engineering.

thing that will last only 10 years,

Florian design is, as many people

about the cause of the war and

whether by design or because of

have already noted, aesthetically

should strengthen the most beautiful

poor design.

banal and potentially rui nous to the

and powerful thing about American

.....
Q

My immediate reaction was
that the building should be demol-

democracy. In the words of the artist
D-Day Normandy invasion, the

Mall in Washington, D.C. As an archi-

democracy: the notion that differ-

properly. It leaks, t here is a conden -

of art and engineering. When we

tect and the son of a U.S. Army World

ences among peoples-be they of

sation problem, the radiant heating

allow architecture to deteriorate to

War II Air Corps lieutenant, I feel pas-

race, skin color, or language-only

system is nonconforming, the HVAC

the point that function is secondary

sionately that t he current design is

add to the greatness of humanity.

system doesn't wo rk , and t he

or matters not at all, we deserve t he

an insult to what he and every

design significantly contributed to

scorn of the public and the decline

American soldier fought for. Its aloof

-Dale Laurin, A/A
New York City

t he problems.

and downfall of the profession of

marble columns-symmetrically

ished-it has ceased to function

Then I read Mr. Robert
Campbell's Critique [JUNE 20 01,
page 75]. I couldn't agree more with

Architecture is a special blend

architect ure.

placed around a sunken pool at the

President Bush has demonstrated

-Lynn A. Javoroski, Assoc. AJA
CS/ Milwaukee Chapter President

end of the Mall-give no visual sense

incredible insensitivity in sweeping

of the ugliness offascism, the inten-

away all resistance to the proposed

Now you can spec walls of glass in any com bination offifty-four colors with nine designs. A nd soon, with you r own
custom designs. But with Solutia's new design op tions for glass, y ou don't j ust get personality. Yo u get fu nctionality.
Glass with

strength.

Glass with

sound dampening.

Glass with

'J

Otect10 1

Dream. Create. D iscover the p ossibilities in ou r online design studio today.

ww w . d ream crea te onlin e . c om

1-877-674-12 33

~I

functi on al it y
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Glass with

styfe.

WWII memorial's location and

reform of the Alexanderplatz which

ing could be added to the AIA

in your article series.

design. Ironically, the Mall on

cannot be implemented due to a

Continuing Education series in the

-Dorothy J. Verdon
Chair, SMPS Public Relations

Capitol Hill is the symbolic place of

lack of developers. And, of course,

magazine?!

expression for democratic resis-

Trump has a great ability to attract

-Sara Marberry

Task Force

tance to injustice. Now its literal

tenants. Instead, Berlin should

via e-mail

Alexandria, Va.

and symbolic openness will be

seek architecture t hat addresses

obstructed by a forgettable repre-

site issues and does not compro-

sentation of a noble national effort.

mise the arch itectural integrity

Market fever
Bravo! Your comprehensive coverage of marketing professional
design services is a "must read " for
everyone who works in, or aspires to
work in, the AEC industry. It is probably the most thorough series of
articles I've ever seen in an independent, national publication geared
to a technical audience.
Client consciousness and
expectations have been raised over
the years, spurring increasingly
sophisticated brochures, direct mail,
Web sites, and other vehic les to
give firms a competitive advantage.
Therefore, I think that it would be
very interesting if ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD did a follow-up article on
how marketing collateral materials
has evolved from the Dark Ages to
the Technology Age, as a resu lt of
the industry changes you cited

Corrections
In our story on the Whitaker Center
[MAY 2001 page 330]. by HHPA, the
interior designer, Caroline Bertrand,
and the construction administrator,
Jim Simmons, were not listed. Also
in May [AIA awards, page 141]. our
coverage of the New York Stock
Exchange trading floor expansion
incorrectly listed Parsons Main as
architect of record. The architect and
the architect of record on that project
was SOM. In our coverage of the
concert hall in Rauen, France, by
Bernard Tschumi Architects [JUNE
2001, page 104], t he following peopie were not listed as part of the
team: Peter Cornell, Cristine Devizzi,
Robert Holton, Megan Miller, Laurane
Ponsonnet, Kim Starr, Roderick
Villafranca; and Hugh Dutton
Associates as facade consultant.
send letters to rivy@mcgraw-hill.com

The Vietnam vets are better

and the cu ltural context of the

remembered. Is there some way to

Alexanderplatz.

continue the fight?

-Deborah Sciacca

-Dennis McLaughlin, A/A

Rhode Island

via e-mail

Marketing kudos
Trumping Berlin
Berlin city officials are turning t heir
backs on the past and giving Donald
Trump the green light to do the otherwise unthinkable. They are
allowing the historically rich area of
the Alexanderplatz to be overshadowed by just another "Trump Tower:·
This tower will surpass the height
limits of the master plan for the
Alexanderplatz by almost three
times and will surpass almost
everything else in the city as well.
Ironically, this is actually an attempt
to retain the city's plan for the

I enjoyed reading your series on
marketing these past few months
[Marketing, part I, FEBRUARY 2001,
page 66; part 11, MARCH 2001, page
66; and part Ill, MAY 2001, page
180]. As a marketing communications profess ional who has been
working in t he design industry for
more than 19 years, I have often
been fru strat ed by architects' lack
of understand ing of this important
part of their business. I'm sending
the articles to my architect clients
and keepi ng them in my files for
future refe rence. Perhaps market-

Three Custom So l utions That Work!
By Barbara A. Nadel, FAIA }
FROM HISTORIC COURTHOUSE

RENO VATIONS TO RESIDENTIAL

PROJECTS, MARVIN WINDOWS

AND DOORS PROV IDES

AR CHITECTS WITH DESIGN

FLE XIBILITY, RELI A BLE SERVICE

AND CUSTOMIZED CAPABILITIES .

I~

or over 80 years, the Warroad, Minnesota-based manufacturer has produced made-to-order windows and doors
for residential and commercial construction, renovation,
and historic restoration projects. Marvin offers over 11,000
standard styles, shapes and sizes, along with nearly unlimited
custom possibilities co meet project requiremenrs.
Marvin's new Wood Ultimate Double Hung window provides
flexibility for historic renovations and other special installations.
This product can be configured numerous ways, including
traditional double hung, single hung or an operating round cop
window. Custom details, such as divided lites or special hardware
colors to coordinate with building decor, are available. For more
traditional applications, the optional simulated thick sills and
ogee lugs capture the charm of old windows.
Custom capabilities don't necessarily mean additional premium costs or lead times of 12 weeks or longer. Marvin offers
many standard options, such as unusual divided lite patterns
or special exterior casing, considered custom work by other
manufacturers. For example, Marvin's Made for you manufacturing process provides one-of-a-kind windows and doors to
meet specific project needs, such as custom clad color, special
glazing options, or other unique design requirements.

F

Standard Sizes for Historic Homes
"Marvin's standard window selections are also excellent," says Eileen
Koenigsberg, AIA, principal of
Moore Koenigsberg Architecture,
in Denver, Colorado. When
Koenigsberg designed a two story,
600 square foot addition co her
home in a Denver historic district,
she specified standard Marvin
Windows and Doors because of the
variety and increments available.
"The standard sizes perfectly
matched the existing windows on
the house. We used double hung cottage style windows on the
first and second floors to maintain the historic look, along
with regular double hung windows in the sun porch to let in
more light," she says.

"Turtle Glass:"
Environment al and Energy Solutions

For more product
information and to
receive a catalog,
call 1-888-537-8266.

Check the website
at www.marvin.com

Glazing options are available co suit project and climate
requirements. In the southeastern United States, particularly
Florida, tinted glass (or "turtle glass") for coastal areas is popular
for environmental reasons. According to Mike Hoffart, Marvin
Architectural Division Manager, some southeast Florida building
codes have a "Turtle Code", calling for tinted glass on coastal
homes facing the water.
Sea turtles come to the shore to lay eggs, and follow the moonlight reflecting off the water to go back to sea. When homes built
along the coastline reflect too much light on the beach, turtles get
confused and go inland, explains Hoffart. Turtle glass maintains
shading coefficients designed to minimize reflected light on the
beach and guide the turtles back to sea.
Barbara A. Nadel, FAlA is principal of Barbara Nadel Architect, in New Yorh City,
specializing in programming, planning and design of institutional facilities.
She is 2001 National Vice President of the American Institute of Architects and
freq uently writes about design and technology.

For better energy performance and heating and
cooling cost savings, Marvin
offers insulating glass with
Low E II coatings, ro lessen
conductivity of heat and
cold from the outside.
Glazing with Low E II
coatings reflect the high angle summer light and absorb the
low angle winrer light for temperature control.

Sma ll Town Courthouse Maintains Operations
In recent years, Marvin has provided windows for many nonresidential applications, including universities, courthouses and
healthcare facilities. In upstate New York, an area subject to
cold temperatures and high winds, Marvin worked closely
with architects and owners to meet the functional, environmental, acoustical and scheduling needs of a small town courthouse built at the turn of the century along a busy highway.
"During the renovation and new addition co the historic H.
Douglas Barclay Courthouse for Oswego County in Pulaski,
New York, Marvin was very willing to work within our constraints," says Sheila Weed, AIA, principal of Group 1 Design
in Syracuse, New York, and former project architect with JCM
Archi tectural Associates, of Syracuse for the courthouse.
"A small town cannot afford to close down a busy courthouse for even a few hours. The contractor replaced two or
three windows at a time, and worked around the client's
schedule, with no loss of downtime to the owner. As soon as
the windows were installed, the work was done," Weed says.
Marvin customized over a dozen different window sizes and
configurations for the project, including simulated divided
lites co replicate the original windows in both the renovation
of the existing building and the new addition. The doublepaned, Low E II glass windows used in courtrooms, judges'
chambers, and throughout the building effectively address cold
climate concerns and block out ambient noise from adjacent
highway traffic.

Marvin Windows and Doors Custom Solutions
"Everything is in the details," says Hoffart. "Our project
man agement personnel work with distributors and dealers
for support on custom projects, proposals and drawings. We
stay involved with ordering, production, delivery and fie ld
service through project close out. Our design support tools
inclu de the Marvin Design System, a CAD software package
created with the design team in mind. The Marvin Design
Syst em runs either as a stand-a lone format or with AutoCAD."
The Architectura l Services Division in Warroad, about six
miles from the Canadian border in northern Minnesota, is
across the road from the company's manufacturing plant,
where skilled workers turn truckloads of pine into custommade window and door components.
Marvin's local architectural representatives, along with
technical support from Marvin's Architectural Division, are
available to provide for technical information, proj ect
coordination and product training to architects from concept
to completion for al l project needs.

MARVIN ~9.
Windows

a n d

Doors

Made for you.•
www.marvin.com

Advertising Supplement Provided by M arvin Windows and Doors
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Although plans for new development and the reconfiguration of streets surrounding
Cooper Union in New York City
will move forward, the hotel
designed by OMNRem
Koolhaas and Herzog & de
Meuron for Ian Schrager
Hotels will not be built.
Schrager is the New
York-based hotel owner who
created Studio 54 and the

The hotel (center and right) by Koolhaas and Herzog & de Meuron would have had distinct windows (left) for each room.

Palladium in New York in the
1970s and who owns hotels in New

the first collaboratio n between

a hotel on the site, but it's too soon

York, Los Angeles, Miami, and

Koolhaas and Herzog & de Meuron.

to say how or when a new architect

London, including the Paramount

In a press conference held on May 11

will be selected. This would be

and Hudson in New York. Schrager

Schrager, together with Koolhaas

Schrager's first newly const ructed

hired OMNRem Koolhaas and

and Jacques Herzog, unveiled the

hotel: All of his current hotels are

Herzog & de Meuron to design a

design, but t he collaboration ended

renovations of existing buildings.

$120 million, 20-story hotel at

within weeks of the press event.

the intersection of Astor Place,

A joint st atement released by

The hotel by Kool haas and
Herzog & de Meuron would have

CALATRAVA DESIGNS
OLYMPIC STADIUM

P FOR ATHl
Santiago Calatrava has his
eyes set on the 2004 Olympic
Games in Athens, Greece.
Calatrava unveiled a proposal

Lafayette Street, 8th Street, and

Ian Schrager Hotels and the team of

had 260 guest rooms with varied,

in June to literally shield

Fourth Avenue in New York. This was

architect s st ates, "Ian Schrager

angular window openings, and 60

Athens' Olympic Stadium and

Hotels has ended its

tiny, capsulelike rooms, each with

the surrounding complex from

collaboration with the

only enough space for a bed. An

Greece's severe summer

architecture firms of

outdoor urban plaza linking

weather. His design would

OMNRem Koolhaas

Lafayette Street and Fourth Avenue

cover the existing stadium

and Herzog & de

was planned. At the press confer-

with translucent glass panels

Meuron on the Astor

ence, Schrager said, "This building

on steel arcs. The panels

Place Hotel project in

may revolutionize the hotel business:·

would be arranged to span

New York, citing differ-

the 80,000-seat Olympic sta-

built on a site across from Cooper

dium, as well as the nearby

of the project.

Union. The New York fi rm

cycling stadium. Walkways

Acknowledging that

Pasanella +Klein Stolzman +Berg

connecting the complex

the project has been

has developed a master plan for the

would be lined with trees and

rewarding, chairman

Cooper Union blocks immediately

water pools-intended to pro-

and CEO Ian Schrager

surrounding the school's Foundation

duce what Calatrava calls "a

expressed the highest

Building. The plan calls for a recon-

micro climate" to keep visi-

admiration and respect

figuration and narrowing of streets

tors cool. The Greek govern-

for both architects and

immediately north of the hotel site

ment is likely, although

their work:' Neither

and to the south of the Foundation

not certain, to welcome

Schrager nor the archi-

Building-creating a larger, more

Calatrava's offer of design

tects would comment

prominent Peter Cooper Park. Sites

services. Athens' Olympic

further.

for a new engineering building, up

stadium is expected to close

to 17 stories tall, and for a nine-

early next year for renovation

for Schrager's office

story building east of the Foundation

to begin.

said t he hotel devel-

Building, are part of the plan.

Christina Rogers

oper still plans to build

John E. Czarnecki, Assoc. AIA

A spokesperson

The master plan for the Cooper Union area.

The hotel would have been

ences in the direction
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News

OFF THE RECORD
Steven Holl, AIA, has won the 2001
Medaille d'Or (gold medal) from the

Pei Cobb Freed and
SOM to plan NYC
East River site

French Academy of Architecture. Holl is

Pei Cobb Freed & Partners and

the first American to win the French

Skidmore Owings & Merrill (SOM) of

gold since l.M. Pei in 1981. French

New York have been selected

architect Jean Nouvel, who has never

through an ideas competition

had a project built in Britain, received

[APRIL 2001, page 32] to complete

the 2001 Royal Gold Medal for

the master plan for a 5-million

Architecture by the Royal Institute of

square-foot mixed-use development

British Architects. The Royal

on the site of a former Consolidated

Architectural Institute of Canada (RAIC)

Edison (Con Ed) steam plant on the

Con Ed site were developed by Pei Cobb Freed
& Partners (above) and

SOM (right) as part of
teams that included

awarded Toronto architect A.J. (Jack)

East River in Manhattan, just south

Diamond the 2001 RAIC Gold Medal.

of the United Nations headquarters.

The Milwaukee Art Museum [JUNE

41st Streets, between First Avenue

Inga Freed of Pei Cobb Freed &

of Philadelphia. The new team is

2001, page 37] has decided to con-

and FDR Drive. FSM East River

Partners and Machado & Silvetti

expected to take about four months

The site extends from 35th to

other firms.

Toyo Ito; Henry Cobb and James

architecture firm Olin Partnership

struct its brise-soleil out of steel, rather

Associates, a partnership between

Associates; and Christian de

to develop an initial master-plan

than carbon fiber. The brise-soleil and

Fisher Brothers and Sheldon H.

Portzamparc and Gary Edward

concept. JEC

the rest of the addition by Santiago

Solow, is developing the nine-acre

Handel & Associates.
Pei Cobb Freed & Part ners

Calatrava will be completed in time for a

site. The partnership recently con-

gala opening on October 13 and 14.

tracted to acquire the land from Con

and SOM were on competing

Ed for up to $680 million, based on

teams in the initial compet it ion .

many contingencies. The architect-

Unhappy with the selection

Ralph Lerner, FAIA, stepped down as
dean of Princeton University School of

process, other competing

Architecture, effective July 1. Mano

architects decl ined offers

Gandelsonas wi ll be act ing dean whi le

for consu lting posit ions

a search for a successor takes place.

on the master-plan team.
In a statement, Meier

Martha Ellen LaGess has been named

and Ei senman said,

dean at the University ofTexas at

"Unfortunately, t he eupho-

Arlington's School of Architecture. She

ria of t he design process

was Unit Master at the AA in London.

has been quenched by

The search for new deans continues at

unfortunate circu mstances
that blur, if not bli nd, the

Texas Tech and UT-Aust in.

vision of what should happen in this great city."

The shortlist in a competition to design

In response to Meier

a new home for the Sculpture Center
in Long Island City, Queens, N.Y.,

The development site on the East River.

a statement, "The level of

includes Deborah Berke, Di ller +
Scofid10, Maya Lin, and Wei sz +Yoes.

and Eisenman, Lacy said in

selection process was led by Bill

all of the design proposals was truly

Lacy, FAIA, president of Purchase

exceptional. The developers were

College of the State University of

faced with the nearly impossible

with Burnidge Cassell and Associates,

New York and executive director of

task of selecting a master- planning

of Elgin, Ill., has been selected to

the Pritzker Architecture Prize.

team from among a grou p of

Brit ish firm Alan Short and Associates,

design a home for the departments of

The initial ideas competition

supremely creative and talented indi-

art, design, and architecture at Judson

included fi rms that were asked by

viduals. It was unfortunate that they

College in Elgin.

the developers to work together:

could not choose everyone:·

David Childs of Skidmore Owings &
Actor Anthony Qu in n, who died on

Merrill, Richard Meier, Peter

The master-plan team is led by
Henry Cobb, FAIA, of Pei Cobb Freed,

June 3 at age 86, studied under Frank

Eisenman, and Hugh Hardy; HOK

and Marilyn Jordan Taylor, FAIA, of

Lloyd Wright at Taliesin. Wright advised

and Schuman Lichtenstein Claman

SOM. Consultants on th e project

Quinn to take acting lessons to

Efron; Kohn Pedersen Fox, Rem

include Machado and Silvetti

improve his communication skills.

Koolhaas, Davis Brody Bond, and

Associates of Boston and landscape
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AR illustrator dies
Muriel Cuttrell, a graduate of Pratt
Institute who first drew and later
coordinated this magazine's architectural drawings, died of a stroke
on May 28. She worked as a
draftsperson in an architectural
firm before becoming our freelance illustrator and consultant, a
post she held at the time of her
death. Her 43-year association
with RECORD spanned from hand·
rendered ink drawings on vellum
to computer renderings. Design
director Anna Schlesinger characterized her drawing as "a trademark that architects came to treasure as RECORD'S own:'

1
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For its renovation, Lincoln Center is

Australians battle
for tallest residences

considering a glass covering by Frank 0.

Sydney will be ahead, temporarily, in

Gehry, FAIA, to extend over its open plaza.

the cont est for Austra lia's tallest

The design includes a fu nnel-like pas-

residentia l tower, but Melbourne will

sageway swooping down to the street.

ultimately be on top.

Filmmaker Sydney Pollack is making a

Tower will be the tallest residential

documentary about Gehry.

building in the southern hemisphere

At 760 feet, Sydney's World

and, internationally, second only to
Antoine Predock, FAIA, earned two hon-

New York's Trump World Tower. But

orary doctorates this spring: a

Sydney's supremacy won't last long,

Doctorate of Fine Arts from the

nor will that of the Trump World Tower.

University of New Mexico and a

Sydney's $105 million World

Doctorate of Human Letters from the

Tower, under construction and due

University of Minnesota.

for completion in early 2003, will be
overtaken by Melbourne's $127 mil-

Marilyn Jordan Taylor, FAIA, has been

lion Eureka Tower, which is due for

elected chair of Skidmore, Owings &

completion in late 2003. At 984 feet

Merrill, effective October 1. Taylor will

ta ll, Eureka Tower will be the world 's

ders;· to maximize views and sales

"smoother ... a more direct expres-

be the first woman to head the firm.

tallest residential tower.

opportunities. It will have a crisp

sion of verticalness." NFK calls

Eureka Tower (left) and World Tower (right) are proposed in Australia.

white frame, with colored panels

Eureka a "vertical city," comprising

Tower are designed by the

varying from gray to blue near t he

three separate residential areas on

Bot h Eureka Tower and World
The Charter High School for

+ Design (CHAD) in

Melbourne -based firm Nation

top, "to connect to the sky." A rigid

top of one another, each with a sep-

Philadelphia held its fi rst commence-

Fender Katsalidis (NFK). World

master plan, dictating sun angles

arate elevator core.

ment in June. Author and illustrator

Tower's design was chosen in a lim-

and so on, accompanies t he devel-

David Macauley was t he speaker.

ited competition of NFK, Peddle

opment of World Tower as well,

Architecture

According to NFK, Eureka is
"essentially a glass skin with some

Thorp, and Harry Seidler. NFK says

making it a building about "struc-

balconies. It looks a bit like a big

Antonio Cruz and Antonio Ortiz of

World Tower wi ll be a "tall building

tural expression." By cont rast,

carving knife-a sharp, angu lar

Seville, Spain, were selected for the

with skinny legs and broad shoul-

Eureka would be, according to NFK,

design." Anne Susskind

major $180 million renovation project
for the Rijksmuseum in Am sterdam
[JAN UARY 2001, page 36].

Towers by Yeang highlight London redevelopment

The Office of Metropolitan

Elephant and Castle, an unloved and heavily trafficked area southeast of central

Architecture/ Rem Koolhaas won a

London, will be overhauled into a new district within the next 10 years. Central to this

competition for the design of a new

regeneration in the London borough of Southwark will be two high-rise residential

conference center for t he city of

towers designed by Malaysian "green skyscraper" specialist Ken Yeang.

Cordoba, Spain. Others competing

The rebranded Elephant and Castle will become a mixed-use district composed

were Cruz and Ortiz, Toyo Ito, Zaha

of a multimodal transport interchange, public piazza, retail center, and public park.

Hadid, and Rafael Moneo.

The master plan and individual buildings for the enormous area have been designed

British architect David Chipperfield was

with engineer Battle McCarthy. Foster & Partners has designed a train station for

selected in a competition for the new

the site. A curvaceous, glazed canopy covering the interchange will form the central

BBC headquarters in Glasgow-

point of the development.

by London practices HTA, KP Architects, Foster & Partners, and Benoy, in association

Chi pperfield's f irst major commission
in t he U.K. in 11 years. Competing

Yeang's residential towers, which will flank a 15-acre park, are a continuation

of the architect's innovative approach to sustainable high-rise design. The buildings will be oriented to maximize pas-

were Mecanoo, Page and Page,

sive solar benefits for occupants and make use of solar reflection to the northern facades of the building below. The

WllkinsonEyre, Sauerbruch Hutton, and

towers, whose core uses will be residences and work spaces, will also host "events in the sky:• with bars and restau-

Richard Rogers Pa rtnership.

rants, a hotel, and health and sports facilities.

Richard Meier, FAIA, is designing a $40

allay local residents' fears that the overhaul will lead to the gentrification of the area, community representatives

million open-air pavilion at the site of

have been consulted at every stage. Adam Mornement

Environmental and social concerns are being addressed in all aspects of the development. In an attempt to

Woodstock, which he didn't attend.
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Young, cutting-edge architects gather at Archilab in France
"The Blob is dead!" someone proclaimed
last April during the Archilab conference
in Orleans, France. That sweeping statement did not come from the podium or
stage-where provocation, playful or otherwise, was not exactly the soupe du

}our-but from the back of the bus, en
route to the final meal of the three-day
conference. In fact, blobs were amply
represented in Archilab 2001's exhibit of
work by its 90 participants. But the contrast between conversations in the
lecture hall and those around the dining
tables was far more striking.
"Housing Today;· the official theme
of this third annual Archilab meeting,
never quite galvanized the group's diffuse onstage discussions. And
individually, the 70 presenting teamsmostly architects-were granted five
minutes in which to show work. Speakers
were whisked by in rapid succession, as
if on a conveyer belt, their five-minute
allotments strictly enforced by dimming
lights and microphones, while the
projected slides only occasionally corresponded to the presenter. Nonetheless,
Archilab 2001 was an enormously valuable conference.
Where else would so many youthful
architects (many in their early and mid-

Wes Jones proposed a residence of shipping containers

30s) from around the world have an

(top); NL Architects showed landscape on houses (above).

opportunity to gather, exhibit work, and
share intense days in a pleasant, but undist ract-

ranks from 30 participating teams in 1999 to 60

ing, setting? In Orleans, Tokyo-based Shigeru Ban

in 2000 and 90 in 2001.

(making refugee shelters from cardboard tubes)
might find himself lunching with, say, Detroit-

The 2001 theme, "Housing Today;· seemed
like many catchalls-a construct awkwardly

based Kyong Park (focusing on burnt-out relics of

imposed on the invitees. For starters, why should

urban blight) and Rotterdam-based Kas

we assume that all past Archilab participants,

Oosterhuis (proposing "elastic" houses). The very

however interesting their work, have necessarily

act of throwing toget her an array of thinkers for a

focused on housing? The heading, t hough unde-

concentrated stretch of time may be the essence

niably important, was simultaneously too broad

of a good conference-perhaps little more is ever

and too narrow; and the exhibit's categories-

really needed.
Archilab, the brainchild of Frederic Migayrou,
now curator of architecture at Paris' Pompidou

individualizing collective housing, flexibility,
creating landscape, new lifestyles, subversion,
and form-often seemed arbitrary. That said, the

Center, and Marie-Ange Brayer of the Regional

richness of Archilab emerged in a plurality of

Contemporary Art Fund (FRAC), was conceived as

voices and visions. Curated by Brayer with

a laboratory for research-oriented architects, a

Beatrice Simenot, Archilab 2001 ran the gamut,

great beaker for ideas. Backed by FRAC and the

alphabetically, from Spain's Abalos & Herreros to

city of Orleans, this forum embraces an unusually

the Netherland 's Zanderrothe Architekten.

inclusive approach, each year inviting back all
past participants, plus 30 new ones, swelling the

Visit www.archrecord.com for more on the
Arc hilab conference. Sarah Amelar

We Cater To Architect s.

D esigned to help you
make qualified decisions,
our "Lunch and Learn"

program is a convenient way
to stay on top of the lat est
industry trends while earning
co ntinuing education credits.
As a registered Passport Provider,
our program is recognized by the
AI A, CSI and architectural firms
everywhere. So e-mail Missy at

ngcaia@nationalgypsum.com
to pic k up valuable credits
and usefu l information - and
we' ll pick up lunch.

Nationa/• 1
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Modern restaurants to anchor San Francisco waterfront parl<

Before the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake, the financia l district of
downtown San Francisco was cut
off from the waterfront by the twolevel elevated Embarcadero
Freeway. One salutary effect of the
quake was that the freeway was

Restaura nts by (top, left to right) Jim Jennings and Pfau

so damaged it had to be torn

Architecture will complement each other. The Pfau building

down. Overnight, San Francisco

(above) includes a Modernist composition of wood and glass.

was again both physically and
visually connected to the Bay. The city has

Jennings, and the other by Pfau Architecture,

taken advantage of this connection with a series

both of San Francisco. The gracious placement

of redevelopment projects, including a light-ra il

of the buildings in relation to the park's arcing

line, waterfront public spaces, the new Giants

seat walls demonstrates the collaborative work

baseball stadium, and numerous other projects

established early on by the landscape architects

that had been fueled, up to this year, by the

and the architects to create common ground for

booming economy.

their projects.

One of the last projects of the San Francisco

The restaurants, at 8,000 square feet each,

waterfront redevelopment is f inally happening.

will be glassy pavilions in a clearly Modernist lan-

Located right across the Embarcadero from the

guage. Both firms are well-respected for their

new Gap headquarters building, Rincon Park is

applications of this idiom. Pfau Architecture,

actually three projects: a park and two restau-

known for experimental materials and tactile sur-

rants. The new park, an extension of the already

faces, is using glass and steel for a luxurious

lively waterfront public spaces, is a collaboration

restaurant with southern French cuisine. Jim

between the Office of Cheryl Barton in San

Jennings, revered for his almost Zen-like

Francisco and the Olin Partnership of

Minimalism and refined detailing, will assemble

Phi ladelphia, and will be home to an Oldenburg

similar materials for the other eatery with more

scu lpture. The restaurants, both to be operated

casua l southern Italian fare. The public plaza

by famous restaurateur Reed Hearon, wil l

between the two restaurants will allow outdoor

occupy buildings that help define three sides of

dining, protected somewhat from the winds off

a public plaza on the park's eastern end. One

the water, with stunning views of the Bay Bridge,

restaurant is being designed by the office of Jim

Treasure Island, and the Bay. Lisa Findley
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The restaurants (left in plan) will anchor Rincon Park by the Olin Partnership and the Office of Cheryl Barton.
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Next time,
hire a
NECA/IBEW

contrador.

To hire an electrical contractor who employs IBEW workers, contact
your local NECA chapter or IBEW local union. To find a NECA
contractor, call The NECA Connection at 800-888-6322.

I

www.thequalityconnection.org

I

TO EXCELLENCE
National Electrical Contractors Association
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International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers

I Record

News
redevelopment authority purchased it
from the Duquesne Slag Company for
$3.8 million. To counter Pittsburgh's population loss and tax-base erosion, Mayor
Tom Murphy formed a public/private
partnership to make Summerset
Pittsburgh's first major new neighborhood since World War II. More than $15
million in public funds have been spent
to grade and prepare the site, and the
watershed cleanup has cost $7.8 million.
In early studies, Cooper, Robertson

& Partners of New York and Urban
Design Associates Architects of
Pittsburgh envisioned a 1,200-unit
development, but Pittsburgh landscape
architects LaQu atra Bonci Associates
recommended a reduction to 713 units
to keep the stream open and minimize
the considerable grading required .
Incorporating suggestions from
an extensive community charrette,
Summerset's master plan re-creates a
traditional neighborhood where houses
with front porches are close to sidewalks,

New neighborhood to rise on
former slag heap in Pittsburgh
At a dramatic brownfield site in Pittsburgh, a New

and alleys minimize on-street parking.
Looney Ricks Kiss, specialists in traditional housing, has designed three
different housing types-cottage, village, and

Urbanist residential development with a restored

estate-which range from 1,400 to 3,500 square

watershed is supplanting an industrial dump.

feet and cost from $180,000 to $635,000.

Developers have sold the first units in Summerset

Looney Ricks Kiss architect Mark Jones says, "We

at Frick Park, a $243 million project that will

took the symbols and scale of the surrounding

eventually have 713 residences on 234 acres.

communities, but developed the new floor plans

Memphis firm Looney Ricks Kiss developed the

that people want:'

master plan.
Summerset is located in Nine Mile Run, a

Construction wi ll be in three phases over 10
yea rs. The $42 million first phase will include 72

ravine and stream between Pittsburgh's 455-acre

single-family homes, 81 townhouses, and a 48-

Frick Park and the Monongahela River. Between

unit apartment building.

1922 and 1972 the steel industry dumped 20 mil-

The city of Pittsburgh owns the land and

lion tons of slag here, making an astonishing heap

will profit on each home sale, anticipating more

as high as 20 stories tall in some spots. The site

than $21 million in profit in 10 years.

lay dormant until 1995, when the city's urban

Charles Rosenblum
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Looney Ricks Kiss Architects has developed the plan for Summerset (right), to be built on a former slag
heap in Pittsburgh (top). The development will include 713 homes on 234 acres.
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American Center for Wine, Food and the Arts
by Polshel< Partnership nears completion
California winemaker Robert

share their co nnections with food

Mondavi is wide ly credited (and

and wine as expressions of

blamed) for helping to tra nsform the

American culture.'' On two floors

Napa Va lley into a high-end tourist

within 82,000 square feet, Copia

destination. His latest project is tak-

wi ll have galleries,

ing shape in the city of Napa, at t he

offices, kitchens, a

va lley's south end, which is often

restaurant, classrooms,

bypassed by tourists heading to the

a 500-seat amphithe-

and the Arts will include galleries, a

wineries. The $50 million American

ater, and an elaborate

restaurant, and a kitchen garden.

Center for Wine, Food an d the Arts,

kitchen garden (based

designed by New York-based

on gardens at the

Napa River could be too roomy

Polshek Partnership, will open in

Villandry chateau in

when not filled for a banquet, but

November and be called Copia,

France's Loi re Valley).

that's likely to depend in part on

(.!)

after t he Roman goddess of abun-

how the space is furnished and how

The most striking

dance. Mondavi himself kicked in

aspect of the design may be the

visitors from the vine-planted park-

$20 million and enlisted support

unification between the structure

ing lot to Copia's entrance. The

from many area wineries.

and the elegant geometry of the

garden grid relates directly to t he

visitors use it.
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Copia's mission and the region's
climate cou ld have set the stage for
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landscape design. Douglas Findley,

grid on which the building is based;

an environmentally responsive build-

Young says that Mondavi and the

of Berkeley- based Peter Walker

the playful wave roof adds to the

ing. The architects specified some

directors "were adamant that this

Partners, created a grid of 45-foot-

grids' rhythm.

local materials but needed a larger

(.!)

not be just a 'museum' to food and

square plot s for the kitchen

budget for more aggressive "green"

f-

wine, but a place where people will

gardens, and a long allee that brings

efforts. Kira L. Gould

I

Polshek Partnership's Robert

The double-height, glass-wa lled
gathering space with a view to the
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Toronto Symphony

I News Briefs

Orchestra. The twoyear project will
require the hall to

Weiss/Manfredi to design
Seattle Olympic Sculpture
Park New York-based architecture

Cubs propose more seats for
bleacher creatures The

weeks, from March

Chicago Cubs announced plans in

to August 2002.

firm Weiss/Manfredi was selected in

June t o ad d 2,100 seats to the

Roy Thomson Hall,

June to be the lead design firm for

left- and ri ght-field bleachers at

completed in 1982,

the Olympic Sculpture Park, which

Wrigley Field . The new bleachers,

was designed by

will be a public art waterfront park

which wou ld extend out and over

Canadian architect

and the third venue for the Seattle

Sheffield and Waveland Avenues,

Arthur Erickson.

Art Museum. Competition finalists

may block some views of the field

Toronto Symphony

were Michael Van Valkenburgh

from homes and rooftops border-

Orchestra director

Associates, Michael Maltzan

ing th e ba llpark. Pending city

Jukka-Pekka Saraste has publicly

center of retai l in downtown

Architecture, Tom Leader Studio,

approval, t he Cubs want the seats

expressed frustration regarding the

Cleveland and served as a model for

and Caruso St John Architects.

in place fo r the 2002 season.

acoustics. Sound will be improved

indoor shopping malls. The renova-

by acoustics consultant Russell

tion was completed by Sandvick

Johnson of New York-based Artec

Arch itects of Cleveland and Brennan
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Major renovation
planned for
Toronto's Roy
Thomson Hall The

be closed for 22

Cleveland in the
renovated Arcade.

Consultants.

Beer Gorman Monk of New York.
The first two floors of the main

w

Toronto firm Kuwabara

Hyatt opens hotel in
renovated Cleveland Arcade

o

Payne McKenna

Following a $60 million, 18-month

will be in two nine-story towers and

If-

Blumberg (KPMB) has

renovation to the historic Arcade,

the top three floors of the five-story
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arcade concourse will include 40
shops, and 293 hotel guest rooms

been chosen for a $13

the Hyatt Regency Cleveland at

concourse. The opening of the Hyatt

million interior renova-

the Arcade opened in May. The

and t he renovation of the Arcade

tion to Roy Thomson

111-year-old Arcade, a National

are part of the ongoing revitalization

Historic Landmark, was once the

of Euclid Avenue in Cleveland.

Roy Thomson Hall as it will appear when renovated. Hall, home of the

Introducing t he new Dishwasher Series from KitchenAid .
Totally redesigned , it's flexible enough to accommodate everything from delicate stemware
to large cookware. The in novative wash system is quiet yet powerful. With door panels that can be easily
customized and new split controls, this dishwasher is an efficient and beaut iful way to leave a lasting
impression . To learn more about the Dishwasher Series, and to view the entire KitchenAid®line,
visit www.KitchenAid.com, or call 1.800.422 .1230.

Dates &Events
New & Upcoming Exhibitions

June 19-Ju/y 31

Albert Kahn: Inspiration for the Modern
Ann Arbor, Mich.
June 2-0ctober 21

controversial sketches Mies made of the

Explores how Kahn's industrial architecture

and models of Kahn's Kansas City Office Building

inspired the development of international

are also shown. At Max Protech Gallery. Contact

Modernism. Includes works of art and architec-

212/691-4342 or see www.maxprotech.com.

Displays a selection of drawings, including the
Barcelona Pavilion in 1938 in which the banner
of the Third Reich is featured. Forty drawings

ture by many of Kahn's contemporaries, such as
Diego Rivera and Le Corbusier. At the University
of Michigan Museum of Art. Contact
734/764-0395 or see www.umich.edu/-umma.

Mies i n Berlin
New York City
June 21-September 11
Exhibits work from the early career (1905-1938)

Equilibrium: The Architecture of Nicolas
Grimshaw & Partners
Zurich
June 7-July 21

of arch itect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. Though
Mies is known mostly for his American Modernist
glass skyscrapers, this exhibition will focus on early
influences. At the Museum of Modern Art. Contact

The firm's wo rk is presented in a series of alu-

212/708-9400 or see www.moma.org. Exhibition

minum flight cases that display mock-ups,

complements Mies in America.

fabrics, models, and drawings. Coincides with
the publication of Equilibrium, the latest
monograph on the firm. At the Architektur
Forum Zurich. Contact 41/1252 92 95 or
ngp@ngrimshaw.ch.

Mies in America
New York City
June 21-September 23

Custom
Double
Hung W indow
Designed by
Kurt Dubbe A.I.A.
Custom Manufactured
by ... BERGERSON

Exhibits work from the late career of the German
architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, after he

Landscapes of Retrospection
Still Rooms & Excavations
Pittsburgh
June 9-September 2
Landscapes of Retrospection shows how British

the show highlights. At the Whitney Museum of Art.

18th- and 19th-century architecture was recorded

ceding entry).

arrived in America in 1938. The Seagram Building in
New York and the Farnsworth House in Illinois are
Contact 212/570-3600 or see www.whitney.org.
Exhibition complements Mies in Berlin (see pre-

in watercolors and drawings. Still Rooms &

Architectural Center at the Carnegie Museum of

Glass of the Avant-Garde: From the
Vienna Secession to Bauhaus
New York Cit y
August 21, 2001-January 6, 2002

Art. Contact 412/622-3131 or see www.cmoa.org.

Exhibit s the col lection of 19th- and early-20th-

Excavations documents the expansion of the
California Palace of the Legion of Honor and the
excavation of a potter's field beneath it. At the Heinz

century Eastern European glass from the

Out of the Ordinary: The Architecture
and Design of Venturi, Scott Brown and
Associates
Philadelphia
June 10-August 5

Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas in
Madrid. At the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design
Museum. Contact 212/849-8400 or see
www.s i.edu/ndm.

ments, many exhibited publicly for the first time.

Flushed with Pride
Stoke-on-Trent, England
August

At the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Contact

In tribute to that indispensable piece of ceram-

Presents over 250 drawings, models, pieces of
furniture, and reconstructions of building ele-

215/684-7860 or see www.philamuseum.org.

ics: the toilet. Exam ines the history of
san itation, including the development of bath-

Mies van der Rohe & Louis Kahn
Drawings
New York City

room tiles and sinks . At the Gladstone Pottery
Museum. Contact 44/1782 319232 or see
www.stoke.gov.uk/gladstone.

It isn't that we mill our
Export Grade Clear Wes tern
Red Cedar to a four
thousandth of an inch
tolerance that defi nes our
uniqueness. It's that every
window and door is custom
manufactured to your
specifications.
When ordinary run of the mill
just won't do, and cost is a
consideration but not an
issue . ..
CEDAR WINDOWS & DOORS

~

BERGERSON

P.O. Box 184, Hammond, OR 97121
Tel. 503/861-3534 •Fax 503/861-0316
E-mail bcw@pacifier.com
Visit our web page www. bergersonwindow.com
Call 1-800-240-4365
For FREE BROUCHUE and more
information ... We're ready when you are.
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AND

DEVELOPERS

SELECTION OF THE STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

--____

IS A BUSINESS D&tlSt&N

_,

. WILL AFFECT

EVERY CONSTRUCTfO~ ~SE AND

I Dates & Events
Ongoing Exhibitions
Frank Gehry, Architect
New York City
Through August 26
Exhibits work from the 40-year career of the architect and his firm, Frank 0. Gehry & Associates. At

BUILDING

CONTINUING 0

the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum. Contact
212/423-3500 or see www.guggenheim.org.

Conferences & Conventions
MESH International Landscape
Architecture Conference (EDGE VI)
Melbourne, Australia
July 9-11
MESH is the sixth in a series of student-run conferences. Speakers from all over the world will
ad dress landscape infrastructure in the city of the
21st century. At RMIT University. Contact
61/3 9925 3806 or mesh@rmit.edu.au.

HOW

THE

STRUCTURAL

P ROJE CT I N FI VE

•
•
•
•
•

SYS TEM

V I TAL

CAN

AFFECT

A BUILD I NG

AREAS

Early occupancy
Lower cost
Market appeal
High performance, low risk
Building for the information age

You can improve structures in terms of profitability, market appeal
and operations. Whether a structure is strictly an investment or your
operations facility, you will find out how to focus on a better value
and a smoother building process for eveiyone. Using a representative
example, the selection of a structural system, this seminar offers the
insight you need to manage and produce better outcomes for your
building project.
Find out more about BUILDING BETTER OUTCOMES using
reinforced concrete. Call or fax for information about the
Building Better Outcome Seminar Series ... it's FREE!

This annual event draws 750 CEOs, marketers,
and business developers from architectural,
engineering, planning, interior design, construction, real estate, and specialty consulting
firm s. Contact 800/292-7677 x14 or
melanie@smps.org.

Restoration & Renovation
New Orleans
September 7-8
The only trade show and conference for the rehabilitation of building interiors, exteriors,
landscapes, streetscapes, and historically
inspired construction. Contact 800/982-6247 or
see www.restorationandrenovation.com.

Competitions
Construction Specifications Institute
Specifications Writing Competition
Deadlines begin August 3
Awards are available for project manuals, shortform
specifications, outline specifications, preliminary

LEAR NING U NITS AWARDED

CRSI

National Marketing Conference of the
Society for Marketing Professional
Services
Orlando
August 8-11

project descriptions, and product binders. Contact

Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute

800/689-2900 or see www.csinet.org.

933 . Plum Grove Road
Schaumburg, Illinois 60173-4758
847/517-1200 Fax: 847/517-1206

E-mail your submissions for Dates and Events

Website: www.crsi.org
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With a love of the spectacular,
Swedish architects
embrace supercharged aesthetic

Correspondent's File
By Nicholas Adams
Older colleagues have often told me

critics at the major newspapers,

debate, making it possible to talk

aesthetic taste didn't play well. Claes

about their incandescent impres-

and frequ ent reports from

about Peter Celsing's shifted grid

Caldenby, professor of architectural

sions of Swedish new towns in the

abroad-excellent coverage, for

of the Riksbank, completed in

history and theory at Chalmers

1950s. With their busy community

example, in one of the major dailies,

Stockholm in 1976, in the same

Technical University in Gothenbu rg

centers, swift connections to town

of the last of the ANY conferences.

breath as Aldo Rossi or Pet er

and one of the most acute

via public transport, and attractive

If dialogue about design

Eisenman. Moreover, Postmodernism

observers of the contemporary

....D:::
<I:

0..
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public spaces, this was the stuff of

seems inten se in Stockholm, even

stimulated talk about an "alterna-

scene, was too polite to say it out

Stockhol mers admit (through gritted

t ive tradition" of Modernism linking

loud, but I could tell he was scandalized by the "boring" buildings I liked.

the age of Robert Moses. Since

teeth) that some of the most inter-

Asplund directly to Postmodernism.

esting architecture is being built on

Some architects, such as Carl

created a similar stir. Sweden is

the west coast (around Gothenburg)

reserved for the "warhorses-of-

and in the south (around Malmo).

Modernism" pilgrimage (Gunnar

Three of the busiest design-oriented

Asplund, Sigurd Lewerentz) or those

firms, Gert Wingardh; Erseus,

quaint models of 1950s social

Frenning & Sjogren; and Jais-

planning at Vallingby admired by

Neilsen & Wh ite have their main

my colleagues. What happened to

offices outside of Stockholm.

Swedish architecture? To investi gate this silent space, I recently

phase with t he rest of the design
world?

Of course, silence is an illusion

By contrast , the prevailing

So wh at is the problem? Why

in Sweden.
created by distance. Up close

Q

does Sweden seem to be out of

spent months visiting new buildings

Look back to the period from
1965 to 1975, fol lowing the con-

Sweden has a flourishing architec-

struction of the postwar new towns.

tural community centered around its

With long waiting lists for apart-

schools of architecture and repre-

ments, the government undertook

sented in its thick periodical

a massive building campaign using

literature. Arkitektur is the most

newly developed standardized

widely circulat ing architectural

building tech niques. During the

Nyren, who first made a name in

Swed ish aesthetic sometimes

monthly in Sweden; other maga-

rekordaren, or record years, a mil-

the 1950s with elegant boxes,

seems superch arged. Martin Forsby,

zines cover architecture along with

lion new dwellings were created, but

turned to a stylistic Postmodernism

principal at Studio Gron, calls this a

interior design, and there's a

unfortunately the values implicit in

in the 1970s and never returned to

weakness for the spectacular.

a Modernist aesthetic.

"Many Swedish architects use too

Modernist boxes not in style
The Modern box has not ret urned to
favor. Stigmatized by t he rekordaren,
the box is too corrupted by past misuse to be worth exploiting today. As I
talked with architects about what
constitutes "interesting" and what
constitutes "boring;· it was clear,
after some understated misunderstanding, that my modernistic

too many materials," he says. The

rich exhibition program at the

the older social housing were lost in

Architecture Museum in Stockholm.

sheer mass. It was betong och

Added to the mix are architectural

tristess-concrete and gloom. Just
as the 1986 murder of Prime

Nicholas Adams teaches architectural

Minister Olof Palme was a watershed

history at Vassar College. He is

in Swedish life and self-image, so

preparing an exhibition, to open in

the rekordaren marked Swedish

November 2002 at the Canadian

architecture.

Centre for Architecture in Montreal,

Postmodernism, arriving in

on Terragni's Casa del Fascia in

Sweden in t he mid-1970s, was a

Como and Asplund's Law Court addi-

welcome relief. It reconnected

tion in Gothenburg.

Sweden to a larger international

A swimming bath in Stockholm by Erseus, Frenning & Sjogren.

many colors, too many angles, and
observation rings true. In buildings
like Erseus Frenning & Sjogren's
Hogskola in Jonkoping (completed
in 2000) or Arkitekturbolaget's
Emigrants' House in Vaxjo (completed in 1999) and developments
like Nybodahojden in Stockholm
(completed in 1998) or Norra
Hamnen in Helsingborg (in progress)
07.01 Architectural Record
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dreams for American architects in
then, few Swedish projects have
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I Correspondent's

Rasmus WC£rn, associate editor at

File

for the cost of a facade is too small

Arkitektur, adds that in Sweden it

a portion of the total cost to make

is common for arch itects to be

for significant savings, and the build-

hired by the contractor and have

ing now requires extra maintenance.

I sensed a restless desire for variety.

ability to surprise with unexpected

no guaranteed access t o t he client.

The architect, on the other hand,

At its best, this produces an empha-

gestures. And, when necessary, he

Cost savings are extracted at the

could save money, if allowed, by

sis on light and materials over form.

is capable of restraint. He points

price of visual effect. "When the

rethinking functions. Without access

But in the extreme t here is cacoph-

with pride to a recent house along

contractor cuts costs, his solution

to the client, though, this sort of

ony. One building used almost every

the west coast of Sweden that

is to use cheaper materials, chang-

change is difficult to accommodate:'

material possible, including wood,

briefly calls to mind the best work

ing stone to plaster on a facade, for

stone, steel, copper, ceramic, brick,

of Alvaro Siza.

example. The savings are illusory,

With these aesthetic prefer ences and special problems,
Sweden's sense of isolation

and glass, on its facade!

Problem contractors

remains strong. I asked Marten

Underlying these aesthetic issues,

Claesson, principal at Claesson

the closest Sweden comes to an

however, are other problems.

Koivisto and Rune, one of the hip-

architectural star. His entry for the

Almost every architect I met com-

per architecture and interior design

Oslo Opera House (1998) was in

plained about contractors and the

firms in Stockholm, whether there

the form of a large, gold Hershey-

status of t he architect on the build-

was any Swedish architecture he

style kiss, and his boot-shaped

ing site. The issue goes back to the

thought I should see? He was

skyscraper for Malmo has been

rekordaren. Caldenby says, "When

silent. Was the re anyone he looked

published extensively (though dull

the government approached the

at with interest? Again silence. His

reproductions miss the luminescent

contractors about their plans to

firm 's work mines the currently

quality of the glass skin). Wingardh

build one million dwellings, the con -

fashionable vein of Eurominimalism,

looks to the organic tradition of

tractors extract ed concessions,

but his rhetorical position reveals

Nordic architecture, to the work of

among them the right to substitute

how segments of the Swedish

the Finnish arch itect Reimio Pietila.

materials 'as like' to save costs at

architectural culture feel ambigu-

Nonetheless, he sustains this

the discretion of the contractor."

spectacular quality with a sharp

Rights of access to the site were

An Ericsson plant in Lund, Sweden,

and particularity are a tradition in

attention to materials and a playful

curtailed, as were change orders.

designed by Gert Wingardh.

this country. •

One who handles this spectacular quality wel l is Gert Wingardh-

ous about themselves. Isolation

People thrive on d aylight. Studies continue to point to the
health, happiness and productivity benefits of workplace
daylighting. With energy costs at a premium, it's no wonder
that designers are incorporating more and more managed
natural light into their buildings.
Since 1955, Kalwall has led the world in the innovation and
perfection of museu m-quality, natural da ylight. Timeproven performance of a true structural sandwich panel and
total design flexibility yield the most highly insulating, diffuse-light-transmitting technology in the world.

~

Daylighting!

High-tech building systems ... light-years ahead!

800-258-9777

www. ka /wall.com

1111 Candia Rd ., Box 237, Manchester, NH 03105
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Product:
EFCO Series 5800 Silicone
Gosket Curtoin Wall System
(formerly Don Reynolds
Curtoin Wall System)
Building:
Kemper Areno,
Kansas City, MO
Architect:
H.N.T.B. Architects
Erector:
Bui lding Erection Services Co.

SILICO NE
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G ASKE T

CURTA I N

FiL E XIBILITY
MANCE

WA LL
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lrs our silicone gasket that makes the difference.
In fact, EFCO®Series 5800 (formerly Don Reynolds®) structural exterior-glazed
curtain wall is the only system with a durable silicone gasket that is impervious to
harmful U.V. rays, water, temperatures, and atmospheric pollutants for
the lifetime of the building. And Series 5800 delivers a superefficient
seal with zero water infiltration .
Our gasket comes in standard colorfast shades, or you can
specify custom colors. With this narrow sightline system, you can
design curved wa lls using flat infills up to 7° off-axis, or create slopes
down to 20° from horizontal. You'll even save labor since the factoryfabricated continuous gasket is easy to install in any weather, with no

Infill thicknesses
range from .25 " to 2'

sealants required. Plus there are no internal frame or joint seals, plugs, or
pressure plates, and no snap covers are needed . And Series 5800 is ideal
for new construction or retrofit.
All of these benefits-combined with our
engineering and manufacturing expertise-made
Series 5800 the choice for Kemper Arena . Discover
the system thats been a proven performer in hundreds
of installations. Ask your EFCO representative about
Series 5800, call EFCO direct at 1-800-221 -4 169,
© 1998 EFCO Corporation

or visit our Web site at www.efcocorp.com .

WI N DOWS
CUR T A I N WALLS
ENTRANCES
S T OR E FRONTS
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out of the box™
•••
•••

You' re an architect. You think differently
from other people. You think out of the
box. ArchiCAD is ready for you right out
of the box. It's not an add-on to a drafting package. ArchiCAD is built from the
ground up for architects. And with over
100,000 architects worldwide using
ArchiCAD's 30 parametric object technology, we have the experience it takes
to help you break out of the 2D drafting
box. It's time

GRAPHlSOFT

I

you looked at

ArchiCAD. It's architecture, out
of the box.

To get a free ArchiCAD Demonstration CD. go to www.archicadisbuilding.com
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www.graphisoft.com

www.architecturalrecord.com/archrecord2

For and about
the new generation of architects
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FOR T HE EMERGING ARCHITECT
To see what one young architect is doing both in London and internationally,
archrecord2 takes a transatlantic vacation. We also bring you coverage of the
AIA Associate Awards. And, as always, you can keep up with all four sections,
Design, Work, Live, and Talk, on our Web site, where they all receive regular
updates. Now read on!
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Alison Brooks: big ideas for Britain
Like many young architects just starting out, Alison
Brooks had grand ideas about what her architecture
could accomplish. Newly arrived in London, she fell
into a job with the designer Ron Arad, and the firm
began to work in earnest on its design for the foyer of
the Tel Aviv opera.
"We were doing something in Tel Aviv which was a
completely free-form piece of architecture inside a really big, corporate piece of architecture;• Brooks says.
"We were doing it as a kind of protest piece, and we
thought that the whole world was going to stop and t ake
notice, and hundreds of operas were going to call us up
and ask us to do their next opera building, which of
course didn't happen:•
Arad and Brooks did, however, receive commissions for several other projects in London, including t he
restaurants Belgo Noord and Belgo Centraal, which
were as celebrated for their design as for their food.
Brooks had come to London from Ontario, Canada,
where she had grown up, attended Waterloo School of
Architecture, and worked briefly for A. J. Diamond. She
a::
a::

UJ

moved to London to escape the Toronto architecture
scene. Working with Arad in his Covent Garden fu rniture showroom afforded

UJ
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Brooks the chance to exercise her design skills for t he first time. By the time

Helgoland, Germany, 1999

of the Belgo restaurant commissions, Brooks had become a partner in the

Alison Brooks Architects. Brooks'

firm, but because of her evolving design philosophy, she decided that the

first large solo commission allowed

time had come to set out on her own.

her to rethink the interior spaces
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"I wanted to address some of the big, big problems t hat need to be

of the resort hotel, from the bistro

addressed, particularly in London;• Brooks says. "The quality of housing

to the bathrooms to the furniture .

and the quality of public space really suffered in the 1980s under Thatcher,

The bar (left) was fo rmed by carv-

and there's been, in the last 10 years in London, a movement to start

ing a wedge from a cylinder. Her

investing in the public realm and looking at things t hat haven't been

"Shelf Life" design for built-in

l-

looked at in a long time: new forms of housing, sust ainable housing, urban

guest-room furniture (above ) may

I
0..

design and infrastructure-all of that stuff that Britain's been pretty far

go into commercial production.
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\ www.architecturalrecord.com/archrecord2
continued from previous page behind on. So that was my big ambition."

She set up her practice in a spare room of her home and sent letters to
potential clients. She kept busy with some smaller jobs, including a scheme for

Associates at their best

an "egg" that was featured in a proposal for an intermodal train station in
Bilbao, Spain. "These are the kinds of things you do when you've got a new
practice and you're waiting for the big one to walk in t he door;• she says.
Then one of her letters paid off, and she was invited to design the guest
rooms, interiors, and public spaces for a new resort hotel on a German island in
the North Sea. The Atoll Helgoland
Hotel has brought Brooks much
acclaim in Europe, as well as new
commissions for everything from private homes to university buildings. So
from her first grand plans to working
out of her house, Brooks is once again
in a position to try to correct the problems she sees in British architecture.
But even considering her concern
with social issues, she is difficult to
pigeonhole as a designer. "The main
point I try to make;' she says, "is that
the idiosyncrasies of each project
drive different solutions. I really like
the fact that people don't know what
they're getting with me:•

Kevin Lerner
For more coverage of Alison Brooks,
including more photos and projects,
or to submit your own projects, go to
architecturalrecord.com/archrecord2

The inaugural American Institute of Architects (AIA)
National Associates Committee Awards were given
at the AIA conve ntion in Denver in May. The 2001
AIA Chapter of t he Year at the Associate Level is
the AIA Eastern Oklahoma chapter. Sheila Burns,
Assoc. AIA, of AIA Northern Nevada was honored as
the 2001 Associ ate AIA Member of the Year. Earn ing
2001 Associate AIA Member of the Year Honorable
Ment ions were Gail Suzuki-Jones, Assoc. AIA, of AIA
Honolulu, and Christopher J. Perri, Assoc. AIA, of
AIA North Caroli na. F. Michael Ayles, Assoc. AIA,
won the 2001 Associate AIA Special
Accomplishment Award.
AIA Eastern Oklahoma
has developed an array of
programs for Associate mem bers, including Architect
Registration Exam (ARE)
review sem inars, a design
charrette, site visits, and a
Ayles (left) and Burns
Community Service project.
Burns developed a library of
ARE study materials for Associates in her chapter
and has encouraged fellow Associate members to
complete th e pro cess to registration . Taking his
own initiative, Ayles has approached t he
Connecticut Archit ecture Foundation for fu nd ing for
those having difficulty paying for the ARE and has
forma lly presented t o his state's licensing board
concern ing th e increased cost of t he ARE.
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London,2000- 2001

Alison Brooks Architects. This conversion of a 1960s house includes a stair
suspended by steel mesh and original,
site-specific artwo rk by Simon
Patterson. On the same site, a pavilion
and carport will echo the house's

IDP Awards
The 2001 IDP Outstanding Fi rm Awards were also
given at the AIA con vention . Gorman Richardson
Architects of Hopkinton , Mass., won the 2001 IDP
Outstandi ng Firm Award and Kling Linquist of
Philadelphia was awarded a 2001 IDP Outstanding
Firm Honorable Mention.
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Life beyond the CAD terminal
This month in the LIVE section, take a look at the architectural art of
Christian Culver, an Atlanta intern architect. His award-winning mixed-media
compositions, called "Coalescent Constructions;• combine pastels with
architectural photography to explore contemporary perception of the built
environment. This "On t he Side" feature is the second in a series that also
includes the furniture design of Manche Mitchell. See them both, as well as
all of our other archived stories and features, on the Web.
Go to architecturalrecord .com/a rchrecord2 for more lifestyle features and
information on how to submit your own work and ideas for the section.
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Conn ect with your peers
Participation in archrecord2's TALK forums has hit a
new peak with the introduction of our general questions forum and our ARE discussion group. We are
quickly moving toward the establishment of a real
community on the site. This month, we introduce a
reader-suggested question: What arch itect, livi ng or
dead, would yo u most like to work with? (And yo u
don't have to say your current boss.)
Go to architecturalrecord.com/archrecord2 to t hrow in your two cents.
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Still the bad boy,
Philip Johnson looks ahead at age 95

Interview
By Clifford A. Pearson

"After 50 years, you shouldn't do

ARCH ITECTU RAL RECORD: You

the same thing," says Philip

have projects in various stages of
development all over the worldfrom an addition to the Amon
Carter Mus eum in Fort Worth,
Texas, to a folly in Vermont and a
mixed- use, urban redevelopment
project in Liverpool, England.
That's a lot to juggle, isn't it?

Johnson, FA/A, describing his
recent design for a multidomed,
Byzantine-inspired addition to the
Robert C. Wiley House, a chaste,
Modernist box he designed in
1956. The comment, of course,
could apply to Johnson 's career in
general. Architecture's great
chameleon, Johnson has changed
his colors with nearly every passing style-delighting the media
with his nimble aesthetic and
annoying colleagues who staked
their reputations on the last wave.
From his heralding of the
International Style in 1932 to his
stripped-down neoclassical
designs for the New York State
Theater at Lincoln Center (1964)
and the Boston Public Library
(1973) and his championing of
Postmodernism in the 1980s and
Deconstructionism in the 1990s,
Johnson has always anticipated
the next great thing. He has
famously called himself "a whore,"
and some critics have agreed. As
7
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he turns 95 on July 8, he's still
designing in many modes-from
three-dimensional collage for a
real-estate developer in New York
City to whimsical historicism for a
fan in Vermont. Now in partnership with Alan Ritchie, Johnson
comes to his office in the
Seagram Building three days a
week and works on projects large

oi:

"
":::>
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and small, from New Canaan to
Qatar. Recently he and Ritchie
discussed their new work with
RECORD 's Clifford Pearson and
Suzanne Stephens.

JOhnaon gazes from his 1949 Glass House In New Canaan,
Con!Lr more Interested In discerning the new landscape than in
reflecting on his past. Quick to latch onto the latest whatever,
he Is now working with young firms such as Studio BAAD.

PHILI P JOHNSON: It's a real
dichotomy of types and scales, yes.
But that's what keeps it fun . I tell
Alan th at as long as it stays fun, he
can count me in.
AR: Let's ta lk about som e of these

new p rojects. You have a 26-story
residential tower on Spring Street
in Man hattan that was recently
annou nced. It doesn't look like
anything else you have designed.
PJ: It's all sculpture. I stacked a lot
of blocks on top of each other to
create a free-form sculpture that
kind of reca lls Dutch Expressionism
from the 1920s. The blocks are
Cubist forms, and each will have a
different kind of brick to pick up the
colors of t he neighboring buildings,
which are mostly 19th- and 20thcentury wa rehouses. All of the
windows will be old-fashioned
double-hung windows. I call it "the
revenge of t he double-hung:'
AR: Would you call this a Modern

building?
PJ (laughing): Modern is what I
say it is.
AR: Th e project is right next to

the historic James Brown Hous e,
which is an early-19th-century
landm ark. How does your
high-rise building relate to its
three-story neighbor?
PJ: Well, it picks up t he old windows
07.01 A rchitectural Record
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Interview
A sampler of current projects by Philip
Johnson/Alan Ritchie Architects: (1) addition

to the Robert C. Wiley House in New
Canaan, Conn., featuring clusters of domed
structures for guest quarters, a sculpture
studio, and pool facilities on either side of
the 1956 residence designed by Johnson;
(2) sculpture for Chuck Meyer in Vermont;
(3) Chavasse Park development in
Liverpool, England, with Studio BAAD; t4)
sculpture for Sheikh Saud Al-Thani-Doha of
Qatar; (5) apartment building for Place
Johnson during a recent interview with ARCHITECFURAL RECORD in

Vendome Realty at 320 Spring Street in

New Canaan, Conn.

New York City.

and the different colors of brick
found in the area. The client, Nino
Vendome, started with a sandwich
shop next door, then moved into

;:;:

real estate. So he knows the area.

c

Now he wants to contribute a piece
of sculpture to the neighborhood.
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Alan Ritchie: Architecture joining
with sculpture-that's what we've

3
c
>u

been exploring in a range of projects

'0:='

over the past few years.

AR: Tell us about the 4, 000-

square-foot addition to the Wiley
House in New Canaan that you
are designing for a young family.
PJ: Well, it's a new owner and a
new era, so we wanted to do something different. The add ition will be
two groups of domes-like clusters
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cut off from the rest of Liverpool,

of grapes of different sizes. Each

Richa rd Meier-loved the idea of a

dome will be stuccoed and a differ-

folly on his property. The dome wil l

and our site has been essentially a

ent color. Our idea is to use summer

be cast in aluminum or some kind of

derelict park. The project goes up for

w
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colors: red, orange, yel low. It wi ll be

0

fiberglass. The sculpture for the

city approval in September or

>->-w
w

like a village of Byzantine domes

sheikh wi ll be poured concrete 30

October. The public seems to want

with no windows, just glass doors

feet high and 50 feet wide. The key

it, but you never know what's going

---·111111111
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and light coming in from the top, like

to the design is the opening, the slit

to happen. I figure we have a 50-50

Architecture Institute is presenting

a::

a::

In Rotterdam, the Netherlands

CJ

at the Pantheon.

in the cont inuous form.

chance of getting the okay. We're

an exhibition "J.J.P. Oud-Philip

a::

Johnson, a Dialogue;• on view until

a::

PJ: The sculpture in Vermont I origi-

AR: You're working with a young
British fir m, Studio BAAD, on a
big project in Liverpool. How is
that going?

quite excited about t he design,

0
CJ

AR: You also have two small-scale
projects: a sculpture in Vermont
and one for the Sheikh of Qatar.

covers but doesn't totally enclose

exhibition as an homage to Oud,

Cl

nally designed for my own backyard.

Ritchie: It's been going through a

the space. We worked with Arup on

whose work he has long admired.

a::

w

It's the dome of St. Peter's, 20 feet

difficult process. It's a large pro-

the engineering of the project.

z

in diameter and pierced by a uni-

ject-over 1.2 million square feet of

PJ: The structure is like a Mobius

corn horn. For your backyard you

shopping, movie houses, recreation,

strip, twisting and then curving back
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especially the roof structure, which

September 9. Johnson designed the

is a swooping glass umbrella that

curving structure in the middle of the

make a joke. It's ridiculous. The

and park land linking the old heart

on itself. It's really quite interesting.

z

client, a man named Chuck

of Liverpool to the city's docks and

>
(/)

Meyer-not to be confused with

waterfront. The docks had long been

AR: Sounds a little like your
own career. •
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Sorkin finds a model in
a Tennessee small town with a
genuine sense of purpose

Critique
By Michael Sorkin
In my suburban Washington, D.C.,

Throughout the town, I thought I

childhood, I had a remarkable next-

could recognize Bob's rich, serpen-

door neighbor, a grandfatherly figure

tine, and layered sensibility in

revealed another classic intersec-

generic planning strategies. The

called Bob Coe. Bob was a land-

landscaping grown lush.

tion between form, ideology, and

argument has some merit: It's

organization. Taliesin cont inues to

no accident th at Seaside and

scape architect-trained at

0

-

c

:>
)
~

Celebration have become icons for

been spent with the Olmsted broth-

pensively bui lt but have a compact

sons for its routine from t he

creepy discipline and social control,

ers. A man of sincere liberalism, he

elegance. One must n't overstate the

religio-architectural principles laid

symbols of fraud and camouflage,

signed on with the Tennessee Valley

consequ ences of 350 houses: The

down by Mr. Wright. To the degree

private interest masquerading as

Authority (TVA) in the 1930s and

current atmosphere leans toward

that these principles are complicit

public, the opposite of Norris.

was responsible for landscape

the fun ky, and Norris remains

design at a number of sites through-

a very small place with a few
two schools, and several TVA

though, was Norris-a planned com-

labs and workshops. The vibe

munity built in 1933-34 to house

is tender, though-even mov-

TVA workers who were building a

ing. Kids are wandering the

giant dam nearby. Bob had lived in

pathways at dusk. Neighbors

Norris, and it was there that he met

are chatting in the commons.

and married his wife, Kay, a preter-

Here, I thought to

naturally kind Tennessee native who

myself, was a genuine town,

taught first grade for over 50 years.

built out in the optimistic

The two of them spent hours each

idiom of interwar modernity.

week cultivating their beautiful garden

At Norris, and nearby Oak

Norris, Tenn., should be a model for town planning because of what Sorkin calls "its

which was, for me, a paradise-the

Ridge, there's a lingering aura

light lie on the land, its distributive dream, and its modesty:•

most lovingly cultivated half acre I

of purpose that exceeds the

have seen before or since. I assumed

site planning. The plan conveys a

and shared, the place works won-

Norris was a variation on this garden.

way of seeing spaces as continu-

derfully in both its hierarchy and its

)

Not living in a very civic time,
we do get a huge overproduction of

ities, flowing in scale from t he town

collectivity. Like Norris, the architec-

surrogates and appropriations of

to the river to its watershed to

tura l frame still functions adaptably

civil life-the Disney effect. How to
resist? I don't suggest that we must

Norris and take a dam tour down

regional topography to the organiza-

despite the inevitable ebbing of the

the Clinch and Tennessee. Norris is

tion of the nation and beyond. The

force of the cultural project of

be Shakers or rural electrifiers to

lovely: The Garden City layout of the

spectacular dam down the hill and

Wrightian architecture. And the

find reasons for shaping town-

town is carefully informal and sensi-

the beautifully discipli ned river are

specificity is superb, a complex that

scapes. But rea l town life is not

tive to the hilly topography, and it

there to testify to what a town can

continuously reads its own site.

simply a matter of consumption, of

contains a number of astute spatial

do. A place with a grounding beyond

deployments, including a grouping of

economy, this is not a company

Hyperbolic dissent

market-driven "choice." Not an origi-

three houses around a common

town but its flip side. Its rationalism

Not long after my trips to Norris and

nal insight but one shared, I'm

lawn that struck me as beaut ifully

is gentle and its layout curvy. Those

Taliesin I spoke at one of t he peri-

happy to think, by many in the CNU.

scaled and latently convivial.

curves-understood as the contour-

odic conclaves of the Congress for

Indeed, I became skeptical of my

following outgrowth of a compact

L
L

~

modest shops and services,

The one that he spoke of most,

mass customization, or even of

the New Urbanism (CNU), t his one in

own interlocutory position at that

Contributing editor Michael Sorkin
is an architect and critic based in

with natu re-reflect a strong feeling

Ann Arbor. I have had a modest

conference in Ann Arbo r. I felt a

for the welfare of the environment:

career in the past few years playing

bond with the range of projects

New York City.

an ecological vision, an idea of

Tim Leary to Andres Duany's Gordon

presented by a softer, more formally

{

c

bolic dissent to his neo-traditional,

draw both the shape and t he rea-

A couple of months ago, I

u

Liddy at these events, offering hyper-

survived are very small and inex-

finally had the opportunity to visit

-

The original houses that have

A recent visit to Taliesin

Harvard-whose early career had

out the project.

)

sympathy, not of discipline.
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Critique

disinterested wing, including Peter

other godfathers of the experiment.

Calthorpe, Bil l Morrish, and Anne

Refitted now for other ways of

Vernez-Moudon, among others.
Norris is something I think all
of us might agree on: We're all trying

living, Norris succeeds in its reva lidation of the founding plan
by contemporary events and in

to keep alive the idea of a town,

its retentio n of strong vibe and

of the next Norris. Norris is no

community.

Disneyland-it's malleable and

There are two big issues con-

the intentionality is soft. It was

fronting town bu ilding today, and

founded in a real fantasy of the

they are the same ones that pro-

THE SUCCESS OF NORRIS IS IN THE
REVALI DATION OF THE FOUNDING PLAN
BY CONTEMPORARY EVENTS.

Wright's Taliesin continuously reads its site and retains its original principles.

The recent flash of Bush terror-a

exceeds property: Town plans are

scorched-earth policy fro m hell-

the med ium of negotiation between

showed how close to the surface

public and private rights, and free-

the paranoia about recol onizi ng

dom and power are as legible as

0
0::

w

0::
0::

demos. The New Deal really was a

duced and were addressed by

hard-won boundaries for sprawl is.

can be. The plan is the medium for

big deal for a lot of people-Bob

Norris: environment and equity.

Th is is a true civil emergency, and

quantifying parity or scarcity-of

and Kay among them. The cluster

Towns both organize and steward

planning is the only answer.

space, of environmental quality, of

w
0

of ideologies and strategies behind

the environment, anchoring the

architecture.

0

it readily attached (and were

natural economy. They are them-

shaped by) both the pastora l plan-

selves produced from the

ning of the Garden City movement

countryside and, at the same time,

and the organizational vision in the

they are its annihilation.

Equity in property
Planning always engages questions
of equity. In America, equity resides
in property, and a town pl an repre-

The beauty of Norris lies in its
smooth enclosure of these desires.
Its light lie on the land, its distributive dream, its modesty, and its

exponential thinking of Patrick

Environmentally informed planning

sents its division. But a real town

aspirations for a cu lture and region

Geddes and Benton MacKaye and

is the med ium for declaring a truce.

creates a proprietorship th at

larger than itself make it a model. •
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Opposite attractions:
two shows, two venues, two views
of the world of design

Exhibitions
The Architect's Architect

modeling program used in aero-

financial and political support for

space engineering. Every project

the next Gehry Guggenheim on the

Frank Gehry, Architect, at the Solomon R. Guggen heim Museum, through

since the Fish Sculpture at Vila

banks of the East River in Lower

August 26. Curated by J. Fiona Ragheb and Mildred Friedman.

Olimpica (1989-92) has been exe-

Manhattan . Granted, Gehry's

cuted using this technology.

scheme for the new museum occu-

assumed that the audience would
get it.

seven study models and a large
presentation model of the final

sion fro m iconoclast to cultural

Gehry's buildings-·-working draw-

icon is currently on display at the

ings. Almost lost among the

design. And granted, Krens doesn't
curb his ambition in his introduc-

Guggenheim Museum in New York.

virtuosity of models and videotapes

tion to the show's catalog, when he

Curated by J. Fiona Ragheb and

are complete sets of blueprints for

prophesies that it "could come to

Mildred Friedman, t he retrospective

three projects: Nationale-

be regarded as his greatest project

occupies the museum's entire spi-

Nederlanden Building (1992-96),

of all." Still, it's hard to fault him.

raling rotunda, which, as everyone

the Performing Arts Center at Bard
College (1997-), and the Stata

The success of Bilbao in no ways

knows, was designed by fellow cultural icon Frank Lloyd Wright. Forty

Center. The heart of the architect

the architect or his ambitious

projects covering four decades are

races. Here, the interface between

scheme, as th e powers in Bilbao

CATIA modeling and traditional

did. Krens will still have to raise

documentation is revealed to be

millions and maneuver through the

university buildings, and corporate

almost seamless. The documents

byzantine bureaucracies-city,

headquarters. Hundreds of models,

are exquisitely detai led. CATIA

state, and fede ral-that govern,

Frank Lloyd Wright was a household

but rel atively few drawings, demys-

axonometrics describe the complex

and often stifle, development of the

name by the time New York's

tify to a certain extent his seemingly

geometries with amazing logic.

island city's waterfronts. If this ret-

Guggenheim Museum opened in

idiosyncrat ic design process, reveal-

1953. Almost half a century later,

ing a discovery, rather than an

The only disappointment is the
large aluminum-mesh panels hang-

Frank 0. Gehry gained a similar uni-

invention, of form which is at once

ing from the skylights of the

versal name recognition when the

cerebral and visceral.

rotunda. Intended to recal l the

Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao,

Gehry has always pushed the

industrial materials of Gehry's

Spain, opened to a standing ovation

building envelope with daring angles

early work, they're redundant in
this richly documented context.

heard around the world. But proof

and jarring intersections, from his

w

that Gehry has become a branded

now legendary Santa Monica house

As a matter of fact, they're

0

entity, to borrow from marketing

renovation (1978) to the Ray and

vaguely reminiscent of a smoke

parlance, registered when his

Maria Stata Center at MIT (1998-),

screen, an unfortunate analogy.

named was dropped on the televi-

the grand fi nale of the retrospective.

sion drama Ally McBeal. In an

Thomas Krens, the museum's
public relations ploy to garner
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episode involving divorce proceed-

But his vocabulary changed from
planar to undulating with the Vitra

w

ings, an architect is struggling to

Design Museum in Weil am Rhein,

w

downplay his professional success

Germany (1987-89). This turning
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ensu res that New York will coddle

on view-furniture, houses, muse. urns, performing art s centers,

:!J

pies the first room of the show with

presence of the DNA code for

A chronicle of Gehry's ascen-

I

The real pleasu re for architects will be the occasional

There are grumblings that
director, mounted this show as a

in an effort to escape a costly

point created a need for technology

Computer rendering of the DG

settlement. At one point, the archi-

that could aid in the design and fab-

Bank Headquarters in Berlin

tect's attorney leaps to the aid of

rication of increasingly complex

(above left). View of the exhibi-

his client and shouts, "Hey, he's no

forms. Part ner James Glymph dis-

tion with aluminum-mesh panels

Frank Gehry! " The writers obviously

covered CATIA, a three-dimensional

in the rotunda (right).

rospective gets it built, then good.
Sara Hart

built work has achieved greater

I Exhibitions

refinement, while on the theoretical
side the "gentle manifesto" of the
early years has segued into a
defensiveness (on display in this

Go for Baroque

exhibition in a room ofVSBA's own

Out of the Ordinary: Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Associates

design) as they have drifted to

Architecture, Urbanism, Design, at the Philadelphia Museum of Art,

the outer edges of theoret ical

through August 5, 2001. Organized by Kathryn 8 . Hiesinger with David
B. Brownlee and David G. DeLong

debate. Seeing the 40-plus -year
body of work all together gave
c
c

me a clue. In the early work,
As a longtime admirer of the work of

dered why t hey lost their once razor-

there's a layering of wall surface, a

Kimono rug for V'soske,

~

Venturi Scott Brown and Associates

sharp theoretical edge. Here's the

playing of inside against outside,

1989-93.

c
c

z

(VSBA) and the tireless intelligence

team that so successfully skewered

and an experimentation wit h large

of its partners, Robert Venturi and

three decades of architectural pre-

sculptural gestures that makes such

straitjacketed their development. An

Denise Scott Brown, I've long won-

tensions. In the last few years the

projects as the unbuilt town center

ambivalence toward the three-

for Canton, Ohio, gutsy, passionate,

dimensional aspect of the building

~- ,_,

I',

/r1.(J.A,.; ........... ~

--~....

Tea and coffee service for Alessi, 1980-83.

poignant, and elegiac. You ca n see

comes t hrough, a seeming fear that

the connection to the theatricality

too much sculptural development will

and the spatial richness of Baroque

be seen as capitulation to the enemy

Rome, which Vent uri opened our

(formerly the histrionic shapemaking

eyes to in his classic book

of Paul Rudolph, now the invading

Complexity and Con tradiction in
Architecture.
But this plast icity has drained
out of the firm's work over the yea rs.

blobmeisters). The Mannerist

the National Gallery in London just

Their famous notion of the decorated

don't sweep you off your feet the way

shed-the building as a box with

real Mannerism does. One ofVenturi's

information applied to it-may have

sketches stopped me in my tracks,

~
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pilasters that skid across the facade
of their celebrated Sainsbury Wing of
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IF THIS OLD HOUSE
cmdd talk

IT WOULD TELL YO
all about the
UNICO SYSTEM.

Installing A Unico Cooling & Heating System Won't Compromise Your Home's Architectural Integrity.
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To hear more about the finest cooling and heating system for older homes, ca/11-800-527-0896 or visit us on the web at www11nir.n.~ v.~tPm r.nm

The Unico System'
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though. It is of a lone column outlined
in black felt marker against a scribbled red Miesian grid. This became
the Charles P. Stevenson, Jr., Library
at Bard College, and that lone column
somehow had a poignancy that never
came through in the finished building.
So my admittedly hubristic advice for
Robert Venturi and Denise Scott
Brown is to succumb to the curves
and the cantilevers, or at least go
more gutsily for Baroque.
I doubt they'll take my advice.
They know that owners want cheap
boxes, and, as the partners have
frequently pointed out, architects
continue to ignore the possibilities in
iconography, popular culture, and
symbolism. In regularly taking their
colleagues to task for these failings,
the partners have assumed something of a moral high ground. But
here they lie stranded as the currents
of theory have flowed elsewhere.
People who promote theories
tend to build buildings no one can
occupy. This cannot be said of
VSBA, which has loyal clients, especially among prominent universities,

precisely because of Scott Brown's
sensitive planning (see the gorgeous
University of Michigan analysis) and
the graphic brilliance Venturi has
always been able to deploy. Applied
to the facade of a 1988 hotel for
Disney in Paris, for example, is an
extraordina ry Pop Art explosion-a
Las Vegas-derived sign that radiates the childlike joy of a brightly
colored toy. (It was attached, however, to a V-shaped structure that
proclaimed its budget-driven banality perhaps too overtly for the
lmagineers' comfort. It was not
built.) The show joyfully celebrates
the sketches, collages, and other
graphics used by the firm. (Many look
far more glorious in the original than
they ever looked published.) Even the
computer has been deployed to brilliant and original effect.
Curatorially impaired
On view are many projects that
defined turning points for the firm
and for architecture: the early beach
houses, the National Collegiate
Football Hall of Fame, the Yale

University Mathematics Building proposal, Gordon Wu Hall at Princeton,
the State Mosque in Baghdad. The
plurality of style and approach that
makes ours an unusually rich era of
architectural innovation was to a
great degree unleashed by Venturi's
and Scott Brown's critical acuity. But
their influential role is hard to sort
out in this exhibition. It's organized

Sheraton chai r for Knoll, 1978-84.

I
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like a firm brochure (by building type)
rather than chronologically or thematically. How do we understand the
firm's contribution except by some
discussion of the storms of controversy their views have often
aroused? The ultra-respectful exhibit
and catalog, as well as the dry gallery
presentation, suggest an almost
placid career trajectory. The arrangement of objects and the lack of
information on wall cards (many are
undated) obscure the progression of
design intent even when multiple versions of projects are shown.
The presentation of the firm's
decorative arts adds a livelier note,
suggesting that VSBA could give
Michael Graves and Martha Stewart
a run for their money in the discountchain housewares department. (Don't
miss the gift shop, including the lightup "I am a monument" baseball cap.)
These pieces are emblematic of the
intriguing tightrope the partners have
always walked: about but never of
popular culture. They teeter; we gasp;
they still have the power to amaze.
James S. Russell, A/A

I

ROHl's Country Bath Collection combines comfortable diMensions with elegant designs, quality finishes and
expertly engineered 1I4-turn ceramic valves. Choose from 15 possible faucet designs, a complete accessory
collection, and coordinating showerheads and handsprays to add the ideal accent to a master bath, powder
room or shower. Availabl& finishes include Satin Nickel, Pol~Nickel, Inca Brass, Cftdm~ and Tus~ Brass.
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Snapshot

By Jane F. Kolleeny
The Norwegian coastline is marked by surf beaches, sheer
rocky shorelines, spectacular fjords, and over 3.5 million
islands. Set against such remarkable contrasts in beauty are

Tranquil island hosts
Norse-like nautical pilot station

the 365 largely uninhabited islands that make up Kvitsoy,
located off the west coast of Norway, near the city of
Stavanger. On one of only three inhabited islands in the group, a rustic fishing vil lage, also named Kvitsoy, is home
to the Coastal Traffic Center, a fortresslike st ructu re designed by Jarmund Vigsnaes Architects, of Oslo. The traffic
center guides ships in the area and controls the nautical traffic using eight radar sites located along the coast.
The project was the result of an invited competition in 1997 and was completed in 2000. A tiled slate "coat"
and additions in length and height cover an exi sting 1980s white-boarded pilot station, still visible behind the new
structure. There is an interplay between the existing structure and the Viking-like shield that covers it, anchoring it
firmly in the rich history of the area.
07.01 Architectura l Record
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The ground floor comprises sleeping quarters,
wardrobes, and a canteen. Offices with meeting rooms are
organized on the first and second floors. Additional sleeping
quarters, with a living room for employees on duty, are
located in the first-floor addition, together with technical
fac ilities. There is a control room on the third floor with
360-degree views of the breathtaking coasta l panorama. A roof terrace for visitors sits atop the structure, with

Kvitsoy boasts a wealth of attrac-

external access from t he south.

tions, including Viking-age historic

The expansion results in a more efficient use of space, with minimal site interference. The sculpted volume

sites and a lighthouse. The Coastal

closely integrates the structure 'Nith the topography of the island, the dramatic rocky coastline and crevices, t he

Traffic Center stands like a wary

nearby lighthouse, and the quaint architecture of the f ishing vi llage.

parent in the background of the

"Our wish was that the result would convey ambiguity, uncertainty-perhaps doubt is a better word-about the
building," says principal designer Einar Jarmund. "Our primary goal was to establish a multitude of themes in t he
final building, so that it is at once part of the landscape, part ship, and part reference to coastal objects. This
includes the lighthouse, the beacons, and the roofscapes of nearby buildings." •
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sleepy fishing village.

By Thomas Melllns

hilip Johnson and Henry-Russell
Hitchcock may have envisioned architectural Modernism as an "international
style;' but in Scandinavia, it has always
been firmly rooted in a sense of place. While the
Scandinavians did not single-handedly invent
Modern architecture, nobody does it better. No
one has more convincingly shown that Modern
architecture can embody enlightened social policy, or practically demonstrated that it can
provide physical comfort, even in a harsh natural
environment. Perhaps most strikingly, no one has
done more than the Scandinavians to popularize
Modern architecture throughout the world.
"Scandinavian Modern" instantly conjures up a
"look;' even for people who cannot name a single
Scandinavian architect. Indeed, throughout the
20th century, in the hands of Denmark's Arne
Jacobsen and J0rn Utzon, Sweden's Erik Gunnar
Asplund, and perhaps most profoundly, Finland's
Eliel Saarinen and Alvar Aalto, the emerging language of Modernism was delivered in a voice with
a character all its own-one that was at once
quiet and impeccably enunciated. And the early
Scandinavian Modernists displayed a genius for
transforming the quotidian into visual poetry. In
general, they eschewed the monumental in favor
of what Eric Messerschmidt, director of international affairs and communications at the Dansk
Arkitektur Center in Copenhagen, has called a
"focus on the architectural settings of daily existence:' Because of this, he adds, "public buildings
and housing have traditionally been the preferred

P

Thomas Mellins, an architectural historian, cowrote
New York 1880, New York 1930, and New York 1960.

projects, while commercial projects have been
considered by many architects not to be fully
'proper' work."
So powerful and well known is the
Scandinavian Modernist legacy that today the
region's architects are at risk of being merely
watered-down imitators, unable to
establish their own point of view.
Yet, the quality of contemporary
Scandinavian architecture remains
unquestionably high. A few architects are famous: Norway's Sverre
Fehn was awarded the Pritzker
Architecture Prize in 1997, and the
work of both Sweden's Johan Celsing
and Denmark's Henning Larsen has
been seen on the pages of architecture magazines around the world.
The rest, a cavalcade of young, talented architects, are producing
excellent work, yet only people very
much in the know can name them. William
Morgan, professor of architecture at Roger
Williams University and editor of Heikkinen &
Komonen (Monacelli Press, 2000), suggests that
this may be the case because Scandinavian
architects tend "not to shout." Their work, he
further notes, "is not in your face like some contemporary Dutch architecture." Indeed, in this
way, they keep faith with their progenitors.
Although much of the current work is
firmly grounded in the tenets and traditions
of Scandinavian Modernism, it is now
being created within a political and cultural
context that has changed radically since the
fall of the Soviet Union. (continued on page 78)

By Cllfford A. Pearson
rchitecture in Australia today is an
intriguing balancing act, set in
motion by changing perceptions of
the country's place in the world and
opposing responses to the natural environment.
Seen from America or Europe, Australia
is a distant shore. Its isolation from the Old
World, of course, is what prompted the
English government to ship the first group of
750 convicts to New South Wales in 1788. But
the telegraph, air travel, and now the Internet
have changed our notions of distance, so that
Melbourne and Sydney no longer seem so far
removed from New York or London.
Once an outpost of the
British empire, Australia absorbed
waves of southern and eastern
European immigrants through much
of the 20th century and is now discovering that its proximity to Asia
and its growing population with
Asian roots can be assets. Spend a
few days eating in any of the country's major cities and you'll discover
the polyglot sources of ingredients
and techniques shaping modern
Australian cuisine. The same is true
with its architecture.
''Australians have always
seen themselves as being outside the centers of
power;' explains Graham Jahn, a Sydney architect who is currently the president of the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects. In previous
centuries, that meant being the last to receive a
new style or influence. In an age when drawings

A

National Environment
Centre In Albury, New
South Wales, Joins a wave
of green designs.

Australia's
brand of
Modernism is
rooted in
the local
lan<lscape

and digital images can skip from Melbourne,
Florida, to Melbourne, Victoria, in less time than
it takes to turn a page, this distance is more psychological than temporal. Today, being on the
periphery of power allows Australian architects
to filter and alter foreign influences so they have
a particularly local flavor. As a result, modernism
Down Under is tempered by a mostly benign climate and a laid-back culture that doesn't let
anyone take himself or herself too seriously. The
strident aspects of modernism found elsewhere
are replaced by a more easygoing sensibility that
takes advantage of local materials and informal
lifestyles. So houses by Glenn Murcutt, Andresen
O'Gorman [APRIL 1999, page 138], Sean Godsell
[OCTOBER 2000, page 208], and other Australian
architects employ the forms and abstract language of modernism but soften them with
screens, louvers, natural materials, and outdoor
spaces. The houses are often boxes, but much
more permeable, more open to the outdoors
than their European cousins.
A streak of independence

Australia's distance from European sources also
provides its architects with "a freedom from
conservative attitudes and entrenched historicism;' says Jahn. And the country's history as a
new frontier has encouraged a strong streak
of independent thinking and identification
with the pioneer, the person who wanders off
the beaten track. "There's a strong sense of
the individual in Australian culture;' states
Romaldo Giurgola, FAlA, who has lived and
practiced in Australia (continued on page 79)
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increased industrialization. Its
large number of urban craftsmen, who tended to focus on
detail, maintained significant
control over building activity.
In Sweden, a comparatively
large industrialized economy,
unimpeded by World War II because of the
country's neutrality, rested on the shoulders of a
few corporate giants: Saab, Volvo, and
Electrolux. The Swedish building industry was
similarly structured, and the concentration. of
power among a select number of companies
was accompanied by a diminution of the architect's power and influence. Today, the Swedish
architect is to a large degree a consultant to the
building industry. In Norway, despite a high
degree of wealth brought about by the oil boom
of the 1970s and enjoyed by both the public and
private sectors, the building industry and the
architectural community remained small, and
there have been more opportunities for collabGlobalism and particularity
oration among architects than in other
The contradictory effects of globalism help pose countries. Iceland, a part of Denmark until
the principal question now facing Scandinavian 1947, has continued to rely heavily on rurally
architects: What happens to a sensibility and derived, traditional architectural forms and
tradition, so central to the 20th-century archi- building types. The nationwide absence of an
tectural canon, in the face of dramatically architecture school, however, has resulted in all
altered 21st-century economic and political Icelandic architects being educated abroad,
realities? Looking back in time across the 20th and, consequently, in a surprisingly sophisticentury, during which each Scandinavian cated and internationally informed output.
nation transformed itself into a modern welfare
What role does the rich architectural
society, helps put the region's current architec- tradition of the recent Scandinavian past exert
tural activity in perspective. Denmark, a trading today? Messerschmidt argues that whereas in
nation with 4,000 small islands, retained its the 1980s Scandinavian Modernism was reledecentralized economic structure in the face of gated to discussions of (continued on page 80)
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Economic globalization means, on the one hand,
we increasingly wear the same fashions, watch
the same television programs and movies, and
idolize the same pop stars. On the other hand,
globalization has sparked ethnic and nationalist
resurgence; groups that once appeared seamlessly
integrated into the international community
have raised their voices.
In Scandinavia, national distinctions, as
well as a sense of competition between the constituent countries, have intensified. Many outside
observers still mistakenly view the region as
more cohesive and less in ferment than it is.
Far from being the single nation that some
19th-century statesmen imagined it would
become, Scandinavia is not even fully represented within the European Union: Norway and
Iceland have refused to participate, Denmark and
Sweden joined with great reluctance, and only
Finland easily embraced it.

Three Of the five Nordic
embassies In Berlin
Include the Norwegian
EmbaHY (1), by Snllhetta,
Of Oslo, Norway; the Royal
Danish Embassy (2), by

3xNellsen Of Copenhagen,

Denmart<; and the
Chancellery Of the Royal
Swedish Embassy (3), by

WingArdh Arkltektkontor,
of G6t.ebol1 and
Stockholm, Sweden.
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Donovan Hiii's C House (1)
In Brisbane places a
series of pavilions on top
of an artlflclal landscape
of concrete terraces. The
Sclentia at the University

of New South Wales (2),
by MGT (formerly
Mltchell/Glurgola & Thorp),

exempllf"ies a kind of
expressive Australian

Individualism that Romaldo

Glurgola admires.

DOWN UNDER continued from page 77
since completing the country's Parliament House
in Canberra in 1988. Such an attitude helps
explain both Ashton Raggatt McDougall's wildly
nonconformist renovation of historic Storey Hall
in Melbourne [NOVEMBER 2000, page 106) and
the bush architecture of Gabriel Poole in
Queensland, Ken Latona in Tasmania (see article,
page 104), and Troppo in the Northern Territory.
"What distinguishes Australian architecture is a combination of a unique cultural
history of independence and larrikinism [rowdiness] mixed with a strong and characterful
landscape," say Lindsay and Kerry Clare, a husband-and-wife team of architects who started
their careers in Queensland, then worked for
two years with the government architect of New
South Wales (the state that includes Sydney).
Although not exactly rowdy, the Clares' design
fo r the National Environment Centre, done
with the NSW government architect, exhibits
the kind of rugged engagement with its setting
that Australians admire. It also serves as a prototype of green design.
In a country blessed with scenic coastlines and remarkable physical beauty, it's not
surprising that the relationship to the land has
been a critical factor in architecture's development and expression. Chris Johnson, the
government architect of New
South Wales, explains this relationship in the book Australian
Architecture Now (coauthored
with Davina Jackson). Johnson
states, "Two opposing concepts
guided Australian architecture
towards the end of the 20th cen-

tury. One led to structures that stand upon and
hover above the ground to show separation and
superiority. The other generated buildings that
come from and merge with their contexts. Both
approaches continue the eternal struggle between
humans and the land. The first idea leads to
architecture that, like a bridge, touches the earth
lightly and displays clean, modern technology in
simple and mostly rectangular forms oriented to
the sun. The second is represented by buildings
that remould the earth in flowing forms, displaying the craftsmanship of local materials:'
Touching the earth lightly is most
clearly identified with Murcutt, whose Sydneybased practice accepts only a limited number
of commissions each year. His buildings, especially his houses, usually rest on columns or
piers instead of solid foundations, employ traditional methods for capturing daylight and
breezes, and use materials found in vernacular
buildings. A younger generation of architects
that includes Peter Stutchbury, Latona, the
Clares, and Troppo has absorbed Murcutt's
ethic and is busy applying it to projects
around the country.
A project that tries to combine the
light touch and the more solid and grounded
approach that Johnson mentions is the C
House (1) on the outskirts of Brisbane in
Queensland. Designed by the firm Donovan
Hill, the house sets a series of wood-and-glass
pavilions atop a cascading base of poured-concrete walls, courts, and terraces. Sixteen flights
of stairs lead up, around, and about the sprawling residence, built for a bachelor. According to
Jahn, Donovan Hill-along with Neil Durbach
in Sydney-brings "a (continued on page 82)
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architects and students." Despite
the significant differences between
the Scandinavian countries, one
fascinating architectural complex,
completed in 1999 and located,
ironically, not in Scandinavia, but
in Berlin, shows that cooperation
does not necessitate a loss of cultural identity.
The building group, wrapped by an
undulating, four-story-high copper wall, contains five separate buildings, each housing a
national embassy. Stressing the intrinsically
multinational dimension of the project, an
Austrian-Finnish firm, Berger & Parkkinen, was
responsible for the overall concept, including the
inventive site plan, as well as the design of a common building serving all five nations. The
stylistically referential Danish Embassy was
designed by the firm of 3xNielsen, the sleek
Swedish Embassy by Gert Wingardh, the dramatically colored Icelandic Embassy by Palmar
Kristmundsson, and the Finnish Embassy (not
surprisingly, evocative of Aalto's work) by VIIVA
Arkkitehtuuri Oy. The Norwegian Embassy was
Competition for the Alvarlstl
designed by Sn0hetta, a firm whose main office is
In Finland, the "scene" was for decades domi- located in Oslo, but whose three principalsnated by Alvar Aalto. His image even appears Craig Dykers, Cristoph Kapeller, and Kjetil
on paper currency. William Morgan asserts Thorsen-hail from the U.S., Austria, and
that, following Aalto's death in 1976, "there Norway, respectively. Seen as a whole, the
was more room for people who were not embassies powerfully reflect the vitality of con'Alvaristi."' Harri Hautajarvi, editor-in-chief of temporary Scandinavian architecture. Whether
the journal ark-Arkkitehti, notes, "While it is the complex's insistent, if somewhat strained,
easy for young architects anywhere to feel maintenance of distinctive national architectural
stymied by a lack of compelling projects, luck- identities within an overarching regional
ily we have many architectural competitions in sensibility will find further expression in
Finland-many of which are open to young Scandinavian architecture remains to be seen. •

UP TOP continued from page 78

history in Denmark, now its principles are
treated as part of the ongoing discourse. In
Norway, some architects reputedly have stated
that using wood, once a hallmark of the regional
sensibility, can seem "kitsch:' As Bjorn Larsen,
editor-in-chief of the Norwegian magazine
Byggekunst, put it, "Nostalgia for Modernism
can be just as nostalgic as other forms of nostalgia:' Rasmus Waern, an editor at the Swedish
journalArkitektur, points out that Sweden's connection to its own Modernist past is somewhat
different from that of the rest of Scandinavia.
Sweden, he contends, had a "stronger
Postmodern reaction;' linked to its own "crisis of
the welfare state;' and subsequently the profession suffered from a collective loss of confidence.
Pointing to the highly positive response that
Swedish designers received recently at an international exposition in Milan, as well as to the
strength of the work itself, however, Waern
hypothesizes that the time may have come for
young Swedish architects and designers.

Additional Nordic
embassies In Berlin
Include the Icelandic
Embassy (4), by P61mar
Krlstmunduon ol
Reykjavl<, Iceland, and the
FlnnlSh Embassy (5), by
VllVA Arkkltebtuuri 0y ol
Helsinki, Finland.

Some things are just more desirable when they come in more colors.
Take IMSA coated steel building products. With 24 standard c olors a nd
ZACtique® II on 24 gauge steeL IMSA gives you more ways to express your
vision - all protected by IMSA's premier DuraTech™ 5000 coating system.
An Ideal finish for architectural applications. DuraTech™SOOO has excellent
properties to resist chalk, fade and corrosion in most severe environments .

echnlcal support:

800-400-3867 (In CA NV. AZ. NM. CO. UT. TX and HI)
800-447-2477 (In other US states and Canada)
CIRCLE 43 ON INQUIRY CARD
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molded, tactile design approach" that is both
sensual and organic.
Urban competition

Sydney area: the Horizon
by Harry Seidler (3);

Grant House by Graham
Jahn (4), and Peter
Stutchbury's Link Bulldlng

at Newcastle University (5).

For a country of just 19.2 million people,
Australia has marked differences in architectural expression from one region to another. "I
doubt the utility of the term Australian architecture," states Leon van Schaik, deputy vice
chancellor of the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology (RMIT) and head of the school's
architecture program. "It makes more sense to
think of the architecture of the city-states that
form the federation of Australia. The tradition
and the discourse in the different cities are
shaped strongly by the intellectual history of each
city and by the very different climates and social
origins;' adds van Schaik.
While Sydney is blessed with its spectacular natural setting and a few landmark
structures, such as the Harbor Bridge and J0rn
Utzon's Opera House, Melbourne has the more
robust architectural community these days.
Firms such as Denton Corker Marshall, Wood
Marsh, and Nanda Katsilidas have given
Melbourne a host of dynamic and colorful new
buildings, including the Melbourne Museum
[JANUARY 2001, page 70], Bourke Street Bridge,
and Melbourne Terrace apartment
block. At the same time, practitioners such as Godsell and John
Wardle (see page 114) have contributed more subdued but elegant
designs. In Sydney, classic modernism still lives, as seen in the
courtyard housing units of Alex

Popov, the stripped-down residences ofEngelen
Moore (page 108), and the apartment towers of
Harry Seidler (3) .
"There has always been creative tension between Sydney and Melbourne," explains
Giurgola, with Sydney architecture tending to
be more commercial and Melbourne's more
intellectual. Giurgola sees this rivalry as a good
thing, likening it to that of Florence and Venice
during the Renaissance. "All ofltalian art comes
from provincial competition," states Giurgola.
Still close to the landscape

While Australia's head may be in Melbourne and
its wallet in Sydney, its heart is probably in the
bush and along the shore. Building in rugged
places has given Australian architecture a strong
environmental ethic and a deep respect for the
land. "The language driving Australian architecture is still rooted in a sense of place;' says Jahn.
"The proximity of the original landscape to our
cities exerts a powerful force on us. Australia is
very urban statistically, but not psychologically.
To us, the landscape is never really far away." •
Suggested reading
Australian Architecture Now, by Davina Jackson

and Chris Johnson. Corte Madera, Calif: Gingko
Press, 2000, 258 pages, $75.
Local Heroes: Architects of Australia's
Sunshine Coast, by Peter Hyatt. Sydney:

Craftsman House, 2001 , 224 pages, $45.
Denton Corker Marshall: Rule Playing and the
Ratbag Element, by Haig Beck and Jackie Cooper.

Basel: Birkhiiuser, 2000, 252 pages, $70.
Heikkinen + Komonen, edited by William Morgan.

N ew York: Monacelli Press, 2000, 192 pages, $40.
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his high-speed world is shrinking. As it picks up velocity, lands formerly
confined to the margins-the archipelagos, the minor continents-have
joined center stage, propelled by global economic forces, mass communi-

cations, cheap transportation, and a pervasive electronic intelligence iiber
alles. Suddenly, the periphery has leaped from backwater to mainstream, informing
and feeding and energizing us. We look to the margins for ideas.
Examine these extremes, lest you doubt. Surprisingly, Scandinavia and
Australia share certain similarities, including maritime cultures with urban coastal
centers and landforms that luxuriate into broad uninhabited zones. Their frontiers,
like our own, continue to affect the collective imagination, and the soul, of the people. While the Scandinavian tradition may be older, both Up Top and Down Under
are making remarkable contributions to contemporary architecture.
For the past couple of years at RECORD, the number of powerful projects

Two oceans, worlds apart.
Nordic Watercolor Museum,
Skarhamn, Sweden (top).
Rose House, Saddleback Mountain,
New South Wa les, Australia (above).

from Down Under had been mounting; we realized that something was brewing outside the Foster's lager. While we had become thirsty for more of the Murcutt school,
(eco-friendly, supremely sited, up from the landscape), we noticed diverse types bubbling up, projects that spanned from cool orthodox Modernism to a kind of
unnamed Postmodernist bravado.
As we prepared this issue of RECORD, our preconceptions crumbled. Up top,
we peeled back the layers of an apparently cohesive Scandinavia and found five distinct nations struggling with national identity. Today they display individualistic
responses to place, including scale, materials, and even construction techniques. Look
at Denmark and Sweden. While the Malmo bridge now links the two and they share
the same limpid summer light, the Danes have incorporated a more modest
Modernism into every aspect of contemporary design, particularly their furniture and
the objects of everyday life, in contrast to their Swedish cousins.
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD explores these developments. Tum the pages. Surf
our site. It's the perfect summer getaway, without a single canceled flight. Robert Ivy
07.01 Architectural Reco,-d
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~ 1iistory at Vass<1r College and was the editor

of the Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians.

room for lectures and small concerts. A visiting artist program required
small residential studios, and a restaurant and gift shop were planned for
the 30,000 visitors projected annually.

Nestled in the cliffs alongside an ocean inlet and a small offshore
island called Blockholmen, the new museum is a low-key wooden box
with a gable roof. In deference to the site, the building sits on a concrete
pad, supported on pylons, which forms a wharf over the inlet. A boardwalk allows visitors to walk along the water and reach the island without
having to go into the museum.
This modest exercise in the vernacular seems, at first glance, to
be a maritime warehouse. The architects chose thin wood batten, either
painted or left natural, and concrete, as the most dominant materials.
The overall effect is dressed-down formal-in some places (such as the
lecture hall) it is relatively elegant; in others (such as the galleries) spare,
with a casual air that suits the seaside location. In an effort to enliven the
interior of the box, the architects may have overdone it a bit. (Or, in the
language of Nordic architecture, perhaps the building could have been
more Danish .)
The Watercolor Museum is not a conventional
exhibition hall: Bruun and Corfitsen had to fuse space
for the exhibition and practice of art, and for the appreciation of nature, into a museum for enthusiastic
watercolorists. Nature alone provides a surfeit of sensations; this is one of the most photogenic stretches of
coastline in Sweden, particularly popular among
painters, who have been coming here since the end of the
19th century. The gallery spaces effectively combine the
exhibition of artworks with bold floor-to-ceiling clearglass windows that frame views of the stony cliffs of
Blockholmen and the five studios. Each view from the
studio, where windows on three sides allow the proper
light for painting, offers a potential artistic image. Nature
beckons. This building makes the act of painting the natural next step.
The museum has been a hit-the Nordic
equivalent in popularity to the Guggenheim Bilbao. In
the six months since its opening, it counted about
100,000 visitors and expects 200,000-250,000 for the
year. Already expansion is planned for fall 2001. The
entrance will be improved with new signage, paving, and
exterior lighting, which will take some of the guesswork out of the now
slightly ambiguous approach. There will be new facilities for exhibition
and education, and screens projecting out at right angles to the main
gallery spaces will prevent the low-angled sun from entering the galleries.
As for the objections raised by Swedish critics? Some of the functional objections don't hold up. The extreme openness of the galleries is
clearly a programmatic decision, however unwelcome it may be to experts
in painting conservation. And though the Falun red color of the building,
like a dense watercolor stain itself, doesn't please everyone, this copperbased paint is used on rural architecture throughout Sweden. As for being
dull, Bruun and Corfitsen have squeezed as much life from a tight box and
Project: Nordic Watercolor Museum,

Sources

Ski:irhamn, Sweden

Roofing: Rh einz ink

Owner: Nordiska Akva rellmuseet

Windows: Schiico international

Architect: Niels Bruun and Henrik

Glass glazing: Saint-Gobain/

Corfitsen Arkitekter m.a.a.

Emmaboda

Interior designer: Karin Nyren
Engineers: Pl i Goteborg AB (struc-

WWW For more information on

tural); AF-RNK (mechanical);

the people and products involved in

Scandiaconsult SCC (electrical)

this project, go to Projects at

Lighting: fan Ejhed

www.architect uralrecord.com
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a tight budget (about $5.l million) as they could. Though the site may not
stand up to the unexpected invasion of visitors who clamber over
Blockholmen to see the dramatic views beyond, the solution seems to be
the right one, given the client's desire to respect the locale.
These critiques remind one of the discomforts of cultural collaboration, even in Scandinavia. Sweden got the building (and the new
investment); Denmark got the design; the current director is from
Finland. As to the question of the crisis in Swedish architecture, a special
sensitivity still remains. What the competition and its result do reveal are
that national traditions of building remain lively in Nordic Europe. This
project, which ultimately performed an international cultural mission,
taxed the Scandinavians' legendary ability to compromise. With its architecture already a focus of controversy, it will be interesting to see how
well both building and mission wear in the coming years. •
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Studio Granda's inventive renovation of a
1930s building enlivens the waterfront in
Iceland's REYl<JAVII< ART MUSEUM

-

By Peter MacKeith

n a sunny May afternoon in Reykjavik, architect Steve
Christer-who together with Margret Hardard6ttir leads the partnership of Studio Granda-energetically demonstrates the
operation of a paired set of 24-foot-high steel-dad folding doors.
The doors are important insertions by the architects in their new Reykjavik
Art Museum, a renovated concrete warehouse on the city's harbor. Since the
doors are placed on both sides of a corridor that separates a multipurpose
room from a courtyard, opening them creates a continuous area for special
events. This spatial advantage made for a memorable "dance" of industrial
forklifts, choreographed for last year's dedication.
Studio Granda's work demonstrates an intimacy borne of wellconsidered siting, spatial character, and choice of materials. Finely made
details are highly individual, yet possess a whiff of other architectures and
cultures. The effect is surely the product of the close-knit atelier, the life
collaboration of Christer and Hardard6ttir, and their keen commitment
to building well in Iceland.
These days Reykjavik is a European capital city whose small
size belies its expanding artistic prominence. The last year has
brought a wave of attention to the Icelandic pop-music scene, and,
meanwhile, the city is expanding in all directions as Icelanders continue to move from the hinterland to this one political, economic, and
cultural center. Studio Granda has figured prominently in the development of the capital's architectural landscape. In the last decade, the office
has completed three notable public buildings there: the Reykjavik City
Hall (1992), the Supreme Court of Iceland (1 996), and, recently, the
Reykjavik Art Museum. All three lie within walking distance of one another
in the city's heart, with the art museum at the edge of the main harbor.
The relationship between the art museum and the harbor is
critical. Whereas the City Hall and Supreme Court commissions were for
entirely new construction, the art museum is a renovation-more accurately, a transformation-of an existing harborfront warehouse, a 1930s
concrete structure now on the historic register. The museum occupies
most of the warehouse- two floors of the south wing and three of its
north wing, which in turn enclose an open court. The new centrally
located facility houses collections previously scattered in three locations
throughout the city.
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Project: Reykjavik Art Museum,

Silja Traustad6ttir, intern

Reykjavik, Iceland

Interior design: Studio Granda

Architects: Studio Granda-Margret

Engineers: Linuhonnun (structural) ;

Hardard6ttir, partner; Steve Christer,
Peter MacKeith is assistant dean at the School of Architecture, Washington

partner; Steinthor Kari Karasson,

Rafteikning (electrical); Lagnataekni
(environmental); Steindor

University in St.Louis, and is a permanent resident of Finland.

architect; Heba Hertervig, architect;

Gudmunsson (acoustica l)
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In the course of its research for the competition entry, Studio
Granda discovered that the building occupied the former site of
Reykjavik's main pier, dating to 1900. They felt that this buried construction (the pier was covered by landfill) deserved recognition, and so
incorporated its skewed axis into the organization of the museum's
entrance and circulation sequence.
Appropriately, the building is painted in contrasting shades, predominantly "Fishery Protection Vessel" gray for the spaces that aren't part
of the museum, while the museum portions are called out in white. On the
city facade, a concrete canopy tilts above the entrance, twisted at an angle to
recall the shifted axis of the pier. The canopy's tilt also directs light into the
dark, double-height lobby, lined in hot-rolled blued steel panels and black
walnut flooring. The corridor follows the line of the pier's axis as it extends
through the thickness of both wings and the courtyard, aligning the reception areas and the museum shop, then a small multipurpose room opposite
an external exhibition area (the courtyard), and finally the museum library
and curatorial and storage rooms.
Bent-steel stairs in each wing-seemingly hovering above the
floor-lead to the gallery levels. Here, too, the visitor can retrace the path of
the former pier on a bridge that connects the two wings and terminates in
the museum cafe's immense glass wall facing the harbor.
Differences in location and dimension distinguish the six
museum galleries, yet they are united by a straightforward recognition of
the concrete columnar structure, simply organized artificial lighting, and
provisions for indirect daylight. By their dimensions, the galleries are
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more suited to highly selective exhibitions of smaller-sized work, or
larger-scaled and more singular works. The rooms are not entirely neutral: The column structure, in particular, lends each gallery a formal
dignity, yet presents a robust existing condition.
The museum's administrative offices and Iceland's Architectural
Archive reside on the uppermost level. Iceland's preserved architectural
history may be small in quantity and depth, but significant nonetheless in
the country's consciousness. Admirably, the city and the architects recognized the value of keeping one of the few remaining 1930s functionalist
buildings in Reykjavik, and its revitalization has become part of a waterfront effort to reinvigorate older structures for cultural use. As a
renovation, the art museum is Studio Granda's most condensed public
work to date. The architects' design deftly weaves a figural element of the
site's history within the structural order of the building, making necessary, inventive, and sensitive adaptations appropriate to the reception of
visitors and the exhibition of art. The firm has also made a significant
place by uniting a series of opposites-past and present, land and sea,
warehouse and museum- in the intimate Icelandic capital.•
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Sources
Roofing: Kemperol (elasto meric)
Windows: Tresmidja n Solvir (wood)
Glazing: Samverk (glass); Sch uco

(skylight)
Doors: Beyki (wo od doors); Sta ltak
(metal doors, sliding doors, fi recontrol doors, secu rity grilles, special
doors, upswinging doors )
Hardware: BSW (/ocksets);
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Lamaidinjan (hinges); Dorma/Geze
(closers)
Furnishings: Fritz Han sen
Lighting: Concord; Gira (controls)
Elevators: Kone
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Studio Gron of Sweden blends informality and
monumentality in its new TRADGAR'N
RESTAURANT in Gothenburg

A giant trellis of
untreated Siberian
larch will slowly be
overgrown by vines to
make a great green
wall during the summer. Behind the
unifying green wall, the
restaurant includes an
informal bar/cafe, a
first-class restaurant,
and a nightclub for the
younger crowd.

By Nicholas Adams

ne of the high points of a trip to Gothenburg, Sweden, is a visit to
Tragardsforeningen, a public garden landscaped in the English
manner. Built over the outworks of the 17th-century wall system
and alongside the old moat-canal, the garden, opened in 1842,
includes a rosarium, a butterfly house, and rolling lawns dotted with fountains, sculpture, and picturesque late-19th-century wood cottages where
lunch and coffee are served. A special surprise is the Palm House, a miniature copy ofJoseph Paxton's Crystal Palace built by a Scottish firm in 1878.
For 150 years a formal public restaurant and dance hall has faced
the Palm House at the center of the park. But both the original and its
replacement have since burned down. Now, the latest reincarnation, by
Studio Gron of Gothenburg, combines a restaurant and a nightclub disco.
Restaurant Tradgar'n is that rare contemporary commission in which a city
administration has dared to fund significant architecture on a major
municipal site and got everything right. Studio Gron was selected after an
international competition and, despite its youth (it was formed in 1996),
has produced a mature building that draws on Nordic traditions without
looking stale or imitative.
The elevation of the restaurant facing the old Palm House and the
garden consists of a giant trellis of untreated Siberian larch (to avoid sagging) that will slowly be overgrown by vines to make a great green wall
during the summer. Behind the unifying green wall is a bar/cafe for informal
dining and drinking, a first-class restaurant, and finally the nightclub for the
younger crowd. If the architectural traditions of this building are distinctly
Nordic, the traditions have been cranked up for contemporary taste.
Consider the main rooms. The restaurant is dominated by a
birch-paneled inner wall that recalls Alvar Aalto's Finnish Pavilion at the
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New York World's Fair ( 1939) or, closer to home, Nils Einar Erickson's
Concert Hall in Gothenburg (1936). Birch, the Swedish wood par excellence, gives the room the same warmth as those distinguished predecessors.
A giant window wall faces the trellis and the Palm House and fills the
room with dappled sunlight by day. By night, hanging fixtures and tiny
spots-like stars in the dark Nordic night-give it a magical character
recalling the romantic nocturnal effects created by Gunnar Asplund at
the Skandia Cinema in Stockholm (1923).
The nightclub at the other end of the building is little more
than a black box with high-tech lighting, a high-powered sound system,
and a balcony around the upper level that allows more dancing and a
chance to see and be seen. Facing the garden is the bar, a kind of urban
artists' cafe that provides simple meals and drinks. Between the building
and the vine-covered trellis is one of the most genial areas, the veranda.
Here one can retreat from comings-and-goings of the park visitors without losing contact with the open air. The veranda represents a
remarkable blend of nature-inspired informality and monumentality
that so often coexist in Swedish architecture.
Although based in Sweden, the principals of Studio GronFredrik Lund, Martin Forsby, Henriette Michaelsen, Mika Maata-come
from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Finland. (They met as students at
Chalmers Technical University, the architectural school in Gothenburg.)
One can sense the multiplicity of their backgrounds in Tradgar'n: Asplund
from Sweden and Aalto from Finland are there with a refinement and precision of detailing suggesting an attentive study of Danish architecture.
Indeed, it is this attention to detail that separates Restaurant
Tradgar'n from many other new buildings in Sweden. Goran Arviddson,
who represented the client, the city of Gothenburg, insisted on high-quality
materials and backed the young architects in their plans. The city wanted
a durable building-both in materials and in style-that would be a permanent resource for Gothenburg. Studio Gron's methods of working with
the contractors have been written up as a model for other Swedish projects. The results show up not only in the tight logical details (at the
stairs, in the entry foyer), but in the exquisite surfaces of the birch panels and appropriate matches of color with the concrete. The overall
effect is a lighthearted place that is neither frivolous nor cheap, a tranquil and richly detailed space that is open and accessible to all.
Enlightened municipal patronage, another significant Nordic tradition,
continues to thrive in Sweden. •
Sources

Acoustical ceilings: Armstrong

Closi ng and pulls: d-Line (standard

(restaurant, salon); Gyptone (other)

doors); Studio Gron (glass doors and
public doors )

WWW For more information on

Glazing: Rada Glas and Centa

the people and products involved in

Lighting: Foscarini; Havana

this project, go to Projects at

(restaurant)
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Heikkinen-Komonen explores simple
geometries and modernist materials for the
new VUOTALO CULTURAL CENTER in Finland

-

By Peter MacKeith

fter nearly 20 years of collaborative practice, the Helsinki-based
partnership of Mikko Heikkinen and Markku Komonen possesses an international reputation based upon recognizably
forceful, coherent strategies of siting, form, materials, and construction. The practice is classicist in the best sense: It demonstrates a
tenacious concentration upon a limited set of fo rmal and tectonic principles, continuously adapted to contemporary circumstances. The firm's
Vuotalo Cultural Center in the Helsinki suburb ofVuosaari, a result of a
limited design competition it won in 1996, reveals these intentions succinctly, with modesty, clarity, and precision. The center, which opened only
a few months ago, is already a locus of community activity.
Over the last 15 years,Vuosaari has developed as a satellite residential and commercial community of 40,000, at the eastern terminus of
the metropolitan subway line, some 121' miles up the coast from
Helsinki.Vuosaari is now a hothouse of housing designs of all types, and
day-care centers and schools have been common architectural competition subjects in recent years. Its center of gravity remains the area
surrounding the metro station where Kolumbus, a linear shopping mall
under a curving metal carapace, dominates this landscape. The site for the
cultural center designated by Helsinki's municipal authorities is in an area
best known for its 1960s housing blocks, a high school from the same
period, and a swimming/sports hall.
The program called for a public library, a community auditorium, music rehearsal spaces, adult education facilities, and city cultural
administration offices. Simultaneously, the new building had to integrate
pedestrian circulation across the site between the high school and the
swimming center, and between new undergro und parking lots and the
activities of the center.
Heikkinen and Komonen's design relies on pure geometries to
resolve these siting, circulation, and internal planning issues. In contrast
to prevailing aesthetic winds elsewhere, Euclidean geometry remains
alive and well for the two designers, still a valid means for achieving
civic architecture. Their consistent use of fo rmalist strategies across a
range of programs and sites is highly identifiable and referential,
acknowledging the geometries articulated earlier in the century by
Gunnar Asplund, the rigorous proportional systems by Aulis Blomstedt,
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Architects: Heikkinen-Komonen
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Engineers: Leo Maaskola Engineers

Komonen Architects

Peter MacKeith is assistant dean at the School of Architecture, Washington
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and the ascetic sensibilities of Aarno Ruusuvuori.
In the Vuotalo center, a cylindrical volume is positioned as point
of site control, interlaced with a modular 20-foot structural grid, and then
inflected with secondary structures. The actual structure is a two-story
half-cylinder, about 257 feet in diameter, which stands resolutely on the
main grade level between the shopping mall, high school, and swimming
hall. The split open face of the cylinder-the entrance facade and its steelframed portico-is placed to continue the north-south axis of the
shopping mall's circulation spine, extending it out to a hedgerow
labyrinth, yet to be planted. The high school entrance is located on a
cross-axis with the revolving entrance door. Below grade, an indoor corridor connects the center with the high school, the swimming hall, and
other facilities. Also below grade, an open-air portion of the encircled site
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The entrance facade is
a glass curtain wall
supported by interlaced columns and a
braced tension-rod
system. An open-air
portion of the site has
been placed belowgrade and planted with
a grove of rowan trees.

Music rehearsal
rooms, the stair landing, and classroom
corners are set out in
serrated formation
above the lobby
(opposite), and the
multipurpose hall
occupies a wedgeshaped space on the
ground floor (below).
Careful attention has
been given to the
admission of natural
light, as demonstrated
in the library (right).

1. Plaza

2. Foyer
3. Mu ltipurpose hall
4. Children's library

5. Staff
6. Library

7. Coffee shop
8. Meeting rooms
9. Gallery

1
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ENTRANCE FLOOR
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has been planted with a grove of rowan trees on the 20-foot module. The
architects confidently envision a canopy of the mature trees creating a
green cloud on level with the main entrance path.
Inside the half- circle building, the double-height lobby provides access to the wedged-shaped community auditorium and general
reading rooms. Two long double-height, top-lit reading rooms-one for
children and one for adults-are notable as vertical shafts of space rising
in counterpoint to the building's prevailing horizontality. A diminutive
cylindrical children's reading tower winningly restates the dominant
formal geometry. And a generous winding stair leads to the adult education facilities and city administrative office on the upper level.
Throughout the interior, careful attention has been given to the admission of natural light, often through a series of glazed wall planes and
adjacencies to top-lit spaces.
Vuotalo's poured-in-place concrete structure of walls and slabs
is faced along the entrance by a glass curtain wall supported by interlaced
columns and a braced tension-rod system. Interior finishes are direct and
unadorned, relying on a strict catalog of standardized metal grilles and
panels and a restrained palette of grays and browns. A horizontal grid of
dark green aluminum panels sheathes the cylinder's exterior, which is virtually obscured by a suspended skin of stainless-steel mesh. In fact, the
mesh is an industrial conveyor belt material, the result of extensive material research conducted by the partnership's staff. While the mesh skin
offers little view into the interior of the cultural center, it does provide
both light and visual access from within.
This formal control, reliance on module, proportion, and standardized materials, and an increasingly evident desire to dematerialize a
building's surfaces are well-known tactics for Heikkinen and Komonen.
These features can be transferred to other locales, to be sure, but in the
architects' own backyard they possess a particular strength and purposefulness. Vuotalo represents a modest example of what can be
accomplished even with the toughest of municipal construction budgets. Moreover, its restraint is a bracing, even instructive, contrast to the
nearby neon-layered shopping mall and surroundings. As a member of
the office cleaning staff, a resident of Vuosaari, exclaimed, "It makes
everything around it look overdecorated!"•
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By David Clark

tanding on the remote northeastern coast of Tasmania, you could
imagine yourself on a deserted island. Black cockatoos squawk
overhead, dolphins ply the surf, and wallabies occasionally wander to the shore to nibble on iodine-rich seaweed. The only signs
of human life are the middens, piles of discarded shells that mark the feasting places of the aborigines who lived on this land for thousands of years.
On a piece of private property here, on the edge of Tasmania's
Mount William National Park, architect and planner Ken Latona has built
the Bay of Fires Lodge. Reached by foot at the end of a four-day trek
through the reserve, the lodge points architecture and tourism onto a
more ecologically sensitive path.
Latona, who splits his time between Sydney and Tasmania, represents the Australian school of architecture that advocates "touching the earth
lightly;' an ethic exemplified most famously by Glenn Murcutt and Richard
Leplastrier, architects admired for their poetic understanding of place.
Latona studied with both men at Sydney University in the early 1970s and,
like them, has made environmentally sensitive design intrinsic to his work.
"I came to understand through people like Murcutt, who is still
a close friend, that the Australian landscape is so unusual in world terms,
and so diverse in itself, that if you don't pay attention to the details of that
landscape-you don't have an architecture that fits," states Latona.
In addition to designing the Bay of Fires Lodge, Latona owns
and operates it, along with a string of trekking huts in the Cradle
Mountain National Park in central Tasmania. The huts and now the lodge
are Latona's way of connecting people to the unique environment of
Australia's southernmost province, a 26,000-square-mile island that's a
short flight from Melbourne. During summer months the Bay of Fires
Lodge is usually occupied by groups of up to 10 bushwalkers plus their
two guides, although on occasion two groups will overlap.
The building consists of two long Tasmanian-hardwood-andglass pavilions on an east-west axis and sited on the southern slope of a hill
close to the shore. Latona avoided building on the more sheltered and sunnier northern slope (remember, this is Down Under) fo r two reasons. First,
there are aboriginal sites on the warmer northwestern pockets away from
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the wind. "It was very important to avoid build- To keep visitors cool
ing there-to avoid a desecration;' he explains. without air conditioning
Second, he felt the northern location would have Latona covered the
made the building a more visible protrusion deck (above left) and
from the landscape. Instead, he placed tl1e lodge veranda (above right)
below the southern crest, where its roofline sits and opened rooms with
just under the canopy of casuarina trees and glass louvers (opposite,
approxin1ates their windswept line. From the top). The main walkway
walking tracks in tl1e park, it can hardly be seen. (opposite, below) delivSet on a 10-by-17-foot (3 -by-5-meter) ers powerful views.
grid of columns, the building has one pavilion a
few feet lower than the other, following the contour of the slope. The
upper pavilion serves mostly communal uses, such as cooking, eating, and
lounging, and includes an open veranda room in the middle and, at its
end, a large deck cantilevering out from the bush and overlooking the sea.
The lower pavilion contains areas that are more private- a bank of bedrooms on either side of storage rooms and shared bathroom and toilet
facilities. The bedrooms open directly onto a long outdoor corridor that
runs the full length of the lodge. This 165-foot-long spine, the lodge's
most memorable space, forms a timber-lined channel shooting out to the
sea and sky at one end and the bush at tl1e otl1er.
Just as the dramatic spine connects the lodge with the surrounding landscape, its sloping roofs capture the northern sun, bringing
daylight and warmth into the living pavilion through a glass-louver wall
and into the bedrooms via louvered clerestory windows . At the heart of
the plan, the veranda room sits under the building's great roof, open on
one side to a clearing in the bush. At the end, the deck practically floats
above the landscape, with its roof rising up to align with the horizon.
Latona calls his buildings "simple sheds-nothing more."
Indeed, they are that, but all the more elegant and seductive for it. Their
detailing is not sophisticated-just "straight off the saw," which seems
appropriate for the place. Materials, brought in by helicopter, were cut to
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fit on-site by the architect and a team of "bush carpenters," as Latona
refers to his crew of builders skilled in the ways of the region and the
landscape. True to his collaborative nature, Latona says he relied on the
team's "collective wisdom" to refine the design during construction, "stopping only when the building was finished."
Latona spent 18 months visiting the site to make sure it was
right and just 15 weeks building the lodge with a team of up to 12 people.
He designed the project with the attitude that it was temporary and could
be easily removed. To make the buildings ecologically responsible, Latona
and his crew removed only three casuarina trees during construction and
equipped the lodge with composting toilets, gray- and black-water reticulation systems, imported gas bottles for heat, and solar panels for pdwer.
Seductive in its simplicity, the Bay of Fires Lodge offers the right
level of spartan comfort to be a welcome retreat fo r weary bushwalkers
and serves as the perfect connection to a remarkable landscape.•
Sources

Solar system: Rob Wells

Tasmanian hardwood boards:

Composting toilets: Clivus Mult rum

Gu1111s Timber

Gray- and black-water treatment:

Metal roofing: BHP (Colo rbond)

Cradle Huts

Aluminum louvers: Naco
Wood doors and sliding doors:

WWW For more information on

Custom by Tasman Joinery

the people and prod ucts involved in

Cabinetwork: Custom by Mick

t his project, go to Projects at

Dabrowski
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By contrasting transparent elevations with
solid ones and straight
edges with a rolling
terrain, the architects
established visual
tensions that hold the
visitor 's attention.

Engelen Moore brings its particular brand of
uncluttered modernism to the mountainous setting
of the ROSE HOUSE outside of Sydney

-

By David Clark

he Rose House sits high on the slope of Saddleback
Mountain, about a two-hour drive south of Sydney,
and offers spectacular views of the coastline in the
distance. Indeed, the Sydney firm of Engelen
Moore designed the project as a viewing platform, with sliding glass doors running the entire length of the south and
north elevations. The transparency of the house is seductive.
As soon as you pull into the driveway, you can see right
through the 2,500-square-foot house out to the ocean. Walle
across a wide concrete bridge linking the carport to the main
building and you've entered the precise, uncluttered world
characteristic of the architects.
Since joining forces in 1995, Tina Engelen and Ian
Moore have worked primarily on residential projects: first
high-profile houses and recently a spate of stylish apartment
buildings that have created a buzz in Sydney's hungry real-estate market.
Moore comes to architecture by way of engineering in New Zealand, and
London, and spent four years at Arup in Hong Kong working on Norman
Foster's Hong Kong Shanghai Bank building before returning to Australia
to study architecture. Engelen, who had achieved prominence as a furniture
and interior designer before establishing her partnership with Moore,
comes from a family that has been part of Sydney's design world for over 30
years. Her parents started the Danish Design Centre in the early 1970s, and
today her two brothers run the business, now called Dedece and considered
one of the leading contemporary furniture suppliers in Australia. Engelen
herself contributes to Dedece in her role as creative director.
Engelen and Moore approach their architecture as if it's a product. Indeed, their signature is clearly stamped on all of their projects. The
architects have at times likened "Engelen Moore" to a fashion label, and
recently they've trademarked their name worldwide. But to suggest they
are all style over substance would be inaccurate. A rigorous pursuit of
modernist logic supports all of their work.
The Rose House is the architects' first project in a rural setting
after a string of houses and residential towers on tightly knit urban sites.
Nevertheless, their signature is there, perhaps a result of what the architects call their "kit of parts"-elements of their buildings that have, in the
true spirit of modernism, become standardized, reused, and adapted from
project to project.
The kit includes sliding glass doors, glass window louvers, over-
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head track lighting, roller blinds, external aluminum louvers, and sleek,
modern furniture. But perhaps the most important ingredient, especially
in this house, is the pair of service pods that contain storage and wet
areas. Engelen and Moore have employed this system on a number of
projects, using the pods to define spaces without making conventional
rooms. Pulled away from the building envelope, the pods allow the interior to flow around them, enhancing a sense of spaciousness. In the Rose
House they divide the house into three zones, east for the parents, west
for the two teenage children, and in the middle a living, dining, and
kitchen area for everyone. Moore says that "by putting these two elements in space without touching the exterior walls, the interior becomes
continuous." He explains, "It's possible to stand at one end of the house
and look right through to the other end, which makes the place feel bigger. Also, by holding these pods back from the glazing line, we set up
diagonal vistas. The views are fantastic in every direction, so it was
important that we got all of them."
The clients, who are in their mid-40s, grew up around
Project: Rose House

Cox, Claire M eller, Sterrin O'Sh ea,

Saddleback Mountain,

design team

New South Wales, Australia

Engineers: Peter Chan

Owners: Peter and Maria Rose

(structural); Cottier+ Associates

+ Partn ers

Architects: Engelen Moore-Ian

(geotechnical)

Moore, Tina Engelen, principals; Dua

General contracto r: Phillip C. Young
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When sliding glass

feel like a veranda. But

doors on the north and
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south sides of the

down, the space

house are open, the

cha nges into an inti-

main living space can

mate setting (above).

Saddleback Mountain and were attracted to Engelen Moore after seeing
the firm's work featured in various publications. They have a keen interest
in contemporary architecture and didn't want to build a timber cottage
like the ones commonly found in the area.
The symmetry of the plan developed from the site, which has a
broad ridge running from the top of the mountain. The architects placed
the house so the land falls away roughly evenly from east and west. Then
they turned one long transparent elevation to the south, where the ocean
views are, and the other one to the north, with its more intimate views of
the wooded hillside.
Because the house is in a geological "slip zone," some creative
engineering was required. To avoid extensive and expensive foundation
work, the architects minimized the building's contact with the ground by
resting it on two concrete-block boxes that are visual and structural
extensions of the main floor's service pods and that act as feet gripping
the earth. Originally conceived as storerooms, these two lower-level spaces
have since been appropriated by the clients' teenage children as their private hangouts. The house is also anchored to the site by the entry bridge,
which ties to the concrete mass of the carport and driveway.
To get all of the living and sleeping spaces on one level, Engelen
Moore cantilevered the main floor beyond its concrete-block "feet;' using
a pair of overscaled Vierendeel trusses laid like big ladders on their sides.
The trusses run the length of the house and eliminate the need for diagonal bracing, which would have interfered with the views. The
eight-inch-deep floor slab-thicker than usual to accommodate the considerable cantilever-sits on the two cores like a bridge. These cores,

which conceal all the plumbing, leave the "fifth elevation;' or underside of
the house, free of exposed pipes and servicing ducts.
With its sliding doors and glass louvers on the north and east
facades, this house works with nature to promote cross-ventilation and
moderate interior temperatures. Louvered sun shades on the north, for
example, block the summer sun here in the southern hemisphere, while
the roof pitch draws the winter sun deep inside, where it warms the building's concrete slab which then distributes heat throughout the house.
Radiant-heating elements in the floor also help keep the house comfortable in winter. In summer months, when the glass doors are open and the
breeze is rippling through, the interiors feel like one large veranda.
While some architects use structu[ al gymnastics to create complexity, Engelen and Moore's goal is simplicity. In the Rose House, they
have employed their minimalist aesthetic and hard-nosed logic to create
an uninterrupted box for living.•
Sources

Symonite Australia

Structural steel framing: Antax

Furniture: Cappellini (Cuba sofa);

Concrete block: Baral

Vitra (Sim dining chair); Knoll

Profiled steel cladding: BHP

(Bertoia Diamond); Engelen Moore

Sliding glass doors: Lidco

(easy tables and TV cabinet)

Adjustable glass louvers:

Breezeway

WWW For more information on

Aluminum louvers: Jo hn Waters

the people and products involved in

Skylights: Capral (St. Kilda Suite)

th is project, go to Projects at

Aluminum composite panels:
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John Wardle glorifies the industrial process
in the PRINTING FACILITY BUILDING for
the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

-

By Annemarie Kiely

ust as printed words give structure to
human thought, so John Wardle's new
printing facility building for the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology
(RMIT) gives shape to an academic program
devoted to an industrial art form. Born of a
merger between RMIT and the Melbourne
College of Printing and Graphic Arts, the glassand-metal building combines learning with the
production of university literature, and the
artistic with the practical. Located at RMIT's
Brunswick campus, an inner-suburban locale
about three miles northwest of the university's
main venue in downtown Melbourne, the
building helps activate a new entry to the satellite campus and an important outdoor space.
The project, designed in association
with the Demaine Partnership, extends an existing printing building from
1990 and helps define the campus' western edge. The building is part of
RMIT's ongoing program of commissioning innovative architecture from
adventurous design practices, such as Ashton Raggatt McDougall's
expressionistic renovation of Storey Hall on the university's downtown
campus [NOVEMBER 2000, page 106].
In developing his design, Wardle decided to "express the characteristics of industrial processes and put them on display." The result is
an extruded two-story building, cleanly sliced at the north and southas if by some giant machine-and then sealed with a cable-supported
curtain wall at either end. Wardle's frameless, seemingly weightless glass
walls are elegant reminders of how less can indeed be more. "Structule,
building fabric, mechanical and electrical elements, furniture, and clear
space are all expressed in cross-section profile;' says Wardle of the north
and south elevations. On a more practical level, these transparent ends
let visitors immediately see what's going on inside while bringing daylight into large studio spaces.
The building's long west elevation offers a striking contrast
with the large precast-concrete panels resting above an uninterrupted
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band of ground-floor glazing. The precast-concrete panels, shaped like
enormous pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, feature interlocking joints that suggest finely detailed tongue-and-groove mortises (see following page,
bottom right). The solidity of the panels is broken in a few places by discrete cutouts, which offer glimpses into the work spaces inside.
Speaking of the way the concrete panels fit together, Wardle says, "The
idea was to express the exacting requirements and coordination [found]
in many printing processes." And by showing the concrete columns set
behind the elevation's glass and precast panels, Wardle expresses an
architectural concern for the relationship between the alignment of the
building skin over the structural grid.
For the east side of the building facing the campus' main outdoor space, Wardle designed a sheer, two-sto ry wall of inclined glass that
Project: RMIT Printing Facility

Fairbank, Beatrix Rowe, A ndrew

Building, Brunswick, Melbourne,

Wong, Alan Driscoll, project team

Victoria, Australia

Associate architect: Dema ine
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Building certifier: Peter Luzinat & Assoc.
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By exposing the steel

was assembled and

frame behind the glass

how the skin is sepa-

panes of the south ele-

rate from the

vation (top and left)

structure. A mezzanine

and the enormous

running the length of

recast-concrete panels

the concou rse (oppo-

of the west elevation

site) cont inues t he

(above), the architects

theme of extruded or

show how the building

manufact ured forms.

turns the entry atrium into a showcase of students in motion as they climb
the main stair and hurry to their studios. While the north and south elevations emphasize the extruded form of the building, the east side reveals
the facility as a series of distinct parts: a two-story box containing training
spaces, the glazed entry atrium, and a long concourse punctuated by a suspended walkway that offers access to second-floor studios.
Inside the building, the print studios and training areas are factorylike: large open spaces with epoxy-coated concrete floors and exposed
mechanical and electrical systems hanging from the ceiling. The sense of
industrial production is brought inside with molded pearlescent fiberglass panels on the workshops' walls and an elongated mezzanine
walkway wrapped in rust-orange linoleum.
With its engaging glass atrium and muscular forms, Wardle's
building has helped revitalize the Brunswick campus and raise the profile of
the school's printing program, states David Beanland, who was the university's vice chancellor during the project. In its edgy linear forms and
machined materials, the building expresses the culture of printing, while its
transparent east elevation makes knowledge visible and accessible to all. •
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1. Concourse
2. Storage
3. Service en try
4. Printing workshop

5. Bookbinding

I
existing

Sources

Resilient floo ring and mezzanine

Steel-and-glass cu rtain wall :

bench: Marm oleu m

Custom by Lysaght Brown built

Low-sheen ac rylic pai nt: Dulux

Acid-etched precast-concrete wall

Joinery and high-density lami nate:

panels: Fabcon

Constructed by Adam Brothers

Structural glazing system: Glass by

FIRST FLOOR

DMS

WWW For more information on

Fiberglass wall panels: Bob

the peop le and products invo lved in

Mc William Plastics

this project, go to Projects at

Plasterboard: Baral

www.architecturalrecord.com
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Contact the Metal Construction Association for some
free thought-provoking ideas, technical literature and
more information on MCA's Metal Wall Panel Council.
4700 W. LAKE AVENUE • GLENVIEW, IL 60025
PHONE: 847-375-471 8 • FAX: 877-665-2234

www.metalconstruction.org
CIRCLE 46 ON INQUIRY CARD

PE RFORMING ARTS

The Next Stage
FROM A MUSIC TENl" TO A REBUILT CONSERVATORY CAMPUS,
RECENT CONCERT VENUES ENGAGE PERFORMERS AND PATRONS.

By William Weathersby, Jr.

1.
Pont-Audemer, France

Jakob + Ma cfarlane gives a smalltown theater new life with a sleek
curtain wall wrapped around newly
configu red interior spaces.

2.
Lahti, Finland

An unusual set of design mandates
called f or creative reuse of a harborside factory, with new construction
featurin g innova tions in wood.
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3.
Cincinnati , Ohio

Pei Cobb Freed & Partners teams with
NBBJ/R oth to enhance a college conservatory of music with fine-tuned
perform ance spaces.
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Aspen , Colorado
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For a revered summer music festival,
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Harry Teague orchestrates a thirdgeneration performance tent with
upgraded acoustics.
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NEW: For 10 more performing arts project s go to Building Types
Study at www.architectura frecord.com . The mo nth ly expanded Web
BTS features project descriptions, photographs, drawi ngs, statistics, and
links to people and products.

hat makes a great theater is a mystery;' says director and
writer Emily Mann. "It is not about a beautiful lobby or
beautifully treated walls or even the shape of the auditorium. It takes wizardry to make a haunted, electric, living
theater:' Clearly, the sustaining alchemy of live performance-whether
music, dance, or spoken word-lies in the successful connection forged
between performer and audience. Patrons gather in the dark to suspend
disbelief, surrender to a journey, celebrate a culture. Much of the magic is
set into play by the onstage actors or musicians, but what if the sound of the
strings is lost to the rafters, or a neighbor in the next row is fidgeting in a
squeaky, cramped seat? Clearly, the environmental setting is crucial to the
success of this ephemeral shared experience.
Addressing the requirements of both performers and patrons is
a particularly collaborative art. Architect, acoustician, engineer, theater
consultant, artistic director, and operator tweak plans and materials to
ensure that the comfort zone carries across both sides of the footlights or
orchestra pit. Long overlooked, backstage amenities for staff and crew are
joining public spaces like restaurants and gift shops on the theater programming punch list.
Pragmatically, theater design and construction continue to perform well. According to F.W. Dodge, total domestic construction of the
building sector (which includes cinemas as well as performance stages in the
Theater category) reached 9.8 million square feet in 2000, with a recent high
in 1998 of 17.5 million. Municipalities of every size-from Dallas and
Miami to Columbus, Ga., and Madison, Wis.-are investing in major new
civic facilities to support the performing arts. Representing a landmark leap
of faith, the overhaul of the infrastructure and amenities of New York City's
Lincoln Center will tally more than $1 billion and stretch across the better
part of the next decade. Within a few years, opera, ballet, and symphony
patrons on the way to their seats at Lincoln Center may be dazzled by the
procession of arrival. If current plans under discussion proceed, a threepronged, birdlike canopy of glass designed by Frank Gehry may swoop
down toward the street. Meanwhile, Jean Nouvel is directing the redesign of
a renowned regional showcase, the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis.
Our latest project survey illustrates the variety of size and scale,
moods and methods, found in current spaces designed for the performing arts, in this case venues mostly meant for music. More current work
by marquee names is on our Web site.

W

Contributing editor William Weathersby, Jr., is a writer based in Westport, Conn.
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Theatre L'Eclat
Pont-Audemer, France

1
Architect: Jakob

+ Ma cFadan e-

Dominique Jakob, Brendan
Macfar lane, principals; Patrice
Cardera, assistant
Client : City of Pont-Audemer
Consultants: Scene (theater consul-

tant); Co mmins Acoustics Workshop
(aco ustician); ITEC Engineers
(engineers )
Size: 17,120 square fe et
Cost: $1.9 million
Completion date: 2001
Sources
Seating: Mussidan
Architectural lighting: Erco, Ma zda
Acoustical wall: Placoplatre
Glazi ng: Staba
Sliding stage doors: A lgaflex

WWW
For additional performing arts
projects and more information
on the people and products
involved in this project, go to
Build ing Types Study at

www.architectura lrecord.com
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JAl<OB + MACFARLANE CLOAKS A 19605 BRUTALIST BOX WITH A VIBRANT
CURTAIN WALL TO REINVIGORATE A COMMUNITY THEATER IN NORMANDY.
By Claire Downey

Program
Big theaters don't necessarily put
small towns on the map. The city of
Pont-Audemer, north of Paris in the
Normandy countryside, wanted to
scale back its 800-seat theater
to make it more intimate while
increasing its functional capabilities. Launching a competition in
1997, city officials chose Parisbased architects Dominique Jakob
and Brendan MacFarlane well
before the duo had comp leted their
innovative design for Georges,
the restaurant atop the Centre
Pompidou [SEPTEMBER 2000, page
128]. For the Theatre L'Eclat, the
architects carried out a radical intervention, removing all but the rough
concrete bones of the 1960s structure and replacing its vital organs
from the inside out.
Pont-Audemer is a charming,
provincial town of many crosstimbered houses bordered by canals,
vestiges of medieval tanneries.
The existing theater, designed by
Maurice Novarina, was built aside
the Risle River. An earlier theater on
the same site was destroyed during
World War II; before that, ancient
fortified wal ls followed the river.
Far from assimilating any trace
of the town's history, Novarina's theater was fairly brutalist: a glass-andconcrete box raised above a concrete slab. The auditorium took up
RECORD con tributing editor Claire

Downey is a writer based in Paris.

the entire second floor, with seating

original 800 seats were rarely filled ,

running right up to draperies cloak-

and the corner stage position pre-

ing the perimeter glass walls. "When

cluded many music and dance

it got too hot," says MacFarlane,

productions. The new configuration

"patrons wou ld open a window, which

had to accommodate varied forms

of course ruined the acoustics."

of spectacle-from chora l recitals
and piano concertos to hip-hop and

Solutions/Intentions

film projections. The program also

The main objectives of the recent

required a lobby bar, bathrooms,

renovation were to improve

and offices. The dressing rooms, a

acoustics, add programming flexibility,

further enhancement, were placed

and downsize the auditoriu m. The

below the stage and now are
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Metal siding and stairs

to street level to

allude to forms and

enclose interior

materials found in the

spaces. The audito-

region's agricult ural

rium has fewer seatsj

buildings (above and

and is enclosed by

below). The curtain

walls that mask HVAC

wall was brought down

units (opposite, right).

I

accessed by a narrow spiral staircase at the rear of the stage.
Jakob

+ MacFarlane chose to

A

facade down to meet the plaza.
Even the corner ent rance, with its
supermarket-inspired lettering,

retain the corner stage but double

points toward the town center. The

its depth by adding a 24-foot exten-

full-height skin of transparent and

2

sion that projects into the room. A

opaque glass employs a German

new proscenium is composed of

glazing system in which vertical

collapsible, rectangular segments

structura l mull ions allow a minimum

that can be removed and stored

of horizontal breaks. With only sili-

beneath the stage.

cone joints separating the glass

One dramatic change was the

I

panels, which alternate from 39 to

creation of an 187'2 -inch-thick

47 feet high, the facade appears

acoustical wall to enclose 360

detached from the building behind

seats arranged concentrically in the

it, like a curtain stretched across a

redesigned auditorium. This new

stage. Wit h the ground floor now

interior shell gives the room inti-

completely enclosed, the city also

macy. It also creates a separation

has a new space that can be rented

between the auditorium and the

for exhibitions or events.
A

second-floor lobby, while supporting
heating and air-conditioning units.
The entire auditorium-from
floor to ceiling, walls to seating-is
enveloped in shades of slate gray.
The dark floors are painted, waxed
oak. Chairs feature wooden armrests to aid sound absorption. On
the ceiling, acoustic panels are set
between exposed structural elements. Though austere, the overall
effect is surprisingly warm. "The
auditorium has to be accessible to a
wide public;· explains MacFarlane.
"It had to be popular, not precious."
Welcoming a broader audience
also meant bringing t he building

Commentary
Inside, t he facade's frosted glass
panels are positioned across from
auditorium exits so that, post performance, patrons' eyes do not
immediately confront the outside
world. The only subt le shock comes
from orange met al siding used to
clad the t icket desk and lobby walls.
The siding is the same type that
wraps local farm buildings, albeit in
a brighter shad e here. For Jakob +
MacFarlane, this inexpensive, stock
material "connotes a work site,
which nicely parallels the activity of
creation found within the theater.'' •

SECOND FLOOR

1. Newstage

4. Enclosed walkway

2. Original stage/

5. Dressing rooms

backstage
3. Seating

6. Tickets
7. Offices

SECTION A·A
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Sibelius Hall
Lahti, Finland

2
Arch itect: Artto Palo Rossi Tikka

HANNU Til<l<A AND l<IMMO LINTULA BUILD A HANDSOME CONCERT HALL
ON THE WATERFRONT, A WELL-MADE OODEN VESSEL ENCASED IN GLASS.
By Peter MacKeith

Program

Architects- Hannu Tikka, Kimmo

Raising his baton in Sibelius Hall,

Lintula, project architects

conductor Osmo Vanska commands

Client: City of Lahti

the attention of t he 60-member

Consultants: Artec Co nsultants

Lahti Symphony Orchestra and qui-

(acoustician ); Turun]uva Oy (struc-

ets the mu rm urs of a full house of

tural engineer); Yap Oy Kari Maja la

1,250. The moment of silence is

(electrical engineer); Markku

absolute and deep, signaling a con-

Liukkonen (interior design); VTT

vergence of refined acoustics, civic

Building Technology

pride, and architectural achieve-

Size: 142,300 squa re f eet

Hannu Tikka and Kimmo Lintula of

ment. The complex, designed by
Cost: $20 million

the Finnish f irm Artto Palo Rossi

Completion date: 2000

Tikka, overlooks the Lahti harbor on
Lake Vesijarvi. The handsome com-

Sources

position juxtaposes a rehabilitated

Acoustic walls and ceilings: SPU

1907 brick facto ry building and two

Systems

new glass-sheathed boxes that

Wood: Kerto-LVL, Finnforest

enclose intricate wood space

Corporatio n, Schauman Wood Oy

frames . Quietly monumental, the

rise to prominence, meanwhi le, took

Dowel joints, laminated beams:

new hall is already regarded as the

flight with the appointment of con-

brick-clad furniture

Vierumiien Teo llisu us Oy

premier musical performance space

ductor Vanska and general manager

factory a nd new

The 50-year-old orchestra's

in Finland and caps a concerted

Tuomas Kinberg in 1985. The

curtain-wall structures.

orchestra's successful recordi ngs

Forest Hall, a lobby and

trodden waterfront district.

of the overlooked works of Finnish

reception space (right),

orchestra belies its home in the

composer Jean Sibelius also fueled

serves as a unifying

a drive to construct a new sym-

core that conveys the
feeling of a Finnish for-

provinces. Sixty miles northeast of

phony hall. This momentu m

Helsinki, Lahti has been a hub of

dovetailed with the civic redevelop-

est with glue-laminated

commerce for the past century. The

ment plans, while the nationa l

timbers and trusses.

forestry industry capitalized on the

government was aligning with

waterways as a timber-floating

forestry concerns to create a public

route, on the city's many sawmills

flagship as a showcase for Finnish

WWW

and joineries, and on its access to

wood in design and construction.

For additional performing arts
projects and more information
on the people and pro ducts
involved in this project, go to
Building Types Study at

St. Petersburg and Helsinki rail-

www.architecturalrecord.com
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orchestrates a historic

effort to revitalize the once downThe international renown of the

124

The civic complex

heads. Gripped by a recession a

Solutions/Intentions

decade ago, however, the city has

The 1997 design competition for a

sought to diversify its economy and

Lahti congress and concert hall set

reinvent itself as a center of culture,

fo~th

sports, and business.

acoustical excellence, innovation in

goals of architectural qual ity,

wood construction, and civic presence. New York acoustician Russell
Johnson of Artec Consultants was
reta ined by the city to ensure the
acoustical viability of entries; the
firm later expanded its role as a project consultant.
Each of the four short-listed
teams was paired with a general
contractor to refine schematic

SECTION A-A

designs and develop the mandated
wood construction technologies.
Finalists also had to meet stringent

1. Mai n en trance

6. Kitchen

11. Conductor's suite

16. Dressing room s

2. Lobby

7. Office

12. Rehearsal rooms

17. Wooden bridge

nearly half of the final $20 million

3. Tickets/shops

8. Forest Hall

13. Artists' foyer

18. Ga llery

cost, with the remainder divided

14. Covered terrace

19. Balcony

among the Finnish state, corporate

15. Exhibition/function

20. Choir gallery

supporters, and the European Union.

4. Exhibition/joi nery
5. Restaurant

9. Acoustic chambers

10. Auditorium

budget targets; the city would fund

Tikka and Lintula's design was
awarded first prize on all counts. The
architects realized early on that relying upon the aging brick factory
building alone to house a worldclass concert hall was not feasible.
Instead, t heir plan places arrival,
support, and public spaces in the
more cellular masonry structure.
The symphony chamber was conceived as a new, distinct volume on
the lakefront, a wel l-made wooden
vessel encased within a glass vitrine. Joining the old and new is a
grand public foyer, the glassSECOND FLOOR

enclosed Forest Hall, dominated by

..I

a grid of towe ring laminated-wood
columns that support a dramatic
15

canopy of splayed "branches.'' Two

I

additional wings support backstage
functions and conference areas.

Commentary
The architectural composition
enhances the cityscape: The harborfront has gained a striking and
symbolic anchor. Not every elevat ion is engaging, however, as the

A

necessities of backstage service are

•<!

exposed to the general line of entry

:;;;
w

through a parking lot. The former
factory structure does possess a
new dignity, acting as the primary

0

>

~

With discipline and flair, the

0
::::>

addresses the legacy of its namesake native son, Sibelius. It also
engages and supports the talented
musicians and wide audience wel corned within. •
Architectural Record 07.01
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entrance into the entire complex.
orchestra's new home tangibly
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Adopti ng the classic
shoebox configuration
of revered symphony
halls, the archit ects set
a long and narrow
auditorium wit hin a
larger rectangular volume (right and below).
Side walls feature
wooden doors that are
computer-controlled to
adjust the acoustics of
the chamber t o suit
varied music t ypes.
Public spaces showcase Finnish wood
construct ion (left).

University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio

3

PEI COBB FREED & PARTNERS TRANSFORMS THE COLLEGE-CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC, GIVING DISPARATE BUILDINGS A UNIFIED IDENTITY.
By William Weathersby, Jr.

Architect: Pei Cobb Freed & Pa rtners

Program

Architects-Hen ry Cobb, FAIA, part-

The sprawling campus of the

ner-in-charge; George M iller, AJA,

University of Cincinnati encom-

partner/management; Charles Young,

passes a remarkable breadth of

T homas Baker, Richard Diam ond,

architectural audacity: the architec-

Eric Schiller, Ca mpari Knoepffler,

ture school by Peter Eisenman, a

Baker Goodwin, Susan Lowance,

biotechnology building by Frank

Libby Po lenz, project team

Gehry, the physics center by Michael

Associate architect: N BBJ/Roth

Graves, and soon-to-open expan-

Client: Univers ity of Cincinnati

sions by Gwathmey Siegel and Leers

Consultants: Th eater Projects

Weinzapfel. A decade ago, amid

Cons ultan ts (theater); Kirkegaard &

these architectura l gems, the univer-

Associates (acousticia n); O lin

sity's College-Conservatory of Music

Partnership (la ndscap e); Fisher

was an aesthetic backwater.

Marantz Stone (lighti ng) ; THP Ltd.

"Arriving on campus in the early

(s tructural engineer); Ko rda/Nemeth

1990s, I was enchanted by the life

Engineering (MEP engineer); She n

and creativity of the music school,

Mi lsom & Wilke (a udiovisual)

but appalled by its physical conditions," says Henry Cobb, FAIA.

Size: 146,870 squa re fee t (new

The conservatory comprised

construction); 137,900 squ are feet

squat 1960s boxes clad in precast

(renovation); 400-car garage

concrete. The dull enclave was

Cost: $93 .2 million

squeezed onto an awkward, steeply

Completi on date: 1995- 99

sloped site between undistinguished classroom and dormitory

Sources

buildings, "crammed like a bone in

Aluminum, curtain wall: EFCO

the throat" of the campus, Cobb

Masonry: The Belden Brick Co.

recalls. Worse, a ring of service

Brick pavers: Pine Hall Brick

roads choked off surrounding

Elevators: Dover

pedestrian space, so that the music

Carpet: Lees Commercial Carpets,

college was effectively exiled from

clean slate for new construction, so

stages over seven years so that

u

Atlas Carpet Mills

the larger university whole.

thf. architects had to imaginatively

classes and performances would

:i

salvage at least some of the exist-

not be interrupted.

>
:r

Pei Cobb Freed & Partners

>
u

was charged with a bold, compli-

ing facilities. As an image-elevating

For additional performing arts

cated overhaul: upgrade the aging

goal, administrators also wanted

projects and more information
on the people and products
involved in this project , go to
Building Types Study at

facilities and more than double the

the conservatory to evolve as a vi l-

After thoroughly analyzing renova-

existing floor area. Conservative

lage-like plan threaded with gather-

tion versus new construction

university budgets and the con-

ing places to support th e creative

options, the architects decided that

stricted site ruled out a total tear-

cdmmunity. A final cha llenge: con-

existing performance and related

www.architectura lrecord. com

down of most buildings to achieve a

struction would be phased in six

support spaces could be retained
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The plaza is the cent er
around which academic life in new and renovated conservatory
buildings revolves, day
and night (opposite).
The recital hall lobby
(below and far left),
wit h a boxlike grid
int ersected by a curving wall, echoes the
chamber's plan.
Balconies and wide
stairs on the plaza support interact ion (left).

and renovated, while the classroom
wing wou ld be razed and replaced.
Two adjacent buildings-an abandoned gym and outmoded dormwere drafted as sites for a student
union and a vocal arts center.
These strategic choices made it
possible to shape the new academic wing so that it framed a courtyard . Formerly a knot of asphalt
streets, the brick-paved piazza now
serves as the spatial focus of the
buildings, both new and old .
The college's venues now
include a renovated 750-seat
proscenium theater, an existing 400-

A

seat thrust stage, a new 300-seat
recital hall and 200-seat studio theater, and a 100-seat master classroom. New and reconfigured
rehearsal spaces in multiple buildings support musical, dance, and
theater performances. Rehabbed
dorm rooms were particularly well
suited for new roles as practice pods.

2. M ain lob by
3. Main audi torium

4. St udio theate r
5. Co llege Hall
6 . Recital hall lobby
7. Recital hall

8 . Scene sh op
9. Theater
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THIRD FLOOR

10. Courtyard
11. Plaza
12. Voca l arts cen ter
13. Memorial Ha ll
New construction

c:::::::::J

Renovatio n

N 0
60 FT.
~----1
l8M.

1'

Commentary
A range of dynamic performance
spaces features graceful motifs of
grids punctuated by curves, like
variations on a musical theme.
The proliferation of red brickincluding the broad courtyardseems an unadventu rous choice
of palette, if still judicious for the
budget. But with maturing landscaping, public sculpture, and
planned pedestrian bridges that
soon will connect the conservatory complex to the center of campus, the nuances of the composition are enriched with each school
season . Cobb says his intent was
not to create an "eas ily read"
architectural object, but to transform the re lationships between a
progression of always-in-use
spaces. "This is the opposite of a
one-liner," he says. "It's the sum of
many complex parts." •

The recital hall (left) is
expressed as a woodframed cage of 14-foot
squares. A curved wall
of limestone sweeps
behind a row of seats
as a grace note. In the
studio theater (below),
a brick colonnade acts
as a proscenium in
front of another rusticated wall, here hewn
concrete st anding in
for natural stone.

Benedict Music Tent
Aspen, Colora90

4

WITH GREAT FANFARE, HARRY TEAGUE BLENDS TRADITION AND IMPROVED
ACOUSTICS IN A NEW TENT t OR THE ASPEN MUSIC FESTIVAL.
By David Dillon

Arch itect: Ha rry Teague Architects-

Program

Harry Teague, AIA, p rincipal; John

Summer in Aspen means crisp air,

Music Tent was driven partly by nos-

Backman, AJA, project architect; Phil

sublime vistas, and the sounds of

talgia and mostly by t he need to

Beck, job captain; Mil ton Rosa-Ortiz,

Bach and Beethoven wafting across

solve the physical and acoustical

David Keleher, Ryan Sturtz, Michae l

upland meadows. Ever since Eero

problems of its immediate predeces-

Hassig, AJA, Brian Wilson,

Saarinen designed its first music

sor. Aspen residents insisted that the

project team

tent in 1949-a canvas "big top"

new tent be no taller or wider t han

Client: Aspen Music Festival

with a dirt f loor and log poles-

and School

Aspen has been the summer home

:JY;::~~~:~~:~~~:;dt~:~::t~:ting

friendly relationship to nearby Harris

The design of the Benedict

Consultants: Kirkegaard and

to hundreds of young musicians and

Associates (acoustics, a udiovisual);

performing artists. The combination

Concert Hall-also designed by

Auerbach +Associates ( Th eater

of the music festival, the Aspen

Teague-be maintained. The architects met these politically sensitive

design, media, lighting); ME

Design Institute, and the Institute for

Engineers (mechanical/electrical

Theoretical Physics transforms the

requirements while improving on

engineer); Schmuser Go rdon Mey er

entire town into a floating seminar

most features of the earlier designs.

(civil engi neer)

in wh ich scholarship intersects with
sophisticated play.

Size: 37,480 square f eet
Cost: $11.2 million
Completion date: Ju ne 2000

Aspen now has a new music

Solutions/Intentions
B0th the Bayer and Saarinen tents

tent designed by Harry Teague

were made of canvas that lasted

Architects. It continues the tradition

only a few years before beginning to

of casual culture initiated by

leak and tear. At the end of every

Sources

Saarinen's structure and expanded

season, the tents had to be disman-

Membrane structure, cables,

by a larger octagonal vers ion

tled and stored at considerable

fittings: Birdair

designed by Bauhaus em igre

expense. The Benedict, on the

Curtain wall: AJA In dustr ies

Herbert Bayer in 1967. The new

other hand, is made of th e same

Tent doors: McKinney Doo rs &

tent, named for Bayer's brother-in-

Teflon-coated fiberglass that covers

Hardware, John Truso Hardware,

law Frederic Benedict, seats 2,050

the main terminal at Denver

Industria Acoustics

beneath a swelling wh ite dome rem-

ln~ernational Airport. It has t he

Carpet: Interface

iniscent of a schooner under sail.

same transparency and wa rmth as

Patrons sit on long wooden benches

canvas and the strength to wit h-

Raised floor: Mystic Scenic Studios

that fan out from a sunken stage, or

stand snow loads of 95 pounds per

flop on a sloping lawn dotted with

square foot. The fabric is secu red by

birch t rees. The skirt of the tent con-

steel cables anchored to massive

WWW

sists of 180 vertical louvers in Bayer

concrete blocks that could be foot-

For additional performing a rts

blue that open to the lawn and the

ings for a small bridge.

projects and more information

mountains in good weather and that

The toughe r challenge was to

on the people and products

can be closed against wind and rain .

af proximate concert hall acoustics

involved in this project, go to

within the soft embrace of a tent.

Building Types Study at

Contributing editor David Dillon

Bayer's design had a simple thrust

www.architecturalrecord.com

writes for the Dallas Morning News.

stage and few hard surfaces to
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3

6M.

NORTH-SOUTH SECTION

1. Sea ting

5. Stage canopy

Concerts have the look

2. Stage

6. Acoustics, catwalk

of a town meeting, with

3. Backstage

7. Sound reflectors

patrons on benches or

4. Cho ral balcony

8. Louvered panels

sprawled on the lawn.

reflect the sound. Because the
musicians couldn't hear themselves
or one another, they had to anticipate the conductor's beat to keep
pace. "There was no bottom to the
music at all," says Harry Teague. "It
just disappeared into infinity:'
Working with acoustician
Lawrence Kirkegaard, Teague
designed an acoustical shell to
bounce sound back to the stage and
out to the lawn. Fabric reflectors
swoop above and around the players.
The old mushiness has given way to
a new brightness and balance; it still
doesn't rival the sound in a concert
hall, but it's better than anything festival audiences have heard in years.
The shell rests on four tapering steel
columns designed to sway as much
as 12 inches.

Commentary
A tight budget forced a few compromises backstage. While there is
space for storage, rehearsal, and
services, it is mostly raw and rather
grim. The green room, for example,
is a painted concrete-block wall. The
backstage area, though, is connected by underground tunnel to
Harris Hall, which provides more
The stage, a wide, pan-

the festival's diverse

eled semicircle

programming. Vertical

~ith a

rehearsal and performance space.
These are minor limitations in

choral balcony, holds

louvers open onto the

an otherwise outstanding design.

up to 150

perfo~mers

surrounding lawn or

Tradition has been served without

(above). AdjustJble ris-

may be closed during

retro foolishness. A spirit of relaxed

ers allow for

inclement weather (left

reverence prevails-precisely what

and below).

the festival founders had in mind. •
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The Return of Natural Ventilation
AS ARCHITECTS REDISCOVER THE BENEFITS OF FRESH AIR AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO HERMETICALLY
SEALED, AIR-CONDITIONED BUILDINGS, THEY DISCOVER NEW ARCHITECTURAL FORMS.

By Todd Willmert

atural ventilation is not a new idea-for
thousands of years wind scoops and towers
have been an integral part of vernacular
Middle Eastern architecture. These structures
moved air either up or downward, depending on the
prevailing winds, and helped make homes and buildings habitable in the hot, harsh climate.
During the Victorian era, the English became
obsessed with clean air. London and other cities were
plagued with smoke- and dust-saturated air, and buildings such as Pentonville Prison and Parliament were
designed with chimneys and towers that were used not
only to expel smoke and to serve as observation points,
but also to be part of the ventilation systems.
After World War II, the advent of central air
conditioning and its progeny, the sealed building, made
natural ventilation an anachronism. Today it is making
a comeback, however, owing to rising energy costs and
the worldwide movement toward buildings that employ
"green" strategies. Architects and engineers, mostly in Tower-top cowlings, which can be seen above the buildings, help draw fresh air through the
England, are using advanced computer and modeling offices at thJ Jubilee Campus at Nottingham University in the U.K.
techniques to refine the physics of heating, cooling, and
ventilating. Chimneys and towers are key architectural elements for harThe following case studies provide lessons for American archinessing pressure differentials by employing the stack effect and other tects, because the design strategies, which were motivated by client
air-movement principles.
mandates to reduce energy costs, go beyond the implementation of
their efficient environmental control systems. Such projects work
Todd Willmert is an architect with Ellerbe Becket and a researcher at the University
because naturally ventilated buildings have a certain appeal that sealed
of Minnesota's Center for Sustainable Building Resea rch at the College of
buildings do not. In the U.K. , there is a long tradition of designing wellArchitecture and Landscap e Architecture.
ventilated buildings to promote health and hygiene; typically in such
structures large quantities of diffuse air are delivered at low velocity at
floor level. This contrasts dramatically with the common U.S. practice
CONTINUING EDUCATION
of delivering forced air at high velocity near the ceiling, a more energyUse the following learning objectives to f ocus your study
intensive strategy. Furthermore, the temperate U.K. climate-not too
while reading this month's ARCHITECTURAL RECORD/
hot, cold, or humid-makes natural ventilation a relevant concept .
AJA Continuing Education article. To receive credit, turn
Ventilation also helps to remove moisture; by code, buildings are ventito page 204 and follow the instructio ns.
lated at a background rate (24 hours a day) to alleviate dampness.

N
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this article, you should be able to:
1. Explain basic air-movement principles.
2. Describe pre-Industrial Revolution ven tilation devices.
3. Explain how night flushing cools buildings.
4. Understand the economic and environ mental benefits of natural ventilation.
WWW For this story and more continuing ed ucation, as well as links to
sources, white papers, and products, go to

www.architecturalrecord.c~m

Buildings that breathe

These circumstances have fostered a new approach to mechanical servicing in the design of large offices and other building types . In
particular, two projects in England-the Inland Revenue Center in
Nottingham, by London-based Michael Hopkins and Partners with
engineers Arup, and the Queen's Building at De Montfort University in
Leicester, by Short Ford Associates with Max Fordham engineersare excellent examples of a new trend in which architectural form
purposefully exposes mechanical function.
07.01 Architectural Record
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Vertical chimneys and towers are the noteworthy elements of
these buildings, but they are only the culmination of a complete planning
effort that includes three-dimensional section development. In fact, a
low-energy, passively ventilated building must fully address total airflow
patterns, from intake to exhaust, with the chimney or stack effect the primary, but not sole, principle employed. The other key consideration fo r
enhanced ventilation is displacement ventilation (harnessing air's natural
buoyancy to facilitate its movement). The principle is simple. Fresh air is
introduced at the bottom of a space. As it is warmed, primarily by people
and equipment, it rises and collects against the ceiling, where it can flow
to the exhaust chimneys or towers. Key factors in calculating stack venti-

IN FACT, A LOW-ENERGY, PASSIVELY
VENTILATED BUILDING MUST FULLY
ADDRESS TOTAL AIRFLOW PATTERNS.
lation include both total and net stack height-the distance from the
top-floor ceiling to the top of the stack.
At the Inland Revenue Center, a 400,000-square-foot government office complex, wings are 45 feet wide and 240 feet long, to
maximize exterior exposure. The long, narrow floor plates of the building
facilitate cross ventilation when windows are open. When the windows
are closed, intake louvers draw in fresh air and allow stale air to travel
through the building to the roof ridge and towers at the end of each wing.
On the top floor, spent air is expelled by a skylight ridge, instead of the
stair towers, which would have to have been at least 20 feet higher than
the ceiling to draw air adequately. Each oflnland's three floors has parallel airflow. Fans within the raised floor on each level pull fresh air through
louvers directly into the cavity. The air travels over heat exchangers, where
it is heated if necessary, then moves through a nearby floor grille, where it
is introduced in the offices at floor level. Stale, warmer air collects at the
138
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ceiling and is drawn along the ceiling until exhausted through the ridge,
stair towers, whose roof raises and lowers to regulate rate.
At the Queen's Building, window, louver, and chimney forms
demarcate the various ventilation strategies-which are principles
taught in the classrooms of the building itself. Multiple atrium chimneys exhaust air, supplementing other chimneys in the high-bay lab
spaces and auditoriums. The great variety of spaces and their usage at
Queen's calls for a m ore varied ventilation approach. Here, 100,000
square feet of labs, classrooms, auditoriums, and offices housing the
university's engineering program are either high, narrow spaces
exposed on two or more sides, or they open to an atrium. Two small
labs for precision work require mechanical ventilation, but aside from
these spaces, more passive means are fully explored. Offices utilize simJ1e cross ventilation where possible, with deeper spaces relying on stack
ventilation. Underfloor ventilation provides fresh air to auditoriums; as
the warm air rises it is pulled out the stacks. Rooms overlooking the
Jtrium have walls punctured with operable panels that can be changed
to control ventilation.
These projects illustrate the nuances of chimney caps and
ti°wer tops, which are critical to ventilation design. The towe.rs at the
Inland Revenue Center absorb solar energy to create and assist draw.
By contrast, another project by Michael Hopkins and Partners, this one
at Nottingham University, uses tower-top cowlings that rotate in the
wind. With openings facing downwind, the wind pressure differentials
over the building and across the cowlings create draw. At Queen's, the
c;himneys, with four faces, are designed to draw regardless of wind
direction and are solar-assisted. Much recent work utilizes this principle, instead of the temperature differences that drive the stack effect to
foster air movement. Potential advantages of this strategy include
chimney diameters that are smaller than those usually required to create the stack effect.
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well with other sustainable practices. For
instance, the high spaces and narrow floor
plates necessary for ventilation also work well
with daylighting. Naturally ventilated buildings
such as these also depend on thermal massconcrete and masonry- to provide a stable
mean radiant temperature. Not only does mass
temper incoming air, but ventilating it after
hours, or "night flushing," dissipates the heat
built up during the day. Mass provides a thermal damper, so the building requires less
overall energy to heat and cool.
Perhaps the real strength of natural
ventilation is that architects have found it can
be a new source of inspiration. The spring
point for Alan Short's recent renovation of
Manchester's Contact Theater was scrapping
the air conditioning, which was always too
noisy during performances, and replacing it
with ventilating chimneys. Ventilation there
consists primarily of five extract stacks built on
the roof. Square terra-cotta inlet flues at ground
level, revealed rather than concealed, are made
fro m standard chimney liners, a building component rarely visible at all, but celebrated in this
design as a direct expression of an inventive servicing approach.
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Computer and physical modeling

At the Inl and Revenue

Economical and environmental benefits

As demonstrated in the Inland Revenue Center
U.K., fresh air, assisted
and Queen's Building, natural ventilation enjoys
by fans, enters through
considerable advantages: air-conditioning
full -height, operable
equipment can be downsized initially. This
windows (above) and
reduces electrical consumption, peak demand,
is exhausted through
and carbon dioxide emissions at the electrical
the top of the stair
generating plant. The results, confirmed over
towers (top).
the last few years, are more sustainable buildings with operating budgets lower than the
norm. Inland Revenue consumes about a quarter of the energy a conventional building would utilize on the same site, with a conventional
air-conditioning system accounting for about half that energy.
Monitoring at Queen's reveals similarly impressive results.
Part of the economic and environmental success of these buildings stems from the fact that natural ventilation strategies tend to work
Offices in Nottingham,
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Empirical insights are the starting points for
design, but technology is pushing further. Arup
and Max Fordham have both developed proprietary computer programs to help determine
tower and chimney parameters. Multiple factors
impact airflow: The amount of heat absorbed by
the tower or chimney dictates airflow rates; the
size of intake grilles into each space limits the
amount of air that can pass through them; room
geometry and openings to the stack itself affect
air currents. A computer model of the proposed
design, with weather data integrated into the
program, can simulate the myriad factors determining airflow.
Physical models are also used to cross-check the computer sim!
ulations, which are not perfect and are not powerful enough to model the
ai!rflow through the complicated shapes of some rooms. Wind-tunnel
tdsting of scale models has proved to be an effective design tool to analyze
aJr movement through a building. Another method employs saline solu-

~

COMPUTER MODEL WITH WEATHER
ATA SIMULATES THE MYRIAD
ACTORS DETERMINING AIRFLOW.

tiFns . These sink in water in exactly the same way that hot air rises in
colder air. In this method, a clear plastic model of a building is
immersed in a water bath. When the saline solution is added, its flow
reveals how increasing stack size or the number of air inlets can boost
I
airflow. If a room's shape or partitions hinder airflow, this will be indicated by the physical m odel.

I
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The development of expertise and design tools contributes to an
expanding range of naturally ventilated projects. In Short's recent completed Coventry University Library, the ventilating chimney vocabulary is
ap,plied to a new building type; at Hopkins' Saga Headquarters it is
applied to a corporate facility. Other practitioners are also exploring the
ventilation concepts: In a dorm project in Durham by Arup architects and
eJ gineers, the buildings cluster around an iconic ventilation tower. A row
I
o ~ stainless-steel chimneys in Feilden Clegg's Building Research
EStablishment in Hertfordshire punctuates and reinforces the building's
bay structure. Battle McCarthy Consulting Engineers has worked with
architects to explore ventilating towers and chimneys for shopping malls
and other projects.
These projects encompass a range of climates where passive,
low-energy ventilation is most applicable, but it is important to note that
siies such as these should have access to fresh air. Even this limitation is
bJing challenged, however, at Hopkins' Portcullis House, which contains
offices for members of Parliament and is located right across from Big
Ben. London's air and security concerns dictated inoperable windows,
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~ortcullis House

suggesting a conventionally air-conditioned
building. Instead, 14 bronze chimneys and conLondon, the windows
necting ductwork send spent, stale air out the
ar~ not operable, so air chimney caps. Fresh air is brought in at their
is ~rawn in at the chim- bases, where it is cooled-with cold ground water
drawn from 450 feet below the building-before
ner bases and rises
it is delivered to office spaces.
thi°ugh facade ai r
At

(a,ove and below) in

Facade
air shafts

shafts as shown in the
enbrgy section (left).
ENERGY SECTION

Natural ventilation goes global

While circumstances favo r development of naturally ventilated buildings in the U.K., the principles are applicable to
I
other cultures and climates. Eastgate by Pearce Architects with Arup in
H1rare, Zimbabwe, illustrates stack-ventilation concepts in an office
blbck. The capital and m aintenance costs of imported air conditioning,
albng with other factors, led designers to develop a passive ventilation
al ernative-the first of its kind in Africa. Harare's climate is moderate,

D PENDING ON BUILDING PROGRAM AND
T PE, NATURAL VENTILATION IS
~PPLICABLE THROUGHOUT THE U.S.
characterized by sunny, warm days and cool nights, yet it is quite distinct
fo:>m the climate in the U.K. A myriad of strategies-shading, good daylighting, and ventilation chimneys-contribute to a low-energy building
mhde oflocal materials .
Depending on building program and type, natural ventilation is
af licable throughout the U.S.-at least for parts of the year. Yet in much
o ·the country, natural ventilation cannot totally supplant air conditioni for spaces requiring full conditioning, given humidity levels in the
pJak cooling season. The concept is most appropriate for mountain cli~ates, with low humidity and large diurnal temperature swings. For a
p~oposed classroom and laboratory facility at Montana State University in
B0zeman, BNMI Architects plans to use stack ventilation, expressed in the
to~ers, for ventilation and passive cooling. The area's cool summer nights,
which are often 30 degrees Fahrenheit lower than the daytime highs,
~ean that night flushing can cool the building sufficiently. According to
calculations, no air conditioning will be required.

I
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The RITE Door®
Integrated Door System
Fire Door with Dual Leaf Lever Operation
The RITE Door combines the best of what you need in a fire door while eliminating the things you don't need. We now offer dual lever
operation, for door pairs that don 't require an exit device, with
independent activation of each door.
All hardwaJe on The RITE Door is pre-installed at our factory, to
ensure trouble free operation. The top latching hardware means no
floor strikes, no bottom rods, no flush bolts, no astragal, no coordinator and no installation or alignment problems. The levers themselves
have a freewheeling design , to prevent damage when the lever is
locked. Down to the hinges, The RITE Door is ready to go, typically
cutting installation costs by more than half They are fire-rated up to
3 hours for sqme swing or double egress pairs and meet all positive
pressure and lnew International Building Code requirements.
The RITE Door is being installed on new and retrofit applications, in
all types of buildings, all around the country. That's because The RITE
Door gives owners, designers, specifiers and contractors everything
they want in fire door - and NOTHING of what they don't.
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In the hands of talented architects and engineers,
vertical gestures are becoming distinctive elei~gs (left) rotate in the ments wedding architectural design and building
wind. Pressure differservice systems. Bridging these concerns in this
entials across the
way is not new: Wright's Larkin Building and
building and cowlings
Kahn's Richard Medical Labs both have a striking
I
vertical expression of mechanical services. What
create draw (below).
is novel, however, is how chimneys and towers
become key components as alternatives to hermetically sealed buildings.
While the flat-roofed, horizontal aesthetic-whose ascendancy as a predominant design style coincided with the popularization of central air
conditioning-is coming under challenge, the new vocabulary can only
expand as strategies underlying these building are explored further. •

Nottingham Univer-

sity's tower-top cowl-
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ENV IRONM ENTAL DIAGRAM

AIA/ ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
CONTINUING EDUCATION
INSTRUCTIONS

+ Read the article "The Return of Natural Ventilation" using the learning objectives provided.

+ Complete the questions below, then check your answers [page 204] .
+ Fill out and submit the AIA/CES education reporting form [page

, . How does night flushing work?

l

Wh.t fa<ton imp"t •frflowl

204] or file the fo rm on ARCHITECTURAL RECORD's Web site at
www.architecturalrecord.com to receive one AIA learning unit.

QUESTIONS

I

1. How does the stack effect work?

S. Why isn't natural ventilation widely used in the U.S.?

2 . How do natural ventilation and reduced energy consumption work
together?

6. What is parallel airflow?
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Digital Architect
Tips from the IT masters

-

By Jerry Laiserin, FAIA
Architects have been using comput-

adopt newe r, less costly, and

ers long enough to have determined

more widely used hardware and

some guiding principles for what

software tools that came along

works and what doesn't. Part of the

in the next 5 to 10 years. Over

mission of AIA's Technology in

time, firms realized that this

Architectura l Practice Professional

hesitance was hindering their

Interest Area (TAP/ PIA) is to identify

growth and that success with

and disseminate these best prac-

technology demands flexibility in

tices or lessons learned. During the

the face of consta nt technologi-

past year, TAP/PIA has convened

cal evolution. For example, ADD,

several panels of architects who

Inc., a 150-person firm with

manage information technology (IT)

offices in Cambridge, San

for their firms, and the panels

Francisco, and Miami, has

explored the issues in depth. As a

undergone at least five technol-

past chair ofTAP, I helped organize

ogy transitions in 15 years. Jill

and moderate panels in Boston and

Rothenberg, information systems

Portland, Ore., in which participants

(IS) director and senior associate

examined the adoption of technol-

principal, says, "We started with

ogy in architecture firms, the effect

ARRIS CAD on Intergraph (UN IX)

of technology on practice and firm

workstations, then moved to the

structure, and possible future direc-

Macintosh, first with Claris CAD in
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Software tools integrating 20 and 30, Windows and Mac,
visualization and photographs can simplify digital practice by
giving firms fewer individual tools to manage and integrate.

tions. Taken in the aggregate, the

1992, fol lowed by Microstation on

panelists' comments and conclu-

the Mac in 1997. When Bentley

user basis than they were 15 years

Gordon H. Chong & Partners

sions amount to a catalog of tips

Systems stopped providing support

ago. And technology providers-

(G HCP) in San Francisco, "Five or

from experts who have mastered

for the Mac platform, we kept

knowing their customers face these

six years ago we stopped using

these issues.

Microstation but switched to

challenges-have improved the

Macs and Novell server softwa re

Windows PCs." Now ADD is explor-

cost-effectiveness of how their

in favor of a 'M icrosoft everywhere'

ing Revit as a CAD alternative to

products work with one another,

approach, because a single envi-

Microstation.

and with older hardware and soft-

ronment of commonplace systems

Be flexible but
expect to invest
In the mid-1980s, firms that could
afford to purchase the extremely
costly computers of that time often
became mired in legacy issues:

I

The pros are also aware that

ware platforms.

technology is no longer an optional

lets us spend less time managing
technology and more time making

ogy as a consumable item;· says

Keep it simple
Many architects initially used UNIX
workstations or Macintosh computers, yet today more than 80 percent
have standard ized on Windows-

Contributing edito r Jerry Laiserin,

Marc Margulies, AIA, principal of his

based PCs, with the rest still using

FAIA, provides stra tegic consulting

own 40-person firm in Boston,

Macs (very few U.S. architects still

products we use have capabilities

services to architects and their tech-

which went through three technol-

use UNIX workstations). Similarly,

we're not even touching."

nology providers.

ogy transitions in 12 years before

local area networks (LAN s), which

standardizing on Autodesk

once ran primarily on Novell or UNIX

Technology is more than CAD

Architectural Desktop. Although

operating systems, now run almost

There's no question that CAD pro-

technology for architects, including

keeping up with technology has

exclusively on Microsoft WindowsNT

grams are a primary focus among

reviews, vendor lists, and links,

increased the total cost of doing

or Windows2000 server software.

architects: All firms produce project

go to Digital Architect at

business, computers and software

According to Eric McKinney, AIA,

documents in CAD, with roughly

www.architecturalrecord.com

are much less expensive on a per-

chief information officer of 80-person

60 percent of architects using

aspect of practice; firms that wish to
remain up-to-date must maintain a

Their investment in equipment and

consistent level of investment and

software created a reluctance to

research. "You have to see technol-

WWW For more information on

architecture:' At Callison Architecture,

works best for you. Most of the

a 450-person firm in Seattle, IT
manager Susan Connor Koenigs
warns, "Don't be seduced by bells
and whistles; pi ck the software that
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AutoCAD, nearly 20 percent using

both understood and meaning-

Microstation, and the remaining 20

ful to all parties involved .

percent divided among a dozen or

"Younger architects must retain

so other programs, including FormZ

access to seasoned practition-

for modeling and 3D stalwarts

ers who know more about

such as Arch iCAD, Architectural

designing and building, while

Deskt op, DataCAD Plus, Revit, and

seasoned practitioners need

VectorWorks Architect.

exposure to the technology

But especially among archi-

tools, even if this happens vic-

>

tects younger than 40, facility wit h

"
0

multiple software tools is taken for

he says. Darren Rizza, director

granted-and increasingly, it's a skill

of IT at 165-person Payette

z

necessary for advancement. "There

Associates in Boston, seeks to
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is a subtle power shift from the

avoid a common complaint at

LIJ

senior technical people to younger

firms: Many architects who are

Many architects believe that if they use externally hosted

expert users of CAD don't fully under-

Internet applications, such as project administration via

::

people with CAD skills;' observes
Tim Rice, AIA, IS manager with LMN

stand the building elements they

buzzsaw.com, t hey can focus more effectively on design,

Architects, a 140-person firm in

design, whi le those who best under-

rather than on technology management.
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Seattle. "This is paralleled by a shift

stand design are not fluent in CAD.
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ariously th rough their juniors,"

in power from our traditional mar-

Payette is now embarking on a five-

erables-via 3D objects on t he

her firm moving to a subscription-

keting rainmakers to people who

year internal knowledge-management

Web." This reality may be some

based model for buying software

are wizards at creating graphics

project, wh ich uses Architectural

ti~e

(e.g., Adobe Freehand, PhotoShop,

Desktop linked to a document man-

technology providers are begi nning

tion service providers (ASPs)

and Illustrator) and desktop publish-

agement system and collaborative

to coalesce around such efforts.

hosting software over the Web.

ing (primarily Quark), and from our

extranets (project Web sites).

senior project managers to expert

off, but architects an d t heir

and services, perhaps via applica-

"Outsourcing saves time for our IT

Reuse information

staff, so they can spend more time

users of project-management soft-

Embrace standa rds

in~ elligently

training architects how to use

ware like Microsoft Project and

Adherence to standards for work

Al \ panelists acknowledged t hat

design tools, rather than managing

Internet-based collaboration tools

processes and file sharing and for-

detail libraries and project histories

our network," she says. Rizza is

such as buzzsaw.com:· Margulies

mats ensures that multiple users

already experimenting with ASPs

sees software mastery as a training

can work together on the same pro-

co[mprise the underutilized flipside
of standards. "CAD drawings look so

and career-development skill. "It is

ject files, that design information

polished that less experienced

management project. Rothenberg

expected that everybody in the firm

can be shared with outside collabo-

arbhitects may have no clue what

believes ADD's intranet and extranet

will be equally versed in all aspects

rators, and that files created today

they are copying when they start

will be merged into a unified system

of the computer, as well as design,"

can be reworked when necessary.

designing a new project;' says

that supports all of the practice's

he says. Like many other profes-

"I constantly mon itor standards for

MbKinney. "We produce more draw-

functions-projects, marketing,

sionals, arch itects of t he future will

digital work; otherwise, you can 't

ings than ever before, so t here's

administ ration, and accounting-

have no choice but to become

assume files will be accessible in

more information to look at- but to

fluent in a wide range of digital

the fut ure;' says Koenigs. "What

u~derstand it, you have to piece

which would be accessible from

technologies.

happens if your designer leaves the

together the designer's thought

Web browser software.
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as part of his firm's knowledge-

every computer through standard

firm, or the client wants to remodel

p ~ocess,

Manage knowledge, not fi les

the building five years from now?"

drawing and file structure:' Rice

that technology in architectural
practice is not an end in itself,

based on the logic of the

It's important to remember

All the panelists agreed that using

She is encouraged by efforts such

agrees that proper use of sta ndard

technology imposes information-

as the Nat ional CAD Standard pro-

details is one area in which archi-

but only a means to support the

management burden s, but firms

mulgated by the National Institute

tects could show improvement.

creation of quality design and
the delivery of quality services.

must focus on higher-level knowl-

of Building Sciences (NIBS), which

Intelligent reuse of f ield-proven

edge and communication about their

incorporates AIA's CAD Layer

information can improve quality

According to McKinney, "The sys-

projects and practice. "Especially in

Guidelines and the Construction

and productivity.

tem level of technology should be

a multioffice firm, the use of video-

Specification lnst itute's (CSI)

conferencing and intranets (internal

Uniform Drawing System . Margulies

Web sites) is essential for effective

looks forward to the day when

collaboration;· notes Rothenberg.

efforts such as the International

st

streamlining the process of main-

ducing work." As the tools of the

Rice stresses that CAD drawings

Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) will

t1ining hardware, software, and files,

trade continue to improve, archi-

and other information that arch itects

allow him to "replace drawing

fi~ms

tects will find it easier to tailor

work on electronically should be

deliverables wit h information deliv-

01practice-designing. Koenigs sees
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invisible. We try to focus on the

Focus on making
architecture

are able to focus on t he heart

process layer. Essentially, we are
designing the environment for pro-

technology to serve their needs. •
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C!wvecl ceiling design such as this comp11ter-rendered ticket counter area is here to stay, thanks to neu design software and innovative S'ystems technologies

USG presents

DESIGNING CURVED CEILINGS:
SYSTEMS MAKE THE PROCESS EASY, EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL
by: Rosa Lee, AIA
Marketing Manager
USG Corporation

CURVED BUILDING DESIGN IS NOT ONLY IN VOGUE, IT'S HERE TO STAY. THANKS
to sophisticated new computer-aided design programs and innovative systems technologies, architects, construction professionals and
~·""'"-. AI A/ARC HI TECTURA L RECORD
manufacturers are now able to collaboratively create
\JI CONTINUING EDUCATION Series
and implement curved wall and ceiling designs that
were formerly either impractical or cost-prohibitive.
Use the learning objectives below to focus your study
as you read A COMPARATIVE GUIDE: UNDERSTANDING
AND SPECIFYING ABUSE-RESISTANT WALL SYSTEMS. To
earn one AIA/CES Learning Unit including one hour of
health safety credit, answer the questions on page 157
and follow the reporting instructions on page 204 Or,

The ''wow" effect of curvljld building design is undeniable. Consider the attention that architect Frank
Gehry continues to receive for his design of the
Guggenheim Museum, Bybao, Spain, and some of his
other more recent projects.

use the Continuing Education self report form located
at www.architecturalrecord.com.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Describe different types of materials used to form
curved ceilings.
• Explain how curved ceilings are created.
• Describe where different curved ceiling systems
are used.

Central to Gehry's process are several important elements: unprecedented creativity, generous budgets and
groundbreaking technology. To push the limits of curved
I
building design, Gehry utilizes a powerful computer program called Catia (CompJter-Aided Three-Dimensional
Interactive Application). Uiis software, originally developed to design fighter jets, is now used by Gehry's technicians in translating the complex curves he has in mind
to plans that the builder can use on the job site. Every
component is accounted for and every detail confirmed
as buildable before const,ction begins.

Advertising supplement provided by USG Corporation

Unfortunately, not all design firms have the funding, staff and technology that Gehry can deliver.
However even without a full-time Catia technician
on staff, most architects can still incorporate exciting, innovative curves into their projects - and do
it easily, efficiently and economically - thanks to
two factors: advances in computer-aided design
technology and a new generation of products and
systems that facilitates curved building design,
especially in commercial interiors.
Designers are now using flexible, 1/ 4-inch gypsum
board panels combined with track systems to create elegantly curved walls. Bullnose paper faced
metal bead and trim is taking the (90-degree) edge
off wall corners. Curved modular office furniture,
computers and accessories are adding energy and
flow to desktops. And thanks to a combination of
computer design programs and an innovative array
of new integrated systems, 2-D and 3-D ceilings are
lending curved dynamics, practical functionality
and an expressionistic freedom to a wide range of
interior spaces.

; '""\ AIA/ARCHITECTURA L RECOR D
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THROWING CEILINGS ACURVE
Nowhere in the commercial interior environment is
the excitement and drama of curves more pronounced
than in ceilings. Gone are the days when architects
were limited to horizontal suspension systems and flat
infill panels. There now are several types of ceiling systems that add depth and interest to an interior's ''fifth
plane," provide locations for lighting and signage, indicate room transitions, guide pedestrian traffic and
more - all while incorporating curves into the room
design. What's more, some of these systems offer
architects computer-aided design technology that
delivers a complete design/build solution, assuring
that the architectural plan is not only buildable, but is
constructed to precise design specifications. The four
primary types of curved ceiling systems that are supported by computer-aided design technology are:
• Suspension trim (for use with specialty-type
ceilings, as well as flat acoustical ceilings)
• Metal accent systems
• Curved metal ceiling systems
• Drywall suspension systems
was first introduced to the marketplace about 12 years ago as a way to finish the
straight edges of suspension systems. Manufacturers
found, however, that they could produce curved
components in steel or aluminum and in different
heights to interesting effect. Suspension trim systems facilitate a number of key design and performance criteria, including:
SUSPENSION TRIM

r
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• Significant cost savings over conventional
drywall soffit construction.
• Pre-engineered to design specifications,
providing total design ~eedom for the architect and ensuring that the design is built to
exacting detail.
Suspension trim can be used to create floating
clouds, islands or layers of ceiling, and is often used
in contemporary offices, ret ii stores, entertainment and gaming venues, as ~ell as high-bay areas
such as airports, lobbies and ~ntryways.
Given the reality that standard curved components can never meet the specific design requirements for every project, mr ufacturers are now
offering custom component design and production.
This provides designers with complete design freedom. The most versatile systems are offered in custom finishes, and are pre-cut and numbered for
faster installation. The ceiling contractor simply
assembles the trim according to the numbered
parts, which correspond to numbered instructions.
Installations are typically completed using standard tools and techniques. I

• Curved main tee segments and flexible
panels offer multiple variations for creating
beauty and drama in interior spaces at
affordable prices.
• Optional edge trim and access panels provide design versatility while meeting functional requirements.
• A broad choice of infill panels makes these
systems desirable for a wide range of applications.
• They are designed and pre-engineered as a
system to reduce labor costs.
• They are shipped in a kit to ensure that the
design is constructed exactly as intended.

DESIGN TIP: Tu minimize the effect of visible hanger wires on the job site, specify that they must be
installed plumb, straight and neat. The spec
should include instructions for uniform wire
turns and pigtails trimmed; close to the vertical
wire. Alternatively, use aviation wire with a
crimping sleeve. For open ceilings, try using 18
ga. hanger wire.

A recent twist on the suspension trim concept is
the development of metal Jccent systems, which
can be configured to create circles, straightaways,
arcs, angles or spirals. Lighting and signage can be
I
hung or mounted on the m~tal channels for wayfinding and space-defining applications. The systems are available in various sizes, heights and
reveals, and can be finished in any color.
Suspension tri,rn enables the creal'ion offreejorm island cei,lings
and fascia.

New one-directional i11fill panels lend a 11wnolithic
look to curved metal cei,lings.

Infill panels are made from expanded metal or
woven wire mesh in an anodized brass or steel finish, solid metal, perforated metal or translucent
materials. Lighting can be integrated into the systems or placed behind the infills panels for transparent or luminous effects.
Some manufacturers offer curved metal ceiling systems customized to meet specific design requirements. All pieces are marked with "genetic codes"
that correspond to an assembly sequence outlined
in installation directions. These products install
like conventional suspended ceiling systems,
enabling experienced ceiling contractors to handle
installation quickly and efficiently.

• The creation of free-form island ceilings or
fascias that can be filled in with tile and grid
to draw attention to and highlight specific
areas within ceiling spaces.
• Acoustical sound control, accessibility and
the use of lay-in fixtures.
• Various trim heights to create visual excitement
and the illusion of varying ceiling thicknesses.
• Clean, crisp edges.

Recently, suspension trim has evolved into even
more sophisticated curved metal ceiling systems.
Intended for visual impact and heightened aesthetics, these systems have made ceilings more
expressive than was ever possible before. Available
as a series of vaults and valleys in various radii, the
range of different curved shapes and effects is
nearly endless. Curved metal ceiling systems offer
the following features and benefits:

Metal accent systems can be usedfJ decorative, way-finding
or space-defining applications.

Advertising supplement provided by

SG Corporation
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DESIGN TIP: For the greatest creative latitude and
assurance that the envisioned design will be successfully constructed on the job site, look for a
curved metal ceiling system whose manufacturer
offers AutoCAD®-compatible software for the system's design and specification. This software permits three-dimensional rendering on the computer screen, incorporates custom finishes and can
be exported into the architect's rendering programs to create client presentation drawings.
Just as importantly, the software will notify
architects when they've created a system detail
that cannot be executed due to space or component limitations.

--=----==--=·- -=--=---
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the flat surfaces of bulkheads or painstakingly wetI
ted, scored and bent into curved shapes, which had
to be left overnight to dry. The panels then were
installed using hat channel steel, black iron suspension and GRG (glass-fiber-reinforced gypsum)
ceiling shapes constructed on the job site. This
involved process made curved drywall ceilings very
expensive to install \and rather unpredictable in
terms of finished results.

of projects. Like other specialty ceilings, these systems
are supported by computer-aided design and preengineered component manufacturing. They
accept 1/ 4-, 1/ 2- and 518-inch drywall, and deliver the
following features and benefits:

Thanks to recently developed drywall suspension
I
systems, drywall vaults, valleys, arches and other
curved elements - all cost-prohibitive only a few
years ago - are now kthin reach for a wide range

• Pre-engineered system components ensure
that ceiling designs are constructed on the
job site in exacting detail.

1

Recent line extensions to curved metal ceiling systems offer a narrow-faced, 9/16-inch profile grid with
a slight reveal that provides a virtually non-interrupted ceiling plane. New, one-directional infill panels,
which butt against each other to create an almost
invisible seam, add further to the monolithic look.
Speaking of monolithic ceilings, it is now possible
to create curved drywall ceilings easily and economically. In the past, drywall was used on either

ADVANCED SOFTWARE MAKES ARCHITECTS
WIZARDS AT CEILING DESIGN

-~--------

• Facilitate the design of vaults, valleys, arches
and other curved drywall ceiling configurations, while dramatically reducing installation time and costs.

• Enable cost-efficient construction of curved
and serpentine drywall soffits and fascia.
• Transition exceptionally well from soffits, flat
drywall ceilings and even acoustical ceilings.

Drywall suspmsion systems facilitate the design construction
of vaults, vallrrys and arches.

14, A"toCAD 20001 d Af>toCAD 20001 to "''"'
accurate 3-D renderif gs and specifications within
the architect's own dnawings.

The software enablJs architects to start from
scratch in designing , specialty ceiling or they may
choose from and/or modify existing designs from a
database of specialty deilings. The resulting renderings are ideal for clieJt presentations. The software
also produces instant j chematic drawings, providing
contractors with a construction reference guide.
The USG Design Wizl d is offered as a free downUSG Design Wizard for Ceilings

load on the USG Web!Iite.

While not all architectural firms can invest the
money and time required to utilize robust design
software programs such as Catia, manufacturers and
software designers do offer a variety of highly useful
and time-saving computer-aided design systems.

CURVED CEILINGS M KE AIRPORT A
DRAMATIC DESTINA ION
Like much of Las egas, the new Satellite D
Terminal at the ci1's McCarran International
Airport is all about atmosphere.

A leading application is USG's Design Wizard for
Ceilings. While the program is intended primarily
for use with USG's ceiling products (both acoustical and specialty), it serves as an example of the
powerful design tools currently available. The plugin application integrates seamlessly with AutoCAD®

Dramatic ceiling hei hts, broad concourse walkways, vaulted skylight~ and a 58-foot-tall glass wall
are highlights of the 684,000-square-foot facility. To
define space and add + ual drama, project architect
Tute & Snyder Architepts of Las Vegas made extensive use ofUSG's CURVATURA™ 3-D Ceiling System.

Advertising supplement provided by USG Corporation

The technology used to develop drywall suspension
systems is now being applied to systems that pennit
precise and economical construction of domes. Domed
suspension systems are usually covered with plasters
or plastics, but the end result is the same: versatile
design capabilities, time-saving installation and
exact reproduction of designs on the job site. •

Making the CURVATURA ceiling design a reality
required intimate collaboration between Tute &
Snyder Architects, ceiling contractor M&H
Building Specialties, Inc., and USG.
"We supplied 175 different custom components for
this project,'' said Greg Ahren, market development
manager for USG's Specialty Solutions Group. "That
included computer-designing, forming and custom
laser-cutting all the transitional and trim components that enabled the design team and the contractor to pull this off.''

The CURVA1VRA 3-D Ceiling Syst.emjrrnn USG adds dram.a and
visual int.erest wthe McCarran Jnt.ernational Airpor4 Las Thgas, Neu
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NEW CEILING DOME SYSTEM DELIVERS
SPECTACULAR RESULTS

DESIGNING rURVED CEILINGS: SYSTEMS MAKE THE PROCESS EASY, EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL
--+--- - ---To create rounded drywall corners, paper faced

The ceiling elements were ~reated using USG's
Drywall Suspension System. Custom-engineered
tees and crosspieces were eveloped by USG's
Specialty Solutions Group tof eet the exact specifications created by Strobel Hunter. The components were shipped to the jo site, where Acousti
Engineering of Florida handl1d installation.

metal bullnose tape-on corner bead offers a simple
solution. Joint compound is used to adhere the tapeon style bead to wall surfaces, so nailing - and nail
pops - are eliminated. The paper tape covering the
metal bullnose profile ensures excellent adhesion of
joint compounds, textures and paints for a strong,
smooth finish. USG backs its SHEETROCKTM Brand
Paper Faced Metal Drywall Bead and Trim with a
lifetime warranty against edge cracking.

Steven Capps, project manager/estimator for
Acousti Engineering, estimates that the efficiency
of the USG system shaved 72 man-hours off the
installation of each of the 10 18-foot-diameter
domes, and 37 man-hours o the installation of
each of the nine 12-foot dom s.

The USG Drywall Suspension System saved hundreds of manhours and emmred pe>fect re1rults on the constmction of 19
domes in Regent Auditoriurn, Pensacola.

"I've never seen domes that loo this good," said Capps.

The Regent Auditorium, a new $90-million educational facility located in Pensacola, Fla., has set a
high standard for creativity and engineering excellence in domed ceiling construction.

WALLS THAT FLOW
Creating curved gypsum board walls has been greatly facilitated by the developme~t offlexible, 114-inchthick drywall panels. 'fypicall~ applied in double layers, the thinner, flexible panel~ eliminate the scoring
and wetting procedures usual!ly required to create
curved walls using conventio 1gypsum panels.

Designed by Strobel & Hunter, Inc., the 300,000 sq.
ft. auditorium features an amazingly complex ceiling treatment, incorporating domes, curved barrel
vaults and a huge saw-tooth suspended ceiling.

Fle:i:ible 114-inch-thick SHEETROCK Brand G'IJpS'lt11! Panels
faci litate curved drywall applications.

1

TABLE: MINIMUM BENDING RADII FOR FLEXIBLE 1/4-INCH GYPSUM BOARD PANELS
Application

Condition

Lengthwise
Bend Radii

Max. stud spacing

Widthwise
Bend Radii

Max. Stud Spacing

Inside (concave)

Dry

32"

9" o.c.

20"

9" o.c.

Inside (concave)

Wet

20"

9" o.c.

10"

9" o.c.

Outside (convex)

Dry

32"

9" o.c.

11"

6" o.c.

Outside (convex)

Wet

15"

6" o.c.

7"

6" o.c.

NOTE: Bending specifications arefor USG's SHEETROCK® Brand 114 lnch Fle:xible G'ljpsu in Panei,s tested at 65 degrees Fahrenheit and 45 percent relative humidity.

MORE TO COME
The four basic curved ceiling systems described above are, no doubt, just the beginnin~ of things to come. As clients continue to ask for curves and architects can more
freely add them to their plans, manufacturers and computer design software developers will continue to push the curved ceiling envelope.
Curved ceilings may soon become a focal point in and of themselves, much like MicJelangelo's painted barrel vaults were more than 400 years ago. And that would
bring curves around full circle, so to speak, as a crucial element in ceiling design. The big difference however, is that today's curved ceilings are no longer relegated
to Sistine Chapel-type construction. Thanks to computer design technology and the systems approach, curves can flow everywhere.
I

ABOUT USG
USG is a Fortune 500 company with subsidiaries that are market leaders in their key product groups: gypsum wallboard, joint compound and related gypsum
products; cement board; gypsum fiber panels; ceiling tile and grid; and building products distribution.
For more information about the company's ceiling systems, write USG at P.O. Box 806278, Chicago, IL 60680-41 24, call USG's Customer Service Department
at 1-800-USG-4YOU or visit the company's Web site at www.usg.com.
Advert isi ng supplement provided by

G Corporation
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ANSWERS:
l. Suspension trim ceilings are normally used in places with high ceilings

where visual effects are desirable. These are usually lobbies or entryways in
commercial venues. Installations are typically in retails stores, entertainment areas, gaming halls and airports. Suspension trim is used to create
floating clouds or layers of ceiling to draw attention and highlight specific
areas within ceiling spaces.
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2. Curved metal ceiling systems offer benefits in installation and design. The
installation benefits are that they are shipped in a kit to ensure that the
design is constructed exactly as intended and they are designed and preengineered as a system to reduce labor costs. The design benefits are that
they offer flexible panels and curved main tee segments, as well as optional edge trim and access panels for creating design versatility. The infill panels can be made of solid or perforated metal or translucent materials, allowing lighting to be int~grated into the system.
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3. Drywall supension systems are used to create vaults, valleys, arches and
other curved elements. They transition well from soffits, flat drywall ceilings and even acoustical ceilings.
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4. In the past, monolithic looks were created from drywall that was wetted,
scored and bent into curved shapes. This was time consuming, with unpredictable results. Now, the smooth monolithic look can be created using drywall suspension system ceilings. These use standard thicknesses of drywall
with pre-engineered components. Another way to create monolithic looks is
from a narrow profile metal ceiling grid with a slight reveal. One-directional
infill panels butted against each other create an almost invisible seam,
adding to the monolithic look.
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5. Using computer software, an architect can select a ceiling design from a
database of speciality ceilings or sketch a curved element on the computer
screen, selecting grid size and suspension profiles. The software program
then generates a precise design and corresponding specifications, schematic drawing, renderings and a construction reference guide.
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~ Style Solutions·
Incorporated

Presents

UNDERSTANDING
URETHANE
MILLWORK

Decorative urethane entryway surrounds
enhance the look of any sty le home.

I

;-""'-.. AIA/ARCH ITECTU RAL RE CORD

\ ,Iii CONTI NUI NG EDUCATION Series
Use the learning objectives below to focus your study
as you read UNDERSTANDING URETHANE MILLWORK . To earn
one AIA/CES Learning Unit including one hour of health
safety credit, answer the questions on page 163 and follow
the reporting instructions on page 204. Or, use the
Continuing Education self report form located at
www.architecturalrecord.com.

n years past, when trimwork was needed on a

absorption. Urethane millwork is ideal for all

home or building, the first, and often only,

types of climates .. . from areas that experience

choice was wood. Since the i97o 's that situ-

extreme cold temperatures and harsh weather to

ation has changed. Urethane millwork products

those receiving an abundance of rain, salt spray

- made from high- density polyurethane - are

and searing temperatures. The precision mold-

available to enhance the interior and exterior of
both residential and commercial projects.

ed, high-density pieces are manufactured using a
two-component rigid polyurethane foam system.

While wood trims are widely available and have a

Urethane millwork pieces can replicate intricate

good aesthetic value, they have several disad-

patterns on ceiling medallions or contain

vantages. Susceptible to de cay, rot and warping

smooth, seemingly endless lines on mouldings.

in a variety of climates, wood millwork can become

One of the chief assets of urethane is its ability to

infested with termites. And, although wood offers

gain highly detailed, authentic looking reproduc-

warmth and beauty to a project, it requires strip-

tions of historic products. A heavy, ornate plaster

ping, repainting and intense maintenance.

ceiling medallion can easily be replicated in a

Currently available in thousands of profiles

urethane piece weighing under a pound. And, for

from a variety of maf ufacturers, urethane mill-

those projects requiring the "look of wood" many

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

work products have been applauded for their

manufacturers offer stainable urethane mouldings

After reading UNDERSTANDING URETHANE MILLWORK you

ease of installation ~nd low maintenance fea -

containing authentic wood grains.

will be able to ,

tures . An intricate decorative crown moulding,

Overall, compared to wood, plaster and concrete

which could take days to construct from wood,

decorative trim products, urethane millwork

can now be manufactured as a single piece of

generally has lower product and installation

urethane - and inst1lled in minutes .

costs. The appealing low maintenance aspects of

Naturally resistant to decay, splintering and insect

urethane millwork, coupled with the product's

I

· Explain the benefits of urethane over wood for trim.
· Describe where urethane millwork is used.
· Explain why urethane millwork is popular in interiors.
· Describe how urethane millwork is made.

infestation, urethane products have a closed cell

resistance to water and insect infestation have

structure that preverts water penetration and

helped the product grow in popularity.

Advertising supp lem ent provi ded by Style Solutions™, Inc.
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HOME AND COMMERCIAL USE
Available as both decorative and structural products, urethane millwork is so diversified that a
single home can employ the product as window
and door trim, louvers, porch balustrade systems, eave vent systems, interior and exterior
moulding, ceiling medallions and wall niches .
These same products can be used in commercial applications. A college dormitory, nursing
home or restaurant trimmed out with urethane
pieces will require minimal maintenance and
gain years of top quality product benefits. Since

minimal maintenance) , which keeps insects out,

MAKING URETHANE PRODUCTS

while allowing maximum airflow. Decor ative

To manufacture a piece of urethane millwork, a
company creates a wood master of the design
selected. Next, silicone is poured around the
original wood master to create a production
mold (see photo A).

louvers do not allow air to 11ass through and are
intended to create visual it terest in the peaks
and gables of a home.
Another innovation applauld ed by the industry
as a time saver is urethan9 eave vent systems .
Form and function combine with these sensi ble, cost-saving products. Eave vent systems
serve the dual purpose of providing a function-

Photo A

al venting system that prolongs roofing shingle
life with a decorative moulding profile.

most manufacturers offer urethane millwork

To complete the exterior of project, consider

products in a smooth finish with an exterior

specifying urethane b j lustrade systems.
Balusters are reinforced wiith fiberglass or alu -

A nozzle dispenses liquid urethane into the

grade ultraviolet (UV) stable coating applied,
paints are easily accepted.

minum, while rails and nelels have PVC rein -

barrier coat (see photo B).

production mold, which has been painted with a

forcements and porch posts have steel rein -

UNLIMITED EXTERIOR PRODUCT SELECTION

forcements. All balustrade parts are made with

Almost any decorative element an architect can

noncorrosive parts that are totally hidden to

imagine is available in urethane. Generally,

provide a clean, classic alpearance from any

most manufacturers offer a variety of product

angle. Balustrade systems st ay beautiful without
the heavy demands of continuing maintenance.

categories in their technical and product cata -

Photo B

logs to make life easy for architects.
In the entrance trim category architects find
pilasters, pediments, crossheads and trim to
surround entryways . Decorative accessories,
such as bottom trim, dentil trim, keystone and
trim strips can enhance the shadow lines and
look of an entrance way surround.

DECORATIVE BEAUTY
Urethane companies offer authentic archi -

A lid is then placed over the mold, trapping in

tectural profiles in everything from unclut -

the liquid urethane . The mold is placed under

tered simplicity to extremely ornate designs.

pressure and the urethane quickly expands to fill

Ideal for both interior and exterior use , there

the mold. Once set, the molded part is removed

are hundreds of decorative urethane mill -

from the production mold (see photo C) .

work options including corbels , acorns , wall
When it comes to window trim for homes and
commercial structures, urethane manufacturers
offer an assortment of decorative pieces including
crossheads, sunburst and half round pediments
and arches . For the easiest window trim possible,
miterless window surrounds can be achieved by
using plinth blocks/rosettes in the corners and
butt joining window moulding between them.
Raised urethane window panels can be specified below a window to give more depth to its
overall look. By surrounding the window and
panel completely with moulding and topping off
with a crosshead and pediment, the window can
become a focal feature of the structure.

niches and brackets.
Fishscale panels, gab l~ I pediments, dentil
blocks and other millwor4 pieces add a special
decorative touch to the outside of a home. Many

Photo C

of these elegant pieces replicate the Victorian
era and are complemented by interior mould ings and ceiling medallions.
Available in long lengths, urethane mouldings

Next, the high- density urethane piece is treated

are easy to install and range from simple two-

like wood. Each piece is hand inspected, sanded

inch tall pieces to intricate built-up combina -

and cut to finished size . The piece is then primed

tions that can reach over affoot high. Hundreds

and ready for packaging (see photo D) . All pieces

of profiles exist to replicate a wide variety of

are carefully inspected prior to packaging to

designs and styles . Some of the most popular

assure that the finest quality product is shipped .

mouldings include dentil profiles, cornice and
When specifying louvers, look no further than

cove, crowns, chair rails and window/ door trim.

urethane. Easily one of the most requested

More elaborate egg and dart, crown leaf, ribbon

products from manufacturers , urethane louvers

and bow, Florentine and scalloped moulding

come in both functional and decorative styles .

profiles are also available . Moulding acces -

Solid, one-piece functional louvers incorporate

sories, including miterless corners , plinth

a screen backing (some manufacturers use a

blocks/rosettes, keystofes and moulding
divider blocks, are widely available .

non-corrosive fiberglass screen for long-term
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FINISH OPTIONS

UNDERSTANDING URETHANE MILLWORK

CASE STUDY#l: METALLON™ FINISHES CAPTURE INTEREST

Installed pieces of urethane may be painted with
any good quality latex or oil base paint. One coat of
paint is usually sufficient on pieces that come with
a primed topcoat. Urethane pieces also accept
decorative faux finishes exceptionally well. For
stainable pieces with a woodgrain, a non-pene trating, high quality stain can be applied.
A unique real metal finish , METALLON™, is
available exclusively from Style Solutions™
Inc. as an upgrade option on the company's
interior and exterior urethane products.
Available in copper, brass, nickel and bronze,
the METALLON finishes transform urethane
products to serve as a unique accent in both
commercial and residential settings.

LIMITATIONS AND BUILDING CODES

Glowing copper METALLO rn real metal finish on
this urethane moulding all~ws the trim to play
a major role in the room. I

While urethane millwork products are ideal fo r
all types of climates , they should never be
stored for a long period of time in extreme heat.
Most urethane millwork products can withstand temperatures of about 140 degrees F.
However, the millwork should never be specified in an area subject to solar temperature
buildup , such as behind a storm door .

D"ignm ond mhitf ot, looking fo, new pm ducts and trends at the recent ~001 Kitchen/Bath
Industry Show didn'{ strike gold at the show -

f

instead they struck rass , bronze, copper and
nickel. New METALtON™ real metal finishes
available on Style Solutions urethane millwork
products quickly bee' me the "talk of the show"

Unless specifically noted by a manufacturer,
most urethane millwork products are for deco rative use only and have no structural integrity.
Balustrade systems, with uPVC , fiberglass and
steel support systems, are the exception.
Most urethane millwork products are not

Hand-rubbed bronze METALLONrn on Style Solutions TM
crown moulding completes the upscale design of this kitchen.

for designers looki

to add metal accents to

kitchens and bathro1ms.
"When members of o~r staff attend K/BIS we're
looking for the up-ai d-coming trends .. . and I
found one when I entered the Style Solutions

"The introduction of the METALLON finishes could
not be better timed," according to show attendee Terri
Berlage, design consultant with Mary Jo Peterson, Inc.
in Brookfield, Connecticut. "Metals are hot right now.
Whether it's copper accents in a kitchen or brass
pieces in a bathroom, people are definitely emphasizing metal more throughout the home.
"The METALLO N finished products look
extremely promising as designer accents. I can

specifically formulated for fire resistance .

booth," says Meg Ki9g with The Evans Group in

Check with individual manufacturers for addi -

Orlando, Florida. "I Ian easily see that millwork

tional flame resistance restrictions and for spe-

with METALLON finishes would add a great

cial product orders that meet Class 1 ratings.

deal of versatility to[kitchens and bathrooms .

Architects will find that most urethane products

Imagine the appeal l f having a wall niche in a

produced by manufacturers can safely be used

bathroom that has a ~ opper green patina finish.

Available as an upgrade option exclusively on

in accordance with SBCCI , BOCA, CABO and

This could create an ~ld World charm and rich-

urethane millwork products by Style Solutions,

NFPA rulings.

ness that would be balanced throughout the

METALLON is cold spray applied and contains

room with other desipner accents. "

over 95 percent real metal.

Resistant to temperl ture extremes and decay,

"The antiqued brass and h and-rubbed bronze

urethane millwork prbducts are ideal for kitchens

METALLON finishes on Style Solutions mouldings

and baths, where huinidity can be a problem.

really impressed me," says Janelle Anderson,

easily see using a crown moulding with a nickel
finish in a bathroom where the faucets and lighting fixtures have a satin nickel finish . This allows
us to design a more 'complete' looking room. "

ASID, allied member with Design By Janelle in
Amesbury, Massachusetts. "The METALLON

Durable high density urethane
trim pieces on the
exterior of a home
resist decay.
water and insect
penetration.

finish absolutely transforms the millwork.
There's a richness to it that I think consumers
will want to capture for their homes."

Adve rtising supplement provided by Style Solutions™, Inc.
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CASE STUDY#2: URETHANE PRODUCTS ENHA CE RIVERVIEW HEALTHCARE COMMUNITY
When Health Concepts of Providence, RI decided to build an assisted living center on the
banks of the Pawtuxet River, the owners envisioned a stately, elegant lo oking facility.
Creating an environment that was comfortable,
yet prestigious, was very imp ortant to the overall feeling of this special building.
Designed "with a view toward living, " Riverview
Healthcare Community in Coventry, RI boasts
private living spaces, indoor and outdoor
porches and an impressive array of balconies.
To h elp create this peaceful environment,
Health Concepts turned to Style Solutions™
Incorporated fo r the expansive urethane
balustrades, corbels and detail work on the
exterior of the building.
'We created Riverview to impart a sense of living in an elegant manor . . . and the Style
Solutio ns products selected support and
enhance that feeling," according to Kevin Ryan,
marketing director of Health Concepts.
"The impressive array of Style Solutions products used on this facility were chosen for their
durability and low maintenance virtues. We
expect this building to look as regal and pristine
~o

years from now as it does today. "
The facility, which prides itself on resem-

bling a stately h otel, boasts three levels of
balustrade systems, dozens of elegant corbels
Incorporating dozens of urethane balustrade systems, corbels and brackets from Stf le Solutions,
the Riverview Health Care Center resembles a stately hotel.

and finely crafted Style Solutions pieces.

FINISHING OPTIONS RECOMME DED BY STYLE SOLUTIONS™

Stainable urethane mouldings with realistic wood grains
are an ideal low -maintenance alternative to real wood
mouldings.
162

Urethane millwork products comj with a smooth finish that
easily accepts a variety of high -e. fd faux finishes.

Copper METALLON™ with a green patina finish transforms
this Style Solutions corbel.

Advertisi ng sup plem ent provided by Style Solutions™, Inc.
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Urethane products are available with an exterior grade ultraviolet
stable coating applied. This makes urethane millwork good for use
as window and door trim, louvers, porch balustrade systems, eave
vent systems, and decorative moldings such as pediments, dentil
molding, arches, plinth blocks and rosettes, or Victorian fishscales.
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Urethane products are lightweight, so they install faster and easier
than wood, concrete, or plaster. Since urethane mouldings are produced as one piece they come to the job site in long lengths, ready to
finish and install. This reduces the time of assembling complex
moldings from small wood pieces. Urethane millwork accepts paint
and decorative faux finishes, as well as stains and metal finishes.
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3. The benefits of using urethane millwork are plenty. One of the
chief assets is its ability to replicate historic designs with great
detail. It weighs much less than the original details made of plaster or wood. It requires less installation time . Urethane millwork
requires much less maintenance than wood, especially in harsh
climates with salt, humidity, or extreme temperatures . It is not
susceptible to moisture , decay or insect infestation as wood is .

"V
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4 . Interior use of urethane trim allows an inexpensive way to accom plish the look of rich wood molding on crown moldings at the ceiling, chair rails , cornices above windows, and wall niches . It is also
used for decorative styling on window and door trim. The recent
trend in kitchen design toward European Old World look makes
the de corative moldings very popular. This look incorporates use
of metals in copper, bronze and nickel, which can be applied to
urethane trim to provide desirable accents .
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5. Urethane millwork products are made from high-density
polyurethane. A production mold is made from a master design in
wood. Silicone is poured around the wood master to create the pro duction mold. Liquid urethane is poured into the production mold.
A lid is placed on the mold and it is placed under pressure so that the
urethane expands to fill the mold. After it has set, the urethane piece
is removed from the mold and sanded or cut to size, then primed.
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PINNACLE

WHEN

WE

CREATED

OUR

PINNA.a.I CtAo CAsEMENr,
LOFIY GOALS.

Bur WE.

NE\\

WE. HAI:

DIDN'T REACJ1

DIEM - WE. EXcrEDED DIEM. PINNA.OJ
HAS

PEAK

rERIORMANC£

~

A DURABI.£ DENT-RESISTANT SASH ANC

FRAME.,

AND IS EASY TO Ol'ERA1E

HEl.P YOUR CUSJ'OMERS SIIP UP TO nu
BEAtnY OF WINDSOR'S TOP-OF-Dlf.·
LINE

PINNA.a.I UAo CAsEMEM'.

Available in
five standard
colors and custom colors.

•
•
•
•

C50 Performance Rating
Extruded Sash and Frame
Reglazeable Sash
Sequential, Single Lever
Locking System
• Concealed Grid Fastening System
• Adjustable Hinge System

M

WINDSOR
WINDOWS & DOORS

WWW.WINDSOR WIN DOWS. COM

8 0 0 - 8 8 7 - 0 1 1 1
CIRCLE 59 ON INQUIRY CARD
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America has a glorious his ory of residential vernacular architecture . .Log cabins, cottages, farmhouses, tepees, and pueblo
village8-all anonymously constructed using traditional materials
and forms-are powerful symbols of the spirit of independence and
the eclecticism that set our country apart.
But we have turned our backs on this tradition. Today,
suburban sprawl characterizes residential architecture in the
tates. Tract housing and McMansions, which have become so prevalent,
are remtkable only for their sameness. This is the cookie-cutter approach to housing; no atter where these homes are in the country, their forms are unaffected by
differen e in local topography, climate, and materials,
I Still, architects have long sought inspiration in vernacular forms. The
three h l uses shown in these pages exemplify an ongoing interest in American tradition and are clearly partofa continuum. But there is nothing sentimental here.
This is te vernacular as seen through contemporary eyes.
, Responding to the harsh winters anciabundance oflocal stone and wood,
Allied ~o rks Architecture of Portland, Ore,, uses regional elements, such as the
shelter9ig roof and heavy timber roof structure, to reinvent the vernacular architecture $f the Pacific Northwest in the Blue Lake House. Minnesota architect David
Salmelajhas consistently explored native structures in his work and is creating a
new vo(:abulary for rural architecture using materials and forms- such as the
pitched roof and hearth-that have worked for centuries. His Jones Farmstead
reveals the
essence of a Midwestern farmhouse while providing a very ample and
I
modern home for the clients. And the Nickerson -Wakefield House, designed by
New Yojk City-based Anderson Architects, is the most elemental of all- a humble
shed >VQose form responds in a direct way to one of the most basic human needsshelter. ~t is the temporary shack rendered permanent and chic. Ironically, in a
symbohc triumph over banal new housing, it is built on the foundation of a nevercomple~ed spec "chalet." Elizabeth Harrison Kubany
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Residential News

The America~ Institute of Architects
announces the 2000 Housing Professional
Interest Area (PIA) Awards
MULTIFAMILY
HOUSING AWARD
Livability and social responsibility
characterize the winners in this category. In the case of Bridgecourt, the
jury applauded "the vision of the
developer in creating high-quality
housing and retail in a run-down,
crime-ridden urban area:• The forms
and materials of 8t h and Alexander
"give a dignity and permanence
unusual for affordable housing:• The
"diverse cultural character" of the

Projet: 8th and Alexa nder
Locat i n: Charlotte

neighborhood is celebrated at

Archit ct: D avid

Gateway Commons. And Jake's Run

Fu r m~n/Arch itec t u re,

Condominiums, located in Portland's

Owne1 or developer: Bank of

densest residential area, is a refined

Ameri a, Co mmunity Development

PA

and graceful infill project in a his-

Co rpo atio n and Charlo tte H ousing

toric district.

Autho ity

COMMUNITY
DESIGN AWARD

Project: Jackson Meadow-Ma ·ne

The jury gave its nod to sensitive

on St. Croix

planning, both urban and rural, in

Location: Marine on St. Cro ix,

selecting the winners of the commu-

Minn.

+

nity design award. The judges

Architect: Salmela Architect/Coen

thought that Swan's Market Place

Stumpf & Associates

addressed "the urban streetscape in

Owner or developer: Haro ld Te sdale

an especially interesting and suc-

& Robert Dwfey

cessful manner" and called it "a
tremendously complex program
expressed in a confident, even exuberant manner:• Using vernacular
forms, materials, and detailing,
Jackson Meadow "reinforces the
sensitive site planning while establishing an elegance of form:• Finally,
the judges noted "t he high quality of
the urban space" at Addison Circle.
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In association with ARCHITECTURAL RECORD magazine, the AIA Housing PIA established the Housing PIA Awards program
to recognize the importance of good housing as a necessity of life, a sanctuary for the human spirit, and a valuable natural resource. This, the inaugural year of the program, included categories for single-family housing, multifamily housing, community design, and innovation in housing design. The j ury only recognized winners in the multifamily and community design categories. According to William H. Kreager, AIA, of Mithun Partners in Seattle, who chaired the jury, "The
real goal of this annual awards program is to recognize high-quality design in ~he for-sale market. We want to raise the

bar and continue to improve the housing available to the American public:·

Project: Gateway Commons
Location: Emeryville and Oakland,

Calif
Architect: Pyatok Associates
Owner or developer: Oakland
Project: Bridgecou rt

Community Housing and

Location: Emeryville, Calif

Community Development

"rchitect: McLarand, Vasquez &

Corporation of Oakland

Partners
Client: Catellus Residential Group
Project: Jake's Run Co ndominiums
Location: Portland, Ore.
Architect: Fletcher Farr Ayotte PC
Owner or developer: Nick Stea rns

Development

Project: Swan'slMarket Place
Location: Oakl nd
Architect:
Associate

Mic~ael Pyatok, FALA
Arch~tect: Y.H. Lee

Owner or developer: East Bay Asian

Local Develop

Project: Addison Circle
Location: Addison, Tex.
Architect: RTKL Associates
Owner or developer: Post Properties
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The house's palette of

the boundaries

substantial materials

between inside and

is softened by

out are ambiguous.

mom ents of trans-

Blurring the distinc-

parency. Despite

tion, a huge glass door

massive two-foot-thick

opens to the outside

sand alwood stone

and wood floors con-

walls and a deep over-

tinue from inside to

hanging roof (right),

out (below).

Allied Works Architecture gives Pacific
Northwest vernacular an entirely
modern twist in its Blue Lake House
I

I

By Sheri Olson, AIA

ertigo is not ordinarily associated with water, but Blue LakeJa
spring-fed extinct volcano, dazzles from a site 70 feet above its
surface. Allied Works Architecture, based in Portland, orL
draws on such exhilarating unease by creating a weekend
retreat perched on the lip of this caldera. The design inserts tension inio
ordinary regional elements, such as a great pitched roof and heavy-timber
structure, reinvigorating the vernacular of the Pacific Northwest.
I
High in Oregon's Central Cascades, the house shares an 80-acre
I
site with a nonprofit arts-and-environment camp that the clients, Bonnie
and Dan Wieden, founded for at-risk youth. Though Allied Works h~d
produced a Minimalist design for the husband's company, the Portla~d
headquarters ofWieden +Kennedy (the ad agency that put the swoosh in
Nike) , Brad Cloepfil, AIA, partner-in-charge of the house project, h~d
something more traditional in mind for the Wiedens' vacation home. He
was seeking, he says, "the material and spatial qualities that clients oftef
associate with vernacular architecture."
I,
Before translating these qualities into the language 0f
I
Modernism, he began by developing a sense of shelter, both physically
and psychologically, with two-foot-thick stone walls and an overridi9g
roof. He created a U-shaped structure, wrapped on its three outermost
sides by this wall, forming a shield of stone in the woods that embraces
southern views of the icy water 70 feet below and Mt. Washingto~
beyond. As Cloepfil puts it, "You feel held in the landscape."
· The house's exterior shell has no right angles. One leg of the U is
shifted a few degrees to block views of houses across the lake while the
facing leg splays slightly in the opposite direction. The result is a precise
balance between openness and enclosure. The front door is nestled
within a break in the wall at an outside corner of the U-a placement
that undercuts the anchoring qualities of the stone, thus energizing t~e
design with a tension between solidity and transparency.
In keeping with the existing topography, a series of platforms
steps up and around the sloping courtyard within the U. These level
changes resolve the slope's potential awkwardness. They also differentia~e
ground-floor spaces, placing the kitchen and dining at the lowest level, tHe
living room above it, and the master bedroom on the highest and most
private plane. A stairway leads up to a sleeping loft in the rafters and
down to two guest bedrooms below. The site's steep incline allows the
guest areas to open onto an outdoor terrace. Against the split levels, the to~
of the stone wall remains consistent around the perimeter of the house.
"The masonry forms an elemental bearing wall with no historical
references;' says Cloepfil. The flat stone, known locally as sandalwood, is relatively soft, easy to work, and consistent in color when cut. Seven inches of
it were laid on either sides of an insulated block wall filled with concrete,
forming a 24-inch-wide wall. The wall is so substantial that it comprises 400

V

Project: Blue Lake Ho use

Engineers: Ang Engin ee ring Group

Location: Jefferson Co unty, Ore.

Consultants: Michael Schu ltz

Owner: Bonnie and D an Wi eden

Landscap e D esign (landscape),

Architect: Allied Works

Horto n-Lees -B rogden Lighting

Architecture-Brad Cloepfil, AJA,

D esign (lighting)

principal; Doug Skidmore,

General contractor: Chuck Newport

Sheri Olson, AJA, is RECORD's Seattle-based contrib utor and the author of a neL

Chris Bixby, Jeff Woodward,

Co nst ruction Management Services

book on Miller/Hull (Princeton Architectural Press, 2001).

N athan Roelofs, project team
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square feet of the 4,400-square-foot footprint, in
what Cloepfil calls a "large spatial gesture relative to
in an outside corne r
the size of the landscape." Plumbing and electrical
o~ the U-shaped house conduits within the wall had to be accurately
(above).
located early in the construction process. "It gave
new meaning to the phrase etched in stone," says
general contractor Chuck Newport.
The stone wall and roof play against one another. "The roof
hovers over the edge of the crater in counterpoint to the substantial
stone walls," says Dan Wieden. The roof's cedar-shake plane folds and
fl actures as it rises and b reaks into openings, bringing light deep into
~nexpected places and introducing an element of instability to an otherwise monolithic vernacular form. Underneath, its wooden
f~ amework acts more like a truss than a traditional post-and-beam
structure in which loads are easily traced from roof to ground. Here,
tf e three-dimensional fo rm shifts loads along a complex system of
transfer beams and posts, creating an intricately woven web floating
over the plan.
Juxtaposed with the massive stone walls and heavy timber roof
are large glazed areas. The glass wall along the courtyard dematerializes as
it weaves in and out of the post-and-beam structure, putting primary
visual emphasis on the deep cantilevered eaves. "The structural framing
1 as more like fini sh carpentry due to the tolerances required when it's
if filled with glass," says Newport. Some intersections are so complex that
tfe only way to figure out the glazing was on-site. In the dining area at the
end of the eastern leg, two 10-foot-tall wood-and-glass doors roll back from

The entry lies within a

break in the stone wall

,_],,~FT
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1. Entry

5. Gathering

2. Cooking

6. Study

3. Dining

7. Sleeping

4. Overlook

8. Terrace
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Welcome to WeatherBoards FiberCement Siding- the best-performing FiberCement siding on the

I

market today from the # l recognized brand, CertainTeed. Compared to other wood and FiberCement
,;dings, Weathe<Boocd' Fibe<Cement 'iding from CenainTeed ;, the pe<formance leade< -

on the job ,

on the wall and over time.

On the job, FiberTect'"-sealed WeatherBoards sidil[g is protected against
moisture approximately 85 % better than other, competitive priming systems.

FiberTect
g

~

y

On the wall , WeatherBoards siding has a natural wood appearance, thanks to CertainTeed's exclusive
DuraPress®process which gives the panel the most authentic and
Ours

A Competitor

consistent grain.

And over ti me' WeatherBoards siding offers thf security of a Class I (A) fire rating, plus the longest
warranty duration on the finish in the business and CertainTeed's exclusive SureStart"' warranty protection.
So if you want the best-performing siding for your homes,
choose WeatherBoards FiberCement Siding. For a free brochure
and contractor's guide, call 800-233-8990.

CertainTeed •

Qua lity made certain. Satisfaction guaranteed.™
CIRCLE 60 ON INQUIRY CARD

A Quality Brand of CertainTeed Corporation

© 200 1 Certain Teed Corporation

www.certainteed.com

Along the south side, a
huge glass wall opens
to the lake (above). The
deep window ledges
show the thickness of
the stone walls (below).

tHe corner merging indoors with the great outdoors. Another glass door
opens the south wall of the living area to the lake. Carefully designed handies activate rollers that lift and slide the heavy doors, then set them down
af d seal them to close. Wood flooring continues from inside to out (changing from beech to mahogany for durability), further dematerializing
e±terior/interior boundaries.
I
Now a client of Allied Works for two contrasting projects,
9an Wieden contemplates the comparison between architecture and
ai:lvertising. "Advertising is fleeting, but with the house the issue was
rtlore philosophical;' he says. "We asked: What can we do that will
er dure 50 to 100 years fro m now?" The architect's response is a house
tnat gives new voice to the vernacular by infusing it with the spatial
l, nguage of Modernism. •
sburces

Bathroom tile: Bisazza

Timber frame : Earthwood Custom

Downlights: Lite/ab Jewel Series,

R f cycled Timber Framing

Hesse

~asonry:

Kevin Sp encer Maso nry

Wood doors: Kolbe and Kolbe
Locksets: Ecostile, Baldwin, G-U
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1jardware
Hinges: Stanley

the people and products involved in

~tnts and stains: Sikkens, Sher win

this project, go to Projects at

T lliams, and Donald Kauffman Color

www. architecturalrecord.com

EAGLE®Window & Door ... Giving Vision to Great Ideas™
For a free brochure or to locate a dealer near you:
Call (800) 453-3633 • Visit our website at www.eaglewindow.com

CIRCLE 61 ON INQUIRY CARD
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At the Jones Farmstead, David Salmela
modernize~ the midwestern farmhouse
By Linda Hallam

hen a successful urban couple began to plan their reti~e
ment, they envisioned fulfilling a long-held dream: Ito
transform rural farmland into the Minnesota grasslands
native to the region. Their goal was to create a comfortable
residential compound surrounded by restored grasslands that they woJJ.d
deed to a trust for maintaining native grass.
Other requirements were livability and access for the wife, who is
somewhat restricted in her mobility. "They wanted the house to accommodate their lifestyle and they wanted views;' says architect David Salmela,
of Duluth, Minn. "They didn't have specific styles or materials in mind."
After visiting the site in southern Minnesota, Salmela, who is a
proponent of interpreting modern architecture fo r rural settings rather
than replicating idealized images of the past, fo und inspiration in the
I
land. Because of the gently rolling hills and views to neighboring farms,
Salmela chose to site a glass-walled house with 360-degrees views and a
straightforward 22-by-80 footprint. "I used modern forms for the house;'
he says, noting there is nothing superfluous in the materials or the
arrangement of open spaces to capture maximum views and natural light.
The result is a compound-comprising a house, an office/barn,
and a freestanding garage-that respects the landscape and the rurlal
ethos while meeting the clients' need for space and accessibility. "The
design explores what a contemporary rural building should be," explains
Salmela. "Building suburban houses in the country is a mistake."
According to the architect, not only do uninspired, cookie-cutter
houses mar the landscape, their inward orientation fails to take advantage
of the rural luxuries of open space, privacy, and views. Although the
clients stressed function and space requirements, rather than style and
material, they chose the architect for his sensitivity to the local farming
community. "From our first discussions, they wanted the house to
enhance the countryside and not be offensive to their neighbors or the
landscape;' says Salmela.
The clients set aside 130 of the 137-acre farm for grassland
restoration, which left just seven acres on which the architect could build.
Salmela selected a site that offered unencumbered views of neighboring
farms. The program called for roughly 7,000 square feet of living space; qy
breaking the project into a series of buildings, Salmela created a hou~e
that appears modest and unassuming, with a simplicity that suits the
rural landscape and its built environment.
The physical and spiritual anchor of this compound is the main
house, where Salmela has juxtaposed glass walls and 360-degree vie~15
with regional building materials. With a poured-concrete basement, tHe
house has a conventional wood frame with a brick, recycled-cypress, a~d
slate-veneer exterior and a standing-seam metal roof. By orienting the
house and its courtyard to the south, Salmela ensured abundant naturhl
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light, as the clients had requested. They also
desired a design that engaged the outdoors. In
half the width, making
response, Salmela created a courtyard that offers
the open spaces feel
a protected natural space with a bluestone
more intimate (above).
perimeter, grass, and trees along the southern
side. A screened porch to the west provides a protected sitting area that is warmed by the afternoon sun. A covered walkway
connects to the barn/office/guest house, which is a simple structure that
recalls the barns dotting the Minnesota farmland. The garage to the north
completes the compound. Identical roof pitches unify the three structures.
Inside the house, all the living functions are, by necessity, on one
level. A soaring 18-foot cathedral ceiling makes the house feel open and
A loft runs the full

length of the house and

Project: The Jones Farmstead

Engineers: Carroll & Franch

Location: Nerstrand, Minn.

(structural)

Gross area: 6,700 square feet

Consultant: Coen+Stumpf &

Architect: SalmelaArchitect-David

A ssociates (landscape)

Linda Hallam is an author and editor of Shelter Books for M eredith

Salmela, AJA, principal, Souliyahn

General contractor: River City

Publishing in Des Moin es.

Keobounpheng, design team

Builders
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modern but is mediated by 8-by-80-foot sleeping loft, designed to be used by visiting children
and grandchildren. Running the full length of
characterize the
the house and just less than half the width, this
interior of the house.
loft lowers the ceiling to provide a feeling of
Glass walls introduce
enclosure at the hearth, which is warmed by a
a~undant natural
wood-burning stove, and in the breakfast area.
light to the living
Painted glossy white, the loft adds to the feeling
aJeas (left).
of lightness and openness that pervades.
The house is simultaneously modern and rooted in a long tradition. In many of his proj ects, Salmela creates a new vocabulary for
rural architecture, using the local materials and forms-such as the
pitched roof and hearth- that have worked for centuries. Still, he creates contemporary, livable spaces that are undeniably modern. The
house was immediately comfortable for the clients, and Salmela says he
and his clients were gratified by the positive responses from neighbors,
who are lifelong residents of the farming community. "Sometimes city
people move in and build without understanding the area;' the architect
says. "In this case, I think we did the right thing."•

Wide open spaces and
a simple floor plan

Sources

Task lighting: Prisma

Hardware: Schlage

Exterior lighting: Stonco

Hinges: Schlage
Pulls: Hafele
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Cabinet Hardware: Hafele

WWW For more information on

Interior ambient lighting: Mo dular

the people and products involved in

Downlights: Halo

this project, go to Projects at

Paints: Pratt & Lamb ert
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An unassuming shed

a never-completed

form is nestled in a

house to create an

meadow with a view of

"outdoor room with no

the Catskills (top). The

name." A walkway,

architect left open the

with an outdoor

half-built concrete

shower (right), lies on

foundation (below) of

top of the "ruins."

With the Nickerson-Wakefi~ld House,
Anderson Architects updates the country shack
By Raul A. Barreneche

o the outside observer, the brief presented to architect Ross
Anderson might sound like an invitation to build an indulgedt,
romantic fantasy. Two ex-pat Brits, Vogue fashion editor Camilla
Nickerson and her husband, art critic and curator Neville
Wakefield, asked the Manhattan architect to design a weekend retreat for
them atop a hillside ruin on 20 picture-perfect acres in New York's Catskill
Mountains. But neither Anderson nor his clients were interested in building a folly or in re-creating an English country manor; in fact, Nickerson
and Wakefield had been considering no-nonsense log-house homes and
inexpensive prefab structures before calling on Anderson. And the ruins
they inherited with the property were not the crumbled remnants of sortie
ancient civilization, rather the half-built concrete foundations of a threestory spec "chalet" left behind when its developer went bankrupt.
"The clients told me, 'We want to do something great, but \\fe
have zero dollars;" recalls Anderson. "The first question was, 'Do we bulldoze the foundation and start over, or work with it?' We decided to keep
the foundation and treat it like a found object and then drop an extruded
house form with a shed roof on top of the existing footprint. We let the
architecture develop where the two commingle," he explains. Anderso~
created this complex, engaging architectural expression for less than $100
per square foot.
Fortunately for the architect, the existing walls of the aborte~
foundation (which he left more or less intact) were well sited, nestled into
a shallow hillside meadow to the north and open to the south, facing the
ideal views of the Catskills. As if to remove any doubt of kinship with the
original foundations-and to maximize mountain views and solar gainAnderson placed the new single-story shed perpendicular to the "ruins:'
The 16-by-75-foot wood-framed volume extends beyond the existing
walls to create a sheltered carport to the west and a covered entry to ~
workshop and studio to the east, beneath the overhangs. The original
walls bear most of the weight of the addition above, while concrete pilJ tis beneath the overhanging ends pick up the remainder of the load.
unusual space results from the architect's decision to leave open to the sky
the area of the foundation not covered by the new addition, thus creating
a vaguely urban, concrete-paved courtyard or outdoor "room with nb
name;' as Anderson calls it.
The architect inserted a 6~ -foot-wide wood-plank walkway, reminiscent of a beachfront boardwalk, to reach the new shed from the hillsid~
meadow to the north. The 70-foot-long walkway skewers the addition at
an odd angle, passing through its heart and jutting out beyond it; at that
point, the walkway becomes a narrow deck with an outdoor shower and
alfresco fireplace. "We wanted to encourage people to be outside," says
Anderson. "The outdoor fireplace is a great place to sit bundled up:'
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As it slices through, the walkway both organizes circulation
through the house and cleaves it into two distinct realms. Steel staircases
up from the carport and down from an attic-like guest loft are hung
from the walkway, which defines a public zone to the west with a doubleheight living-dining room and kitchen, and a private bedroom wing to
the east. With the exception of the smaller of the two bedrooms, all of
the spaces overlook the most scenic views to the south through large
expanses of sliding glass doors that "use the landscape as wallpaper," to
Anderson's mind. The architect specified 10-foot-tall aluminum-framed
doors that are typically found in hurricane-prone settings such as Hawaii
and are engineered to withstand high winds and driving rains. The north
facade is much more solid, with small, rectangular windows punched
into its surface.
Both inside and out, the home is finished in stern, inexpensive
Project: Nickerson-Wakefield House

Windows: Pozzi

Location: Westkill, N. Y.

Sliding doors: Fleetwood

Architect: Anderson Architects-

Interior paint: Benjamin Moore

Ross Anderson, president; MJ Sagan,

Exterior stain: Cabot Stain

vice president; Paul Henderson, pro-

Ambient lighting: Halo, Stanco

ject manager; Todd Stodolski, Andrew

Downlights: Killark

Benner, Peony Quan, Caroline Otto,

Task lighting: Alkco

Shane Braddock, Josh Bergman,

Exterior lighting: RAB, Stanco

project team
General contractor: John Berger

WWW For more information on
the people and products involved in

Raul A. Barreneche, a contributing editor to Metropolitan Home and Travel+ LeisurJ,
writes for House Beautiful and The New York Times. He is also coauthor of the forth-
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materials. "We wanted to use the cheapest stuff in the best way," explains
Anderson, "so we could spend money on necessities, such as the sliding
glass doors, since the site is so exposed to wind and weather." Nothing
fussy was used for the interior: drywall, plywood ceilings and floors with
radiant heating beneath, and inexpensive, off-the-shelf industrial pendant
lights. The exterior palette is equally simple: standing-seam metal roofing
arid five-inch-wide pine plank siding stained nearly black with a custom
mrx of creosote and paint. This unexpected color choice has an almost
unsettling quality in the verdant landscape, but Anderson enjoys its subtle changes in sunlight and its undeniable ability to set the house apart
from its site. "Keeping it monochromatic is like signing a noncompete
a~reement with the landscape. And it looks great in the snow;' he adds.
While the house's references to industrial sheds and barns are
clear, it also reveals decidedly urban characteristics, such as the concrete
courtyard-where the owners have been known to hang their laundry
otlrt to dry-and exterior metal stairs that remind Anderson of fire
escapes. Although its spare, industrial materials recall the pared-down,
edgy quality of a downtown loft, the house doesn't ignore the rural surroundings in its dialogue. Anderson's solution proves that clients can look
beyond log cabins and prefab boxes to create affordable and provocative
architecture in t11e country. •

1. Carport

2. Entry
3. Basement

4. Exterior court
5. Kitchen

6. Dining room

7. Living room
8. Bedroom

FIRST FLOOR
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For the house to come in at under
$100 per square foot, only the most
inexpensive materials-drywall,

'•

· - - -l, . l

plywood, and off-the-shelf pendant
lights-were used (a bove).
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GROUND FLOOR
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Residential Products

Kitchen/Bath Industry Show

In April, kitchen and bath designers headed to sunny Orlando for
the annual Kitchen/Bath lndu ry Show Here is a review of the
newest frends, from bathroom faucets to outdoor gr lls. Rita F. Catinella

.... Powder room

I
.... Hipster style

Inspired by the opulent mirrored furniture

Gotham by Adriana Baler adds a

of t he 1940s, Glamour is the newest col-

modern-retro porcelain tile to the current

lection of bathroom fixtures designed by

Ann Sacks offeri ng. Gotham is hand-

Barbara Barry for Kallista. Glamour's

made and available in three

mirror, vanity, bathtub, medicine cabinet,

styles-Ovals, Round Rectangles, and

and wastebasket are crafted in mirror

Drops. The tile's current retail price is

and black granite. Ebony or Ivory faucet-

approximately $80- $90 a square foot.

handle inserts (below) create a warmer

800/278-8453. Ann Sacks, Portland,

or cooler design motif. 888/4-KALLISTA.

Ore. CIRCLE 201

Kallista, Kohler, Wis. CIRCLE 200

~

Kitchen duty

The third-generation Dish Drawer dishwashing system in corporates Fisher &
Paykel's patented SmartDri ve technology. The company claims the system is
the on ly dishwasher able to run two
cycles at one time, and the only one
that varies the water pressure within
each wash cycle. Eight different wash
options allow users to custom ize their
dishwashing. The system requires as
little as 2.4 gallons of water per load.
888/936-7872. Fi sher&Paykel
Appliances, Irvi ne, Calif. CIRC LE 202

! Appetite for aluminum
The +ALU2000 kitchen from Poggenpohl is dedicated t o aluminum-the drawers,
hand les, interna l fittings, and accessories of the sleek syst em are all made of the
material. In addition, the system features a stainless-steel work surface and frosted
glass door front s. A special anodized coating finishes the surfaces for a silvery matte[
shi ne. 973/812-8900. Poggenpohl, U.S., Inc., Wayne, NJ. CIRCLE 203

I

~

Classical suite

The Carrollton suite includes a ski rted
toilet with TOTO's G-Max flu sh system, a
bidet, and both a self-rimm in g and

! Endless horizon

pedestal-style lavatory. A classical, molding-

The Sok overflowing bath lets bathers float in 24'5-inch-deep water as air-jets gener-

like treatment can be found at the base of

ate tiny, effervescent bubb les that cling to the body and lightly caress t he skin .

the toilet, bidet, and pedestal lav. A high-

Submerged from shoulders to toes in the 75-inch-long tub, the bather is at eye level

lip back on the toilet tank and sinks

with a sleek plane of water that continuously spills over the tub's rim into a water

creates a practical, shelf li ke space.

channel and is recircu lated back into the tub, conserving water. The tub uses a 1.5 KW

770/282-8686. TOTO, Morrow, Ga.

heater and a 15 HP, 230-volt pump. 800/ 4-KOH LER. Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. CIRCLE 20s

CIRCLE 204

For more informa tion, circle item numbers on Reader Ser vice Card or go to www.architecturalrecord.com Advertiser & Pro duct Info
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Haute hoods

The Best K73 range (right) incorporates a
gently curving, hand-formed glass canopy
floating under a stainless-steel ch imney
flue. Multilevel halogen lighting ranges
fr om bright cook-top illumination to low
1

nighttime settings. The Best IS502 range
(below), available in 2002, features glass
and stainless-steel intermingling under a
dramatic lighting system. A high-efficiency
exhaust system provides 480 CFM of power that can be operated from a multispeed
electronic push-button control or by a wireless, full-function remote control. 800/55811711. Broan-NuTone LLC, Hartford, Wis.

CIRCLE 201

.+. Shower power
The Ondine electronic shower system delivers a preprogrammed shower experience
at the press of a button. The shower's water temperature and different pulsating or
steady shower sprays wil l follow whatever program has been entered. The Adlon luxury showerhead is available with a 21.i-gallon-per-minute automatic flow controller.
For commercial installations, Adlon offers the option of a theft-resistant installation
fitting. 800/423-9485. lnterbath, City of Industry, Calif. CIRCLE

206
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VAlUE Sii perior
----- SERVICE
0

MOBIL I TY
EVERY DOCK NEEDS A LIFT
An Advance dock lift is the
AVOID BACK INJURIES

only equipment that can
service all trucks. Full line of

with st ab i lity
The Si rain movable t ensioner,
from Arakawa, allows quick
and easy installation, reposition

dock lifts including:

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

and remova l of cab le-hung

•Portable

• artwork and pict ure frames

• Top Of Ground

• signage and gra phic panels

• Pit Mounted

• display shel ves
• privacy scre ens
• room dividers
The ultimate in mob ility also
offers the ultimate in stability.

Call
1·800· THE·DOCK
or visit our web site
www.advancelifts.com for a
•

/JD~NCE LIFTS

Visit us tod ay.

1

www.ara kawagrip.com

FREE CATALOG •
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ARAKAWA HANGI NG SYSTEMS
1020 SE Harrison Port land, Oregon 97214

1.888.ARAKAWA toll-free
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.... What dirty dishes?
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1

The Asko Mirage Series is specially
designed to accept custom panels t hat
match cabinets precisely without a trim
kit or hardwa re. Custom panels attach

' Brighter barbecue

to the dishwasher door with four screws

Dacor 's new outdoor grill, coming out

that are invisible when the door is

in late summer 2001, is available inl

closed. To complete the illusion, the con-

36- and 48-inch sizes. The grill has

trol panel is on top of the door so they

sealed brass side burners, automatic

disappear under the countertop.

electron ic ignition, infrared rotisserie

800/367-2444. Asko USA, Richardson,

burner, a large grilling area, and the

Tex. CIRCLE 210

most convenient advancement yeta halogen light built right into the

;. No commitment necessary

grill. 800/ 793-0093. Dacor,

M •Pact is a new valve system that

Pasa dena, Calif. CIRCLE 209

~

Planning concept

allows users to upgrade the style of the

Organomics is a new concept in

entire bath without going under t he

cabinetry focused on creating

sink or behind t he shower wall. Each

spaces designed around the

trim piece in the system fits on a com-

way people actually use them.

mon valve underbody. Once installed,

Combining the art of organiza-

the trim can be upgraded or changed

tion and the science of

at any point in t he remodeling or con-

ergonomics, the concept helps

struction process without replacing any

users review on what activities

plumbing. 800/ BUY-MOEN. Moen, Inc.

take place and prioritize items

North Olmsted, Ohio. CIRCLE 208

for storage. To make kitchens work smarter "organomically,'' homeowners should think
in terms of zones designed for certain tasks. The ca binets shown above are Amera
Forrister Cherry in Cider. 800/ 575-8763. Merillat Industries, Adrian, Mich. CIRCLE 211
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Temcor has been topping wo rld-d ass architectural projects for more than 35 years . All aluminum integrated structural frame and
panel systems are permanent and lightweight, energy-efficient and low-maintenance. And panels of glass or acrylic offer eye-dazzling
options ... That's why Temcor Aluminum Domes are specified worldwide for arenas, stadiums, churches, arboretums, zoos ...
wherever clear-span solutions are needed. Above all, Temcor offers a single source for the design , fabrication and erection process .

FLEX I BLE

VE RS A TI LE

BEAUT I FU L

www.temcor.com

TEmcaFr
The clear-span
construction advant age

CIRCLE
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(310) 523-2322

MAKING
~ABRICATION,

CRL's New Wedge-Lock Door Rail System provides the
fastesf installation time of any rail product available today,
and with a very secure attach ment to the glass. Experienced
installers can now secure a door rail in less than five minutes.
After ~ail installation to the glass, all that is needed before
hangiTg the door is attachment of the appropriate arm
or pivft to the uniqu e, pre-installed adjustable slide-block.
This standard feature on both bottom and top rails allows for
door 9J.lignment without rem oving the door. CRL's WedgeLock f ecuring Door Rails are available in five stock finishes in
single 1and double door styles, and accept 3/8" (1 Omm) or
1/2 " (J2mm) glass. By using CRL's New Wedge-Lock Door
Rail ~ystem , glass professionals can simplify the ordering
procer s, cut invento.ry in half, and speed the installation
proceps. You can't find an easier or faster approach to
com ~ercial door installat ion.

·:_ - -

Ill

1r

v

I~ =

•

INSTAllATION,
ADJUSTMENT,
EVEN REPAIR,
SIMPlE AND EASY.

l!I

NEW WEDGE LOCK
•
DRY GLAZED
RAIL DESIGN

The unique, pre-installed
Adjustab le Slide-Block is
at the heart of this easy
adjustment system . This
standard feature on both
bottom and top rails
allows for door alignment
without removing the door.

.~· ·· ·

'

(

COVERING THE ENTIRE SPECTRUM
OF DOORS WITH 4, 6 AND 10
INCH RAILS IN FIVE FINISHES

FAST, SECURE ATIACHMENT TO THE
GWS IS WY WITH WEDGE-LOCK
DESIGN RAILS
Tempered bolts draw the tapered clamp jaws
downward against the internal wedge design
of the rail body, resulting in very high gripping
pressure along the entire edge of the glass.

The unique

Wedge-Lock
clamps the
glass securely,
yet removes

easily.

C7!!11111...._ vlDEO · Get tne Sto~ on
tnis New Roil System
See how it works in
3-D animation. A review of all the
features and complete instructions.

k~"-"."~s(
Specs on CD ·
.
·'--"
Glass Reauct1on Colculot1ons
Complete CAD glass
reduction drawings and dimensioning,
ready to use.

Solid A l ~ minum Rail provides
full sup ~ ort for bonded
cladd in ~, resu lting in perfectly
smooth tappearance and
trou
, le ree service life

Complementary
Sidelite Rails,
Headers, Closers,
Handles and Locks
also availab le
c<>''"'O

11. ~.R.
\S09\l00

LAURENCE CO.

Glat ing , Industrial, Construction and Automotive Supplies
Pho ~ e (BOO) 421-6144 • Fax: (BOO) 262-3299
Weblsite: www.crlaurence.com • E-Mail: crl@crlaurence.com
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bronze, tempered glass, wood, and fiberglass are just a
of the materials used to design the residential and
c mmercial doors shown below and on the next page. These
doors use both engine ring and quality materials to
make the most of the ex~erior, interior, and even belowla
spaces they introd~ce. Rita F. Catinetfa

Contemporary Italian glass sliding doors
Available through a showroom in

able in tempered, t ransparent, or

the Architects & Designers Building

frosted glass, and in veneered

in New York City is Tre Piu's coll ec-

canaletto or white chestnut oak.

tion of contemporary hinged an d

For safety, only hardened glasses j

sliding door systems. The Pavilion

are used in the system, and these

system, designed by Antonio

are available in eight finishes, rang-

Citterio, is named after the glass -

ing fro m Matisse Green and

wal led German pavilion designed

Cezan ne Li ght Blue to Rose Van

by Mies van der Rohe for the

Gogh. The system is shown here

Universal Exhibition in Barcelon a in

with a nat ural anodized aluminum

1929. Pavilion is a fi xed and sliding

crosspiece wit h a "Klee-colored,"

door program with a fra me avail-

frosted, hardened glass on two si4e

able in five different types of profile

fi xed panels and two sliding panels.

finishes: three in anodized alu-

A lamp can be fi xed onto the slid-

minum and two in wood-clear

ing rail. 212/93 5-59 55. Tre Piu,

walnut or cherry. Doors are avail-

New York City. c1RcLE m

The Pavilion system separates spaces while maintaining an open feeling.

Fifteen-foot-high cast-bronze doors open with the push of a finger
Complementing a private 45,000-

Zoble to create the door in cast

square-foot Saudi Arabian villa on

bronze featuring a 16th-century

explains Zoble. "Rixson certified

the Red Sea are custom bronze
doors that stand 15 feet by 9 feet

~;~~~d~~~~~~li~:s~;~: ~:~ns~~:l~~J~

that those wou ld bear the weight

and weigh 6,750 pounds. Daniel

created nine cast -bronze window

ing of the three aligned pivot

Charbonneau, project manager for

grilles, the largest of which is almost

hinges and the weight-bearing

the villa's design an d construction,

the size of t he door.

pivot door-closer gave it the bal-

commissioned Deggingers' Foundry
and designer/ project manager Janet

intermed iate pivots per leaf;'

Engineered to open with the

of the door. The precise position-

ance to open easily." Besides the

push of a f inger, t he doors feature a

door's weight, the team had other

tu bular steel inner struc-

issues to contend with regarding

tu re clad with cast-

t he extreme climate in Saudi

Grand entrances

bronze panels and fabri -

Arabia. Constructed in Kansas in

The Estate Collection recalls a time

cat ed bronze plate. "The

frigid January, the door might

when entrances reflected the beliefs

trick was to engineer the

expand when transported to a hot,

and status of the fam ilies within. The

handling of the door so it

arid area on the Red Sea. "We had

clear or knotty alder doors can be

didn't become wall art

information that our welds were

customized by selecting the wood

but a functioning door-

secure enough that it wou ld with -

surface texture, finish color, decora-

way;' says Zoble.

stand a little expansion and

tive metal accents (including

Deggingers' worked with

contraction;· says Zoble. "A very

speakeasy and sidelight grilles),

Rixson to come up with a

minor shift occurred:' In addition,

hardware, and glass that will com-

co mbination of hinges

the high saline content in the sea

plement a variety of styles. Door

and pivots to support a

air would have an impact on the

shapes include flat, Gothic, seg-

load that comes close to

patination of the brown/bronze-

mented, and radius top. The door

a t on per door leaf. The

colored door. The client's preference

above features distressed knotty

floor pivot is designed to

was to leave the patination

alder with an antique chappo finish,

slow down in the last 15

unsealed, allowing for the natural

a speakeasy with a grille and a door,

degrees of closure. "We

development of a green pat ina.

and coord inating sidelights with a

went with an offset hung

785/232-4788. Deggingers'

rustic grille on the exterior. 800/

Foundry, Topeka.

468-3667. IWP, San Diego. CIRCLE 21s

floor-closer with three

I
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New Products

~

Douglas fir line

Growing in natura l abundance,
Douglas fir accounts for one-fifth
of North America's softwood
~

reserve. Nord offers its Douglas fir

Crafty collection

Inspired by Craftsman architecture and Frank

line in two panel-construction

Lloyd Wright's signature design style, the

options: trad itional edge-glued

Craft sman Collection features 27 exterior door

solid wood with double-hip raised

designs in Douglas fir or western hemlock, with

detail for shadow lines; or exterior-

matching transoms and sidelight s. Art-glass pat-

grade MDF covered with a

terns include geometric representations of wheat

book-matched, real wood veneer.

stalks with azure glass det ail and arrangements of

Sizes up to seven and eight feet

squares and rectangles offset by amber glass ele-

are available. 800/ 877-9482. Nord,

ments. The doors are 1% inches thick and come

Klamath Falls, Ore. CIRCLE 217

standard with %-inch insulated glass. They can be
specified in heights of six feet eight inches, seven
feet, and eight feet. 800/952-4057. Simpson
Door Company, McCleary, Wash.
CIRCLE 216

.... Pultruded fiberglass
Graham offers a new collection of pultruded
fiberglass windows and doors suitable for
seashore condominiums and hotels. The
Graham Renaissance Series provides an alternative to aluminum and clad-wood windows in
corrosive seacoast environments. Pultruded
fiberglass expands at the same rate as glass,
so all components work together as a unit. The
collection includes a casement/projected style
window, terrace door (shown), and sliding
glass door. 800/ 755-6274. Graham

! lnswing or outswing French doors

Architectural Products, York, Pa. CIRCLE 21s

Ultimate French doors have adjustable hinges, a clear pine interior, and solid brass
handles that activate a concealed multipoint locking system. Inside the operating door
stiles, a structural spine made of Ultrex prevents warping. The door exteriors can be
either wood or thick extruded aluminum cladding. Many configurations receive a standard DP 40 rating from the Window & Door Manufacturers Association.
8 1 8/537-8268. Marvin Windows and Doors, Warroad, Minn. CIRCLE 221

~ Below-grade access
B1lco's J-AL access doors have been
redesigned for easier installation, improved

! Hinged and pat io doors

corrosion resistan ce, and lower maintenance.

Weather Shield introduces Legacy

New standard features include a patented

Series hinged and patio door systems

anchorage system, debris gasket , advanced-

with French and swingi ng patio doors.

cbmposite housings, forged aluminum hinges,

The new series features adjustable four-

and a 25-year warranty. The door provides

inch hinges t hat match handle set finishes and allow for precise door-height

access to areas located underground or

adjustment. The heavy-duty 2lHnch-thick door panels have a solid wood core with

beneath/ between f loors. 203/934-6363. The

extruded aluminum exteriors. A German engineered three-point locking system is pro-

Bilco Company, New Haven, Conn. CIRCLE 219

vided on all doors. 800/ 477-6808. Weather Shield Mfg., Medford, Wis. CIRCLE 220
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Product Briefs

Product of the Month
DuPo Co 1an techno ogies
A photoengraving process produced exclusively
for DuPont by Backlight Images was used to etch
this intricate picture of a castle (bottom left), permanently preserving the 3-D photographic image

r

in the surface of Corian. When backlit (bottom
right), the result is a sophisticated interpretation
of the photo. The proprietary technology of Corian
Bas-Relief signature surfaces transforms Corian
via a two-dimensional molding process. The offering enables designers to create signature surfaces with textural variety and depth-of-pattern. The stools
shown above showcase t he design potential of thermoforming Corian. 800/4CORIAN. DuPont Corian, Wilmington, Del. CIRCLE 223

• Quirky cork
The ProntoKorQ collection consists of four designs of floor- and wallcovering tile by

I

designer Kevin Walz. Since the cork tiles are pigmented in t he nat ural binder, the colol
permeates through the layer of granulated cork and is not susceptible to scratching off.
The four new designs are Striped (above left), Terrazzo (above right), Solid Color, and
Chunk Style. ProntoKorQ is a three-layer product: insulating cork, non-formaldehyde
MDF, and high-density granulated cork. 212/758-2593. KorQinc, New York City. CIRCLE 222

.... Get it while it's hot
Firelite Plus is a laminated,
impact safety-rated version of
the wireless fire-rated glass
ceramic Firelite. Listed with U.L.,
Firelite Plus carries fire ratings
up to three hours in doors and
up to 60 minutes in other applications. Unlike some fire-rated
glazing materials, the product's
performance will not be affected by the spray from sprinklers or extinguishers.
Firelite Plus fits in standard fire-rated frames or TGP's narrow profile FireFrames
by Forster. 888/ 397-FIRE. Technical Glass Products, Kirkland, Wash. CIRCLE

224

.... Translucent
glass tiles
The Fusion collection of handmade, architectural glass is
produced in Italy, under the
design of Walker Zanger. To create the tiles, two pieces of glass

• Danish tour

are melted together and a glaze

The Danes on the Move exhibition presents, for the first time ever in the U.S., the finest

is compressed between the

work of award-winning young Danish designers. The exhibition, which opened in New

glass pair, imparting color to the

York in March, travels to 15 select furniture retailers across the U.S. (this month's stops

tile. After the first firing, the

include Austin and Tucson). All of the pieces on display were designed in Denmark and

large tiles are cut into mosaic

crafted by prominent Danish furniture makers. The Rockable (above right), designed by

sizes and fired again, melting

Hans Sandgren Jakobsen, is composed of 37 sticks driven into a circular base that

the edges. The tiles come in an

rocks slightly. Reminiscent of a stamen, each of the sticks is crowned with a rounded

array of sizes and shapes, and

knob, and the ensemble creates a convex seat. The Grid (above left), by Komplot

17 translucent colors. 800/540-

Design/Boris Berlin & Poul Christiansen, features a wooden grid t hat "recollects the

0235. Walker Zanger Inc.,

human body:· 212/223-4545. Royal Danish Consulate General, New York City. CIRCLE 226

Sylmar, Calif. CIRCLE

225
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Product Briefs

I

Scandinavian design was on dlisplay at this year's Stockholm Furniture Fair,
held in February. A few ftoorco~ering and furnishing highlights follow.
' Swede seats

I

The Millibar bar stool (right) by Anya Sebton features a lower-back-supporting
webbed seat and steel tube in powdercoat orl chrome, springing from a convex
beveled foot. A tab le that complements the stools comes in three sizes and
two heights, with a tabletop in white or gray 1omogenous lam inate. The lat est
product by Love Arben for Lammhults is a se1ies of armchairs, easy chairs, and
tables named after the days of the week. (Monday, Friday, and Sunday shown
below). The seat and back can be upholstereb in fabric or leather. +46 472 26

9500. La mm hults M6bel AB, Lammhult, Swe en.

CIRCLE 22a

! Shaggy Scandinavian
Kast hall rugs are milled in the smal l town
of Kinna, in the heart of Sweden's
"Tygriket" or "Fabric Kingdom': Woven
from the wool of highland sheep, the
rugs come in widths up t o 25 feet and
lengths up to 150 feet. The hand-tufted
rugs have no limitations in size, shape, or
color. One of the more unusual offerings,
Moss, is shown above. Wooden floors are
also available. +46 320 143 30.
Kasthall, Kinna, Sweden. CIRCLE 221
For m ore information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to w ww.arch itecturalrecord.com Advertiser & Product Info

Housings available:
Aluminum
Black Anod ized
Dr. Bronze Anodized
Bronze Anod ized

Avai lable surfacemounted, semi or
full -mortised.

Strong one-piece spring
mechanism drops neoprene
gasket in a sc issor-like motion
for a tight seal and no drag.

--

Concealed magnet and
steel plate for cons istent
sealing action.

Hinge-side plunger
activates drop.
Brass cylinder nut
to adjust plunger.

Automatic door bottoms don 't have to mean installation
head-aches or maintenance nightmares. ZERO's regular or
heavy duty Automatic Door Bottoms are engineered for easy,
precise installation . Quality construction to the renowned
ZERO standard makes these gaskets the professional 's choice
for superior performance and long life.
For optimal results, special-purpose Door Bottoms from ZERO
have unique features to help meet the biggest challenges for
sealing door perimeters:
• High level sound control-achieved with patented design.
• Blocking fire , smoke and toxic gases-with integral INTUMET'"
intumescent material.
• Minimizing door-opening force-with "Light Spring" action to
meet ADA access requirements.
ZERO can hel p close the door on door gasketing problemswith long-term benefits. Check our website or call for our
44-page catalog and engineering assistance.

'""~~'Ml

©2001 ZER O

THRESHOLDS • SADDLES • HING ES • LIGHT/SOUND SEALS • STAIR NOSING

TM

ZERO INTERNATIONAL, INC.
41 5 Concord Avenue, Bronx, NY 10455-4801
Voice: 1-800-635-5335 718-585-3230
Fax: 1-800-851-0000 718-292-2243
E-Mail: Zero@zerointernational.com
World Web: www.zerointernational.com

Trademark of Zero International

•IADA SURFACES • INTUMESCENT SEALS • WEATHERSTRIPPING • RAMPS
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Each year, every Metal Building Manufacturers
Association (MBMA) member must pass a thorough
engineering and manufacturing audit that combines
a written submission and on-site inspections by an
independent consulting engineer.
Here's the drill. AISC auditors annually scrutinize
order entry, purchasing, fabrication , and design
and detail documents randomly selected from a
list of 200 projects over the past six months.
In addition, they give the white glove treatment
to our manufacturers' inner workings, from receiving
to welding quality to shipping.
MBMA members also invest millions of dollars
in research to advance the performance of
metal buildings in extreme conditions.
No other industry group matches our members'
dedication to bringing arch itects
quality, flexible and dependable
metal building and roofing systems.
To find out more about specifying
metal buildings systems or ou r CEU programs,
call or visit our web site today.
Recruits only go through boot camp once.
Your metal buildings manufacturer has marching
orders to take the exam every year.

MBMA
-

-

~ WQQlllQM
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(216) 241-7333
www.mbma .com

I.

Make •oom fo• cont•act fU•nltu•e

Product Briefs

At its first showing at the St ockholm Fair, R.0.0.M. contract introduced two new
series of contract furniture. Workstation "iS" (shown) in oak and colored glass was
developed in collaboration wit h architect Thomas Sandell and Chris Martin and

' Finnish flooring

includes a storage unit, writ-

In addition to carpet s and other series-

ing desk, and PC unit. The

production textiles, Hanna Korvela

"WZ" series, designed by

Design has produced numerous textile

Wil liam Zetterman, includes

artworks and liturgical textiles, and

four different types of writi ng

>-

Cf)

:::J

provides a design service for other

tables in oak and a variety of

compan ies. The current line includes:

laminate colors. + 46 8 692

Duetto, a recyclable, clean- lined, cot-

50 00. R.0.0.M. Contract,

ton knit-paper yarn carpet; Duetto's

Stockholm.

companion Encore, a cotton knit with

0
(.'J

z

U.J

:<'.
0:

~
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~ Gemng the ,;ght offecct

! Swedish form

strong paper yarn ; and Minore, a mini-

One of the leading contract furniture

malist wool carpet. +358 (0) 17 288

compan ies in Scand inavia , Skandiform

6688. Hanna Korvela Design Oy,

At the Fair, Offecct premiered new products and prototypes from such in-vogue

0:

has worked with designers such as

Kuopia, Fin land.

+ernationa l designers as BarberOsgerby (London), Jean-Marie Massaud (Paris),

w..
w..

CIRCLE 229

U.J

w..
w..
0
0
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Ruud Ekstrand, Jonas Li ndvall,

~ nd

Claesson/Koivisto/ Rune, and Helene

for wa iting rooms or

Teidemann. The Dropp series (above)

Jhort meetings. F-

includes a sofa, easy chair, armchair,

Seat lacks a

and tables designed by Claesson/
Koivisto/Rune. A daybed/ sofa is among

t faditiona l back, offer.I
f
T g numerous ways o

the other designs for the company.

sitting. +46 0504-

architect Thomas Eriksson (Stockholm). Eriksson's new F-Seat sofa is designed

115 00. Offecct

Vinsl6v, Sweden. CIRCLE 230

ipteri6r ab, Tibro,
:

Sweden.
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Check out our Library
of Codes on CD
@

Mortar Net'" is
environmentally
friendly and made of
recycled materials.
Patent reissue no. 36,676

Don't be confused by
similar products . Only
BOCA's Electronic
Library includes all
the 2000 International
Codes and these timesaving features:

Mortar NeC invented the mortar
dropping collection device and is
specified 10-to-1 over all other
devices combined!
From the patented shape of Mortar Net'"-the
original mortar dropping collection device-to our
innovative Mortar Net"' Block and Weep Vents.

>-

Folio T M search engine, to search by keywords,
phrases and sections .

>>>>-

Bookmarks fo r frequently used sections.

we offer a complete, state-of-the-art drainage
solution. For trouble-free cavity walls
that last a lifetime. specify Mortar Net'"
products every time. The re's no better
way to control mortar droppings, prevent
damming and promote drying in cavity
and CMU wa ll constructi on.

Sticky notes for personal modifications.
High lighters to group related sections.
P rin t actual code text.

1-800-2 14-432 1, ext . 723
800-664-6638
www.mortarnet.com

Mortar Net

6 The Di ffe re nce Is In The Cut.
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+46 44 855 50. Skand iform AB,

0:

FREE and PROMPT shipping.
T M

Visit BOCA on-line

@

www.bocai_org
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New From Bilco ...

The L11mivent™
Bilco has re-engineered its domed fire vent to provide a new low profile cover
design and to enhance its thermal insulation. The Lumivent™ gives you natural
daylight, energy efficiency, and the protection you need as well as the
performance you expect from Bilco - all at competitive pricing.
Standard Features Include:
• Covers are surface treated
to resist UV degradation
• Covers are fully gasketed
for weathertight
construction
• Available in standard
UL Listed and FM
approved sizes

• Multi-wall, polycarbonate cover design offers over
a 40% improvement in insulation performance
compared to traditional domes
• The patented Bilco Thermolatch® II latching
mechanism provides reliable operation and
easy resetting
• Cover design maximizes light transmittance while
minimizing solar heat gain

Cross-section of covers

For more information on this product,
contact Bilco or log-on to www.bilco.com
Bilco is an ISO 900 I certified company

A i 2r
I
1

I P.O. Box 1203
,; ~~ ~;v;~;~i 06505

.____ _ _ _ _ _ ____, Fax (203) 933-8478

Since 1926
CIRCLE! 75 ON INQUIRY CARD

email: bilco@bilco.com

®
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I Product Literature
Color options
The "Color Quest" selector chart covers

NEW SITES FOR CYBERSURFING

the complet e Chicago Metallic color

Ergonomic, lounge, and multipurpose
seating www.dauphin.com

offering, including Natural, Prest ige,

.I

Brights, and Door/ Frame Systems colors.
800/323-7164. Chicago Metallic,
Chicago. CIRC LE 233

Decorative lighting
Meyda Tiffany introduces Founder's

Edition, its largest catalog to date. The

I

300-page cat alog, featuring t housa nds of
Tiffany decorative lights and home decor,
is cjedicated to t he firm's founder, Meyer

Reclaimed antique wood flooring,
beams, and millwork www.mountain·
lumber.com

Sheet flooring, floor tile, or laminate
products www.tarkettusa.com

eat en (c. 1907- 2000). 800/222-4009.

Italian furniture www.fiamitalia.it

MT da Tiffany, Yorkville, N.Y. CIRCLE 234

Thermal StresS/Wind Load calculators
www.pilkington.com/sunmanagement

Colored fixture offering

Lit~control's LiteColors brochure has a

within t wo weeks. 781/ 294-0100.

21 color pa lette of cont empora ry colors

Litecontrol, Hanson, Mass. CIRCLE 235

1

for its line of architectural f luorescent
1

lighting fixtures. The brochure identifies

Wall a nd ceiling solutions

a range of neutral shades, vivid and

Healthcare Environments, a new eight-

muted hues, and met allic tones. The

page brochure from USG Corporation,

LiteSpeed Contractor Starter Kit will aid

provides designers, bui lders, and speci-

electrica l contractors, design-bu ild firms,

fiers with detailed information on a wide

lighti ng designers, and other specifiers

range of wall and ceiling products and

with quick-shi p light ing requi rements in

so~rcing, specifying, and ordering linear

systems specifica lly suited to hea lthcare
settings. 8 00/ 950-3839. USG

fl uprescent lighti ng fi xtures, for shipment

Corporation, Ch icago. CI RC LE 236

litrCo/ars

------·---... _
__ _
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roduct Literature

~t:::•:,:::h::::: Acmruoog
explains how an acoust ical ceiling can

Cleveland Quarries, Amherst, Ohio.

help create a more effective environment

CIRC LE 239

ledge rock, rubble stone, and custom
sandblasted stone signs. 800/248-0250.

fo{ learning and teaching, as well as
imrrove lighting quality, limit the spread

Elevator/escalator guidelines

of mold and mildew, and reduce long[
.
.
te1m maintenance cost s. The literature

Standards and Guidelines provides a ref-

concludes with a description of

erence for the dimensional, performance,

A+ strong's Ceilings Recycling Program,

application, and evaluation requirements

NE//-1-2000, Building Transportation

w1ich provides schools with t he opportu-

of building transportation systems: eleva-

nif to recycle used acoustical cei lings

tors, escalators, and moving walks.

from renovation project s, rather t han

Written by the Performance Standards

dymp them in a landfill. 877/ARM -

Committee of National Elevator

S~RONG. Armstrong World Industries., Inc.,

Industry, Inc. (NEii) and published by

Lancaster, Pa. CIRCLE 231

Elevator World, Inc., the standards supply standardized information, which the

11 erior and exterior doors

Si~pson Door Company introd uces a

end user can incorporate in drawings
and specifications. 800/ 730-5093

n1w brochure featurin g Infinity Doors,

x119. Elevator World, Inc., Mobile, Ala.

Simpson's latest collection of interior and
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el tenor doors. 800/952-4057. Simpson
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Scaffold safety
The National Roofing Contractors
Association now offers Scaffold Safety:
From the Ground Up, Part 3: Aerial Lifts,

A hew brochure from Cleveland Quarries

Forklifts and Fork-Mounted Work

ofilandscape stone for commercial, insti-

format. 8 00/323-9545. National

tuf ional, and residential appl icat ions. The

Roofing Contractors Association,

products include patio stone, wall stone,

Rosemont, Ill. CIRCLE 241

hi~hlights the sandstone producer's line

Platforms, in a book, video, and manual

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to
www.architecturalrecord.com A dvertiser & Product Inf o
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CLASSIFIEJ ADVERTISING
DESIGNER
Using specially designated softwate progratns, prepares
vatious documents pe1iaining to the practice of commercial atchitecture, such as schematic designs, design
developments, and construction documents; assists
clients throughout the entire project process, including
design, bidding, and construction phases; performs task
management for different projects with the patticipation
of vatious teatn members; directs communications with
clients; coordinates stages of project development and
construction administration with vatious consultants,
engineers and contractors. Hours: 9:00 atn-5:00 pm.
requires Bachelors degree in Architecture plus 2 yeats of
experience performing above duties or 2 yeats experience
as an Architect, Intern Architect, or Designer in field of
Commercial Architecture. Salary: $57,928/yeat. Must be
authorized to work in the United States. Send resumes to:
Linda Catrithers, Alabatna Employment Security Office,
3440 Third Avenue South, P.O. Box 12046, Birminghatn,
AL 35202-2046. Refer to Job Order AL 0147654. E.O.E.

OFFICIAL PROPOSAL
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
The Charleston Rowing Foundation is requesting
qualifications for architectural/engineering firms to
design a floating rowing facility in Charleston, SC.
Experience in design and construction of floatin g
boathouses and low freeboard rowing docks
required . Send qualifications by July 30, 200 l. The
Charleston Rowing Foundation, P.O. Box 759,
Charleston, South Carolina 29402

SPECIAL SERVICES
ARCHITECTUAAL MODEL STUDIOS
Professional model maj<ing services worldwide. Fast,
productive, cost efficient model shop with in-house laser
cutting. Help others see your ideas as you do. Zoyes East
Inc. (800)939-9930. www.atchitecturalmodel.com
SECURITY CONSULTING
Independent and non-pioduct affiliated. Surveys & system design, Crime Prevention through environmental
design, RFP creation, ~roject Management. Howard
Services 800-723-1150. jvww.howatdservices.com

DESIGN
COMPETITION
NEW UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE
EL PASO, TEXAS

•

Power, Functionality
& Attention to Detail

FLATLAND
... Abundant 2D Tools; Easy to
Learn and Use .. ,
... Powerful and Useful ...
Cadalyst Magazine, October 1996

The U.S. General Services Adm inistratio n is pleased ro
announce a Desi gn Excellence Comperi rion fo r che sel eccion
of an Archicecc/Enginee{ Team rn design a new Un ired Sra ces
Cou nhouse in downrow n El Paso, Texas. The gross sq uare
footage will be over 2 1~.00 0 with an esrimared cost ranging
fro m $40 to $50 milli on! T he design competition will cons isr of
rhree srages wi rh rhe fin alists ex press ing their vision in a bl in d
compecirio n. Th e designs will be judged by an independent
jury of nationally recog~ iied professionaJs .
T he projecr will be advenised in the Comme rce Business Dai l)'
on or abour June 27, 2op1. Conracr Howard Be rgm an , Project
Manage r, at 8 I 7·978·4677 or howard.be rgman@gsa.gov for a
copy of rhe CB D Noricl or orher informarion.
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Architectural El ectronics }nc,
Ble11di11g A rc hi1ec111re w i i/1 Ele c 1ro11ics

Monumetal Trees

ARCHITECTURAL RENDERINGS

TO ADVERTISE: Contact Ally Wingate
T: {800) 484-4042 ext 3042 IF: (770) 889-9152
E-mail: Ally_Wingate@McGraw-Hill.com

Home Theaters • Media Rooms
Corporate Boardrooms • Custom Lighting
Multi-room AudioNideo • Home Automation
Contac t: Pat Williams, Chief Integrator

WATERCOLOR RENDERINGS
Fortune 500 clientele, Watercolor: 11" x 17" $1,499 +
tax, 3 days . 12" x 22", $2,899 +tax, 5 days. Visa, MC,
ArnEx. Mayron Renderings, (800) 537-9256. Visit
www.mayronrend.com

Ph: 770-529-2884 Cell: 770-3 18-7279 Fax: 770-32 1- 1496 Nexte l: 27463
Serving Georgia, A labama, a11d Sourh Caroli11a

II w w w • a r c h i t e c t u r a I re c o rd • c o m II

Since 1985 we have sponsored a
competition for innovative furniture
components which has evolved into the
industry forum for groundbreaking
concepts. The competition is limited to
furniture components and hardware of any sort
Only First Place is awarded. There are no limits to
the number of First Place awards, consisting of US
$1,000, an engraved trophy and royalty. Entries
close September 1, 2001 . All entries must be
mai led Registered Return
Receipt Ma il. For further
information please call US. Bo' 3333 , Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

MOCK Ell

"Fine Architectural Hard wa re for Your Fine Furn iture:' ®

Tel: 800·523·1269

www.mockett.com

Fax: 800·235·7743
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Profile

Q

Do your early days in magic relate to your cur: rent profession? Capturing and keeping people's

attention is the magician's art, a trick I learned as a child
performer. Designing is the same. You grab the audience
and keep their attention by introducing and prolonging a
design narrative. These days, as a content provider at
the Dumb Box, which is a narrative space, an interactive,
performance-art showroom that opened last month in
SoHo [New York], I've come full circle, bringing together
performance and design.

Tell us about the thing you are best known for-your
furn iture designs. As a builder, I experimented with materials and making things, both small objects and large
spaces. This led me to furniture, which eventually led me
to develop a variety of col lections, or narrative themes,
including the Library Chair Series, originally commissioned
by Pei Cobb Freed for the San Francisco Public Library
and then used by Legoretta and Polshek in some of their
work. I've designed furniture for companies such as IBM,
Starbucks, and the Four Seasons Hotel. I have displays at
the Cooper-Hewitt, Brooklyn Museum, the America Craft
Museum, and others.

Tell us more about the Dumb Box. Ongoing work with
Peter Eisenman on my Los Angeles studio inspired the
Dumb Box-"dumb" because it's silent about a specific
purpose. I conceived of it as a 24-hour space for displaying a ka leidoscope of interweaving themes: education,
information, architecture, branding, and commerce. Soon,
it will feature the work of 100 designers and 100 architects, work from the archives of design museums, and

Dakota Jackson: A wizard o craft
plays with ill sion

displays from companies and conservation groups.
ShoP/Sharples Holden Pasquarelli [of New York] and I
designed it from conception to delivery in four weeks! It's
transparent to the street with a glass front. The boxy interior space has a large screen for viewing my multimedia
presentations. I've spliced together a collage of narratives
from early Godard films. Eventually I want to feature the

Interviewed by Jane Kolleeny

lives of some of the workers at my factory.

Dakota Jackson comes from a family of magicians and, like Houdini, he named
himself In fact, he fashioned his Wyoming cowboy title from his Hebrew name:
Yehuda ben Yakov (i.e., "son ofJakob" or . . . voila: Jackson). This kid from Queens
is now 51 years old. From his early days as a wizard fashioning boxes for rabbits and
people to disappear into, to the 1970s bohemianism of the SoHo art scene, to entrepreneurial furniture-making, to designing Steinway's Millennium piano-Dakota,
it seems, can walk any walk, talk any talk. In fact, he's made a career of reinventing himself. Today, his factory in Long Island City employs over 100 people, and he
presents himself as an impresario of a multinational troupe offurniture crafters.
216
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I understand Dumb Box has another meaning. Dumb Box (DB) also symbol1

izes the Dissolving of Barriers, breaking down the boundaries between
disciplines, between factory and point of commerce; between formal architecture and the street; between the real and virtual-a switchboard for any
activity. In the old days in SoHo you could see what lights were on and what
spaces were being lived in and then you knew who was living in the neighporhood. Today, my screen functions as a similar beacon of activity, dissolving
parriers between outdoor and indoor life.
Photograph by Andre Souroujon

design

sm a~ter

\'ect~fWORKS.9
ARC H IT E CT

Create faster and work smarter wit h ARCHITECT 9
With VectorWorks ARCHITECT 9, great designs are just the beginning. ARCH ITECT 9 helps you increase
productivity while it manages every ste p of the design and construction process. Easily integrate 2D plans,
30 models, reports and schedules. Track a project's information throughout the design process. Impress
clients with high-quality presentati ons and even 3D animations. A complete framing
module automatically frames floors, walls and roofs. Work smarter with DXF and
DWG support for AutoCAD 2000i. Speci alized tools make designing HVAC, piping,
plumbing, and electrical systems ea sy. Thousands of industry standard symbols and
objects come free of charge. Call today, or visit our website at www.nemetschek.net.
Do what you do best-build great archi tecture. ARCHITECT 9 will do the rest.

www.nemetschek.net • 888 .646.4223

VectorWorks. Freedom to do more.
A product of Nemetschek North Am erica
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Introducing
AsTRo™
CuMAPLus™ceiling panels
with the A:GIS MICROBE SHIELD'M

I

I
/

New AsTRo'" CuMAPws'" ceiling panels are the first with the
A:G1s MICROBE SHIELD™and are fine-textured, non-directional,
non-perforated, affordably priced ceiling panels with true
anti-micrnbial properties. With AsTRo CuMAPws panels,
CURVATURA'" Elite and DONN" BRAND suspension systems,
everything is looking fine.

Use Asrno CuMAPws and participate in
Think Asrno : A Call for Entries
to compete for a sabbatical in Bilbao, Spain. Visit our website
for entry information and lifetime system warranty details.
ASTRO CUMAPLUS ceiling panels. They're so fine .

www.usg.com/astro

No purchase necessary. Ends 2/29/02. This is a contest of skill open only to
members of the design trades who use USG products.© 2001 USG Corporation
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